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8

The present simple
The present simple is used to make simple statements  
of fact, to talk about things that happen repeatedly,  
and to describe things that are always true.

To make the present simple of most verbs, 
use the base form (the infinitive without “to”).

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The base form of the verb.

With “he,” “she,” and “it,” “-s” is added.

HOW TO FORM

SUBJECT VERB REST OF SENTENCE

See also:
Present continuous 4   Present for future 
events 19   Adverbs of frequency 102

THE PRESENT SIMPLE

The base form of 
the verb “to eat.” 

With “he,” “she,” and “it,” add “-s” to the base form.

Adverbs of frequency 
are often used with the 
present simple. 

008-011_Unit_1_The_Present_Simple.indd   8 22/07/2016   15:26
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With some verbs, “-es” is added for “he,” “she,” and “it.”  
These include verbs ending with “-sh,” “-ch,” “-o,” “-ss,” “-x,” and “-z.”

“-es” is added to 
verbs ending 

with “-sh.”

“-es” is added 
to verbs ending 

with “-x.”

“-es” is added to 
verbs ending 

with “-o.”

“-es” is added to 
verbs ending 

with “-ss.”

“-es” is added to 
verbs ending 

with “-ch.”

“-es” is added to 
verbs ending 

with “-z.”

“-S” AND “-ES” ENDINGS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

When the present simple is used with 
“he,” “she,” “it,” or one person’s name, 
it always ends in “-s” or “-es.”

There is no need to add the auxiliary verb 
“do” when forming the present simple. It is 
only used to form questions and negatives.

COMMON MISTAKES FORMING THE PRESENT SIMPLE

An “s” is added to the 
base form “start.”

“Start” without an “s” is only used 
for “I,” “you,” “we,” and “they.”

“Do” is only used as an auxiliary verb when 
forming negatives or questions.

008-011_Unit_1_The_Present_Simple.indd   9 02/09/2016   12:49
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10

“BE” IN THE PRESENT SIMPLE
“Be” is an important verb with an 
irregular present simple form.

HOW TO FORM

REST OF SENTENCE“BE”SUBJECT

FURTHER EXAMPLES Contractions can 
also be used.

“Is” also follows 
“she” and “it.”

“Are” also follows 
“we” and “they.”

008-011_Unit_1_The_Present_Simple.indd   10 02/09/2016   12:49
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“Has” is used for the third person 
singular: “he,” “she,” and “it.”

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES 

SUBJECT “HAVE” OBJECT

“Have” is an irregular verb. The third person 
singular form is “has” not “haves.”

“HAVE” IN THE PRESENT SIMPLE
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“Has” is used for the third person 
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To make negative sentences using “be” in the present 
simple, “not” is added after the verb. For other verbs,  
the auxiliary verb “do not” or “does not” is used.

The present simple negative
See also:
Present simple 1   Present overview 5    
Types of verbs 49

“Is not” and “are not” 
can be contracted in 
two ways. The 
subject and verb can 
be contracted, or the 
verb and “not.” They 
mean the same thing.

NEGATIVES WITH THE VERB “BE”

NEGATIVE CONTRACTIONS

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

SUBJECT + “BE” “NOT” REST OF SENTENCE

The verb “be” takes the  
same form in positive and 
negative sentences. The only 
difference is adding “not.”

“Are not” becomes “aren’t.”

“You are” 
becomes “you’re.”

“I amn’t” is incorrect.

012-013_Unit_2_The_Present_Simple_Negative.indd   12 08/08/2016   12:07
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For verbs other than 
“be,” “do not” or 
“does not” goes 
before the verb to 
make the negative.

HOW TO FORM

NEGATIVES WITH OTHER VERBS IN THE PRESENT SIMPLE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

BASE FORM REST OF SENTENCE

The main verb in a negative sentence 
always stays in its base form, even if 
the subject is “he,” she,” or “it.”

COMMON MISTAKES FORMING NEGATIVE SENTENCES

“DO / DOES” + “NOT”SUBJECT

This is the contracted 
form of “does not.”

Verb in 
base form.

The base form is used no 
matter what the subject is.
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Questions in the present simple with “be” are formed by 
swapping the verb and subject. For other verbs, the auxiliary 
verb “do” or “does” must be added before the subject.

Present simple questions
See also:
Present simple 1   Forming questions 34  
Question words 35   Open questions 36

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

To form questions in the 
present simple using “be,” 
reverse the order of the 
subject and the verb.

QUESTIONS WITH “BE” IN THE PRESENT SIMPLE
In a statement, the subject 
comes before the verb.

The subject comes after the verb.In a question, the verb moves 
to the start of the sentence.

“BE” SUBJECT REST OF SENTENCE

Question words can be used before 
the verb to form open questions.

014-015_Unit_3_Present_Simple_Questions.indd   14 22/07/2016   15:26
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HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

For questions with 
verbs other than 
“be,” start the 
question with  
“do” or “does.” 
Don’t swap the 
subject and the 
main verb.

QUESTIONS WITH “DO” AND “DOES”

Add “do” to questions 
with “I,” “you,” “we,” 
and “they.” 

Add “does” to 
questions with 

“he,” “she,” and “it.”

The main verb goes 
in its base form.

“DO / DOES” BASE FORM OF VERBSUBJECT REST OF SENTENCE

The verb never takes an “-s” or 
“-es” when you ask a question.

Never add “-s” or “-es” to the base form of the verb when asking 
a question, even in the third person singular (“he,” “she,” or “it”).

COMMON MISTAKES FORMING PRESENT SIMPLE QUESTIONS

Do not add “-s” or “-es” to the main 
verb when asking  a question.

The main verb always goes in 
its base form in questions.

Question words can be used before 
“do” or “does” to form open questions.

014-015_Unit_3_Present_Simple_Questions.indd   15 02/09/2016   12:49
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HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

For questions with 
verbs other than 
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question with  
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subject and the 
main verb.
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with “I,” “you,” “we,” 
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“he,” “she,” and “it.”

The main verb goes 
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“DO / DOES” BASE FORM OF VERBSUBJECT REST OF SENTENCE

The verb never takes an “-s” or 
“-es” when you ask a question.

Never add “-s” or “-es” to the base form of the verb when asking 
a question, even in the third person singular (“he,” “she,” or “it”).

COMMON MISTAKES FORMING PRESENT SIMPLE QUESTIONS

Do not add “-s” or “-es” to the main 
verb when asking  a question.

The main verb always goes in 
its base form in questions.

Question words can be used before 
“do” or “does” to form open questions.
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The present continuous is used to talk about continued 
actions that are happening in the present moment.  
It is formed with “be” and a present participle.

The present continuous

The present continuous is 
used to describe a current, 
continued action.

THE PRESENT CONTINUOUS

HOW TO FORM

This is the present simple. It describes 
a repeated action or situation.

The subject and the verb 
can be contracted.

This is the present continuous. It describes 
what is happening right now.

The present continuous 
uses the verb “be.” 

Present participle 

FURTHER EXAMPLES

See also:
Present simple 1   Action and state verbs 50   
Infinitives and participles 51

SUBJECT VERB + “-ING”“AM / IS / ARE” REST OF SENTENCE

016-019_Unit_4_The_Present_Continuous.indd   16 02/09/2016   12:49
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Don’t double the last letter because 
the final syllable is not stressed.

PRESENT PARTICIPLE SPELLING RULES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The present participle is formed by adding “-ing” to the base form 
of the verb. Some participles have slightly different spelling rules.

Last letter  
is an “-e.”

Last letters 
are “-ie.”

Add “-ing” to form  
regular present participles.

Leave out “e.” Change  
“-ie” to “y.”

Double the last 
letter, unless it’s 

“w,” “x,” or “y.”

Action verbs can be used in simple and continuous forms. 
State verbs are not usually used in continuous forms.

COMMON MISTAKES STATE VERBS IN CONTINUOUS TENSES

STATEACTION

Last letters are consonant–vowel–consonant 
and the final syllable is stressed.

TIP
Present participles  

follow the same  
spelling rules  
as gerunds.
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HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

In a question, the verb moves 
to the start of the sentence.

This action is happening right now.

“He” is the subject.

Question words such as “what,” “where,” and “how” 
can be used before the verb to form open questions.

To ask questions in the present 
continuous, swap the subject 
and the form of “be.” 

QUESTIONS IN THE PRESENT CONTINUOUS

“AM / IS / ARE” SUBJECT REST OF SENTENCEVERB + “-ING”

016-019_Unit_4_The_Present_Continuous.indd   18 02/09/2016   12:49
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The present participle 
stays the same when 
you make the negative.

Add “not” after “be” to make the  
negative. Contractions are also possible.

To make the negative of the present 
continuous, add “not” after “be.” 

THE PRESENT CONTINUOUS NEGATIVE

HOW TO FORM

The present participle 
doesn’t change.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

SUBJECT “AM / IS / ARE” + “NOT” REST OF SENTENCEVERB + “-ING”

016-019_Unit_4_The_Present_Continuous.indd   19 02/09/2016   12:49
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The present participle 
stays the same when 
you make the negative.

Add “not” after “be” to make the  
negative. Contractions are also possible.

To make the negative of the present 
continuous, add “not” after “be.” 

THE PRESENT CONTINUOUS NEGATIVE

HOW TO FORM

The present participle 
doesn’t change.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

SUBJECT “AM / IS / ARE” + “NOT” REST OF SENTENCEVERB + “-ING”
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Present tenses overview
THE PRESENT SIMPLE AND THE PRESENT CONTINUOUS

PRESENT TENSE QUESTIONS

The present simple is used to talk about 
permanent situations, regular occurrences, 
things that are always true, repeated actions, 
and ongoing states. 

Present simple 
questions with “be” 
are formed differently 
from other verbs.

The present continuous is used to refer 
to temporary situations, repeated actions 
around the present moment, and ongoing 
actions in the present moment.

Present continuous 
questions are always 
formed in the same way.

“-s” is never added to the base form of the 
verb when asking a question or making a 
negative sentence, even in the third person 
singular (“he,” “she,” or “it”).

COMMON MISTAKES USING “S” IN THE PRESENT SIMPLE

AFFIRMATIVE

An “-s” is added to the base 
form in affirmative sentences.

The base form without an “-s” is only 
used for “I,” “you,” “we,” and “they.”

The form of “be” comes 
before the subject.

This is always true.

This is a temporary situation.

“Do” or “does” is added 
before the subject.

The form of “be” comes 
before the subject.

020-021_Unit_5_Present_Overview.indd   20 02/09/2016   12:50
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The present simple and present continuous are used in 
different situations. There are different ways to form 
questions and negatives with these tenses.

See also:
Present simple  1   Present continuous  4  
Forming questions  34   Infinitives and participles  51

PRESENT TENSE NEGATIVES
Present simple 
negatives with 
“be” are formed 
differently from 
other verbs.

Present continuous 
negatives are always  
formed in the same way.

QUESTION NEGATIVE

“-s” or “-es” are not added to the 
main verb when asking a question.

The verb always goes in its 
base form in questions.

The base form is used 
in the negative.

This is a repeated action.

This is a continuing state.

This is a repeated action happening 
around the present moment.

This is an ongoing action 
in the present moment.

“Do not” or “does not” is added 
between the subject and main verb.

“Not” is added after 
the form of “be.”

“Not” is added after 
the form of “be.”

“-s” or “-es” are not added to the 
main verb in negative sentences.

020-021_Unit_5_Present_Overview.indd   21 08/08/2016   12:08
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Imperatives
Imperatives are used to give commands or to make 
requests. They can also be used to give warnings  
or directions.

Imperatives are formed using 
the base form of the verb 
(the infinitive without “to”).

“Do not” or “don’t” 
can be added before 
the verb to make an 
imperative negative.

IMPERATIVES

NEGATIVE IMPERATIVES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

See also:
Types of verbs 49   Suggestions and advice 59  
Indefinite pronouns 79   

The base form of the 
verb “to stop.”

An exclamation mark is used if the imperative is urgent.
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An imperative sentence does not 
usually have a subject, but sometimes 
a noun or a pronoun is used to make 
it clear who is being talked to.

SUBJECTS WITH IMPERATIVES

POLITE REQUESTS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

MAKING SUGGESTIONS WITH “LET’S”

Imperatives in English 
can be considered rude. 
Words can be added to 
make them more polite.

“Do” can go before the imperative 
verb to make a request more formal.

“Not” goes after “let’s” to form the negative.

For emphasis “you” can be 
used in an imperative clause.

The subject can also 
be placed at the end.

“Please” can also be placed 
at the end of the sentence.

“Just” can go before 
the imperative.

“Let’s” can be used to make 
a suggestion for an activity 
that includes the speaker. 

Base form.

“Please” can be placed before the imperative 
verb to make a request more polite.
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The past simple 

To form a regular verb in the past simple, 
“-ed” is added to the base form.

Most verbs in the past 
simple do not change 
with the subject.

REGULAR VERBS IN THE PAST SIMPLE

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The verb ends in "-ed.” Fixed point in the past.

SUBJECT PAST VERB REST OF SENTENCE

TUESDAY TODAY

See also:
Past simple negative 8   Past simple questions 9   
Present perfect simple 11

The past simple is used to talk about completed actions 
that happened at a fixed time in the past. It is the most 
commonly used past tense in English.

The same form is 
used for all subjects.
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The past simple of all regular verbs ends in “-ed,” but for 
some verbs, there are some spelling changes, too.

SPELLING RULES FOR THE PAST SIMPLE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

A stressed final syllable ending 
consonant-vowel-consonant.

For many regular  
verbs, “-ed”  

is added.

The “-y” is removed 
and “-ied” is  

added instead.

Just a “-d” 
is added.

Last letters are a 
consonant and a “-y.”Last letter is “-e.”

The last consonant 
is doubled and 
“-ed” is added.
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COMMON IRREGULAR VERBS IN THE PAST SIMPLE

Some verbs do not take 
“-ed” to form the past 
simple. There are no 
specific rules about how 
to form irregular verbs 
in the past simple.

IRREGULAR VERBS IN THE PAST SIMPLE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Went” is the past simple of “go.”

TODAYYESTERDAY
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HOW TO FORM

The past simple of “be” 
is completely irregular. 
It is the only verb in  
the past simple which 
changes depending  
on the subject.

The past simple  
of “be” changes  
with the subject.

“BE” IN THE PAST SIMPLE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

SUBJECT REST OF SENTENCE“BE”

NOWPAST
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HOW TO FORM

The past simple of “be” 
is completely irregular. 
It is the only verb in  
the past simple which 
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The past simple  
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The past simple negative is used to talk about things that 
did not happen in the past. It is always formed the same 
way, unless the main verb is “be.”

The past simple negative
See also:
Past simple 7   Present simple negative 2    
Types of verbs 49

The past simple 
negative uses “did 
not” or “didn’t” 
with the base form 
of the main verb. 
The main verb is 
not put into the 
past simple.

THE PAST SIMPLE NEGATIVE

“played” is the 
past simple.

To make the negative, 
“didn’t” is used with  

the base form.

TODAYYESTERDAYLAST WEEK

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The base form of the  
main verb is used in  
the past simple negative. 

“Didn’t” or “did not” are used 
to make the negative, no 

matter what the subject is.

SUBJECT BASE FORM OF VERB REST OF SENTENCE“DID NOT / DIDN’T”

“Did not” is only used for 
emphasis, or in formal situations.
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When using the negative form of the past simple, “didn’t” plus the main 
verb in the base form is used. The main verb is never in the past simple.

“Play” should be in 
the base form.

“Was not” is often 
shortened to “wasn’t.”

The main verb should only go into the 
past simple if it’s a positive statement.

THE PAST SIMPLE NEGATIVE OF “BE”

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“NOT” REST OF SENTENCE

To form the past simple negative of “be,” 
“not” is added after “was” or “were.”

“Were not” is often 
shortened to “weren’t.”

COMMON MISTAKES BASE FORMS IN THE PAST SIMPLE NEGATIVE

“WAS / WERE” SUBJECT
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Questions in the past simple are formed using “did.” For 
past simple questions with “be,” the subject and the verb 
“was” or “were” are swapped around. 

Past simple questions

Use “did” plus the base form of the verb 
to ask a question in the past simple.

QUESTIONS IN THE PAST SIMPLE

HOW TO FORM

See also:
Past simple 7   Forming questions 34  
Types of verbs 49   

FURTHER EXAMPLES

In the statement the main 
verb is in the past simple.

“Did” goes before 
the subject.

The main verb  
is in its base form.

You can add question words 
to ask open questions.

“DID” BASE FORM OF VERBSUBJECT REST OF SENTENCE

Add question words  
to make open questions.
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QUESTIONS IN THE PAST SIMPLE WITH “BE”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

To make a question 
using the verb “be” in 
the past simple, swap 
the order of the subject 
and “was” or “were.”

HOW TO FORM

“WAS / WERE” SUBJECT REST OF SENTENCE

The subject comes after the verb.In a question, the verb and 
the subject swap places.

Add question words  
to make open questions.

In a statement, the subject 
comes before the verb.
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QUESTIONS IN THE PAST SIMPLE WITH “BE”

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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The past continuous is used in English to talk about actions 
or events that were in progress at some time in the past. It is 
formed with “was” or “were” and a present participle.

The past continuous

English uses the past 
continuous to talk about 
ongoing actions that were 
in progress at a certain 
time in the past.

The past continuous 
shows the action went 
on for some time, but 
is now finished.

THE PAST CONTINUOUS

See also:
Past simple 7    
Infinitives and participles 51   

Past simple shows the action 
happened once and is now finished.

11:30AM 12:30PM12:00PM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Past continuous describes 
a continuing action.

HOW TO FORM
“Was” or “were” followed by the present participle form the past continuous.

 “Was” or “were” is used 
depending on the subject.

 “-ing” is added 
to the main verb.

VERB + “-ING” REST OF SENTENCE“WAS / WERE”SUBJECT
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THE PAST CONTINUOUS AND THE PAST SIMPLE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

When English uses the past continuous and past simple together, the 
past continuous describes a longer, background action, and the past 
simple describes a shorter action that interrupts the background action.

CONTINUING BACKGROUND ACTION INTERRUPTING MAIN ACTION

The past continuous is often used in storytelling 
to set a scene or describe a situation.

THE PAST CONTINUOUS FOR SCENE-SETTING
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THE PAST CONTINUOUS AND THE PAST SIMPLE

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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The present perfect simple is used to talk about events  
in the recent past that still have an effect on the present 
moment. It is formed with “have” and a past participle.

The present perfect simple
See also:
Past simple 7   Present perfect continuous 12   
Infinitives and participles 51 

PRESENT PERFECT

To give new information  
or news.

To talk about an event that 
started in the past and is still 
happening now.

To talk about a repeated 
action that continues to 
happen over a period of time.

FURTHER EXAMPLES THE PRESENT PERFECT

The present perfect can be used to talk about 
the past in a number of different ways:

HOW TO FORM

SUBJECT “HAVE / HAS” REST OF SENTENCEPAST PARTICIPLE

“Has” is used for 
“he,” “she,” and “it.”
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Regular past participles are formed 
by adding “-ed” to the base form.

English has a lot of irregular past participles, which 
sometimes look very different from the base form.

REGULAR PAST PARTICIPLES IRREGULAR PAST PARTICIPLES

It is important not 
to mix up past 
simple forms with 
past participles. 

COMMON MISTAKES PAST SIMPLE FORMS AND PAST PARTICIPLES

This is the past participle of “see.”

This is the past simple form of “see,”  
and shouldn’t be used in perfect tenses.
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 “GONE / BEEN”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Be” and “go” are 
both used in the 
present perfect  
to talk about  
going somewhere,  
but they have  
different meanings.

She is still in Florida.

She went to Florida, but 
now she is back home.
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THE PRESENT PERFECT SIMPLE AND THE PAST SIMPLE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The past simple is used to talk about something that happened at a definite 
time. The present perfect is used when a particular time is not specified.

A specific date, 2010, is given, 
so the past simple is used.

There’s no specific date, so 
the present perfect is used.

PRESENT PERFECTPAST SIMPLE

THE PRESENT PERFECT IN US ENGLISH
US English often uses the past simple when  
UK English would use the present perfect.

NOW2010 NOW2003 2008 2010 2014
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The present perfect continuous is used to talk about a 
continuing activity in the past that still has an effect on  
the present moment. It usually refers to the recent past.

The present perfect continuous

The present perfect continuous describes an activity that took place over a period  
of time in the recent past. The activity might just have stopped or might still be happening.

THE PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

See also:
Past simple 7   Present perfect simple 11   
Infinitives and participles 51

“-ing” is added to  
the main verb.

“Been” stays the  
same for all subjects.

Use “have” or “has,” 
 depending on the subject.

OBJECTVERB + “-ING”“BEEN”“HAS / HAVE”SUBJECT

PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS The past activity 
often affects the 
present moment.

“I have” can be shortened to “I’ve.” “He has” can be shortened to “He’s.”
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THE PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS AND THE PRESENT PERFECT SIMPLE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The present perfect continuous is used to show that an activity in the 
past was in progress. It is possible that the activity is still taking place.

PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS

PRESENT PERFECT SIMPLE

The present perfect simple is used to show 
that an activity in the past is finished.
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English uses the past perfect simple with the past simple  
to talk about two or more events that happened  
at different times in the past.

The past perfect simple

When talking about two events that happened at different times in the 
past, the past simple describes the event that is closest to the time of 
speaking. The past perfect describes an event further back in the past.

THE PAST PERFECT SIMPLE

HOW TO FORM

PAST SIMPLEPAST PERFECT SIMPLE

REST OF SENTENCESUBJECT PAST PARTICIPLE“HAD”

The past participle expresses 
the action in the past.

“Had” does not change 
with the subject.

Use “had” followed by the past participle to form the past perfect.

See also:    
Past simple  7   Present perfect simple 11    
Past perfect continuous  14   Participles  51

8:10PM 8:20PM NOW

7:00AM 7:30AM NOW
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FURTHER EXAMPLES Even if the past simple action is first in 
the sentence, it still happened later.

The present perfect is used to talk about 
an action that took place in the recent past 
and is still relevant to the present moment.

The past perfect is used to talk 
about an action that took place 
before another moment in the past.

PRESENT PERFECT SIMPLE

PAST PERFECT SIMPLE

THE PRESENT PERFECT AND PAST PERFECT

ONE HOUR BEFORE PAST NOW

NOWONE HOUR AGO
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English uses the past perfect continuous with the past 
simple to talk about an activity that was in progress  
before another action or event happened.

The past perfect continuous

The past simple refers to  
a specific completed event  
in the past. The past perfect 
continuous describes a 
repeated action or continuing 
activity that was taking place 
before that completed event.

The past perfect continuous is formed 
using “had been” plus a present participle.

THE PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS

See also:
Past simple 7   Present perfect continuous 12   
Infinitives and participles 51

SUBJECT “HAD BEEN” VERB + “-ING” REST OF SENTENCE

“Had been” doesn't 
change with the subject.

PAST SIMPLE

PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS

TWO YEARS BEFORE NOWPAST

SIX HOURS BEFORE NOWPAST

HOW TO FORM
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

The present perfect continuous is used 
to talk about an action in progress or 
repeated activity that was taking place 
until the present moment.

The past perfect continuous is used to 
talk about an ongoing action or repeated 
activity that was taking place until 
another specified moment in the past.

PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS

PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS

THE PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS AND PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS

NOWTWO HOURS AGO

TWO HOURS BEFORE PAST NOW
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

The present perfect continuous is used 
to talk about an action in progress or 
repeated activity that was taking place 
until the present moment.

The past perfect continuous is used to 
talk about an ongoing action or repeated 
activity that was taking place until 
another specified moment in the past.

PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS

PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS

THE PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS AND PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS

NOWTWO HOURS AGO

TWO HOURS BEFORE PAST NOW
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When talking about habits or states in the past, “used to”  
or “would” are often used. English often uses these forms  
to contrast the past with the present. 

“Used to” and “would”

 “USED TO”
“Used to” can be 
used with the 
base form of a 
verb to talk about 
past habits.  

Refers to a past habit.

Refers to a past state.“Used to” can also 
be used to talk 
about fixed states 
at some indefinite 
time in the past.  

FURTHER EXAMPLES “Used” becomes “use” in 
questions and negative forms.

NOW

See also:
Present simple 1   Past simple 4  
Past continuous 10   Adverbs of frequency 102

NOWPAST

PAST
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Refers to a past habit.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

When talking about habits 
in the past, “used to” 
should be used. It is 
incorrect to use the past 
continuous in this context.

“Would” cannot be 
used to talk about states 
in the past. “Used to” 
must be used instead.

COMMON MISTAKES “USED TO” AND THE PAST CONTINUOUS

COMMON MISTAKES “WOULD” WITH STATES

The past continuous shouldn’t be 
used to talk about past habits.

“Would” cannot be used in this 
way with state verbs.

“Used to” can be replaced by “would” in writing and formal speech, but 
only to talk about past habits. These statements often include a reference 
to time to describe when, or how often something happened.

ANOTHER WAY TO SAY “USED TO” WITH HABITS

6 YEARS AGO 5 YEARS AGO 4 YEARS AGO NOW
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Past tenses overview
PAST TENSES

The present perfect simple refers to an unfinished action 
or series of actions that started in the past, or past actions 
that still have a consequence in the present moment.

The past simple refers to a single,  
completed action in the past.

The present perfect continuous refers to a continuing 
activity in the past that still has a consequence in the 
present moment. 

The past continuous refers to a continuing 
action in the past.

Eve is still in London, so it is still 
relevant to the present moment.

This is a completed action 
in the past that is now over.

At that moment, he was in the 
process of washing his car.

This is a consequence 
in the present moment.

The past simple is used to refer to single, 
completed actions or events in the past. 
These no longer have a consequence in 
the present moment.

PAST SIMPLE AND PRESENT PERFECT SIMPLE

The essay is finished, so 
the past simple is used.

The essay is unfinished, so the 
present perfect simple is used.

This is no longer relevant to the present 
moment, because the keys were found.

The keys are still lost in the present moment, 
so the present perfect simple is used.

The present perfect simple is used to 
refer to actions or events in the past that 
are unfinished, or still have consequences 
in the present moment. 
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PAST CONTINUOUS

PAST SIMPLEPAST PERFECT

There are eight different ways to talk about the past  
in English. The differences between the past simple  
and the present perfect simple are particularly important.

See also:
Past simple  7   Present perfect simple  11  
Infinitives and participles  51

Narrative tenses are types of past tense that are used when telling a story.  
The past continuous is used to set the scene. The past simple describes actions in the story.  
The past perfect is used to talk about things that happened before the beginning of the story.

KEY LANGUAGE NARRATIVE TENSES

The past perfect simple refers to an action or event that 
took place before another action or event in the past.

“Used to” can also be used to refer to a fixed state at 
some indefinite time in the past that is no longer true.

The past perfect continuous refers to a continuing  
action or event that was taking place before another 
action or event that happened in the past.

“Used to” and “Would” are used to talk about 
repeated actions in the past that no longer happen.

“Live” is a state, so 
“would” can’t be used.
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The future with “going to”
Future forms in English are formed using auxiliary verbs. 
One of the most commonly used constructions is  
“going to” plus the base form of the main verb.

See also:
The future with “will” 18    
Future continuous 20   Future in the past 22   

BASE FORM OF VERB REST OF SENTENCESUBJECT “BE” “GOING TO”

HOW TO FORM THE FUTURE WITH “GOING TO”

“GOING TO” FOR FUTURE PLANS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Going to” is used to talk about future events 
that have been planned in advance, rather 
than decided upon at the time of speaking.

“Not” is added after the verb  
“be” to make the negative.

“Be” matches the 
subject of the sentence.

Base form of verb. 

“Going to” doesn’t 
change with the subject.
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“Going to” gives 
the prediction.

Evidence in the present moment means 
that you can make a prediction.

“Going to” is also used to make predictions 
when there is evidence in the present moment.

Questions with 
“going to” are formed 
by swapping the 
subject and “be.” 

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“GOING TO” FOR PREDICTIONS

QUESTIONS WITH “GOING TO” 

Question words can be added  
to the start of the question.
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“Will” is used to form some future tenses in English.  
It can be used in several different ways, which are all 
different from the future with “going to.”

The future with “will”

SUBJECT BASE FORM OF VERB“WILL” REST OF SENTENCE

HOW TO FORM THE FUTURE WITH “WILL”

TIP
Remember to use the  

future with “going to” for 
predictions based on current 
evidence, and for decisions  

made before the time  
of speaking.

This decision was not 
planned in advance.

THE FUTURE USING “WILL”

To make a 
prediction about 
what you think 
will happen.

To offer to  
do something 
for someone.

To make a 
promise.

To describe a 
decision you’ve 
just made.

This prediction is not 
based on evidence.

English uses “will” when talking about the future in four main ways:

“Will” doesn’t change 
with the subject.

See also:
The future with “going to” 17    
Infinitive and participles 51 

Contraction

the new movie.
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

There is no firm evidence that 
the person will like the movie.

“Probably" means something 
is likely, but not definite.

“Will” is used to talk about predictions about the future when 
there is no firm evidence for that prediction.

“WILL” FOR PREDICTIONS

“Will” is used to describe quick decisions that 
someone has made at the time of speaking. They 
are often a solution to an unexpected problem.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Will” shows you have just 
made the decision.

“WILL” FOR QUICK DECISIONS

“So” is often used to join a 
situation to a quick decision.

“Will not” or “won’t” is the 
negative form of “will.”
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FURTHER EXAMPLES
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Will” is also 
used to offer to 
do something 
for someone.

"Will" can be used when 
making a promise.

“WILL” FOR MAKING OFFERS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“WILL” FOR MAKING PROMISES
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“THINK” WITH “WILL”
“Think” can be used with “will” to show that a 
prediction is just an opinion, or a decision is not final. 

“Shall” is used instead of “will” when asking for a decision, or making offers or suggestions. 
In these cases, it is only used with “I” or “we.” It is rarely used in US English.

FUTURE WITH “SHALL”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

This decision is still 
being considered.

“Think” is made negative, rather than “will.”

“Shall” is being used 
to make an offer.

“Shall” is being used 
to make a suggestion.

“That” is used after “think,” 
but it can be left out.

This is an uncertain 
prediction.
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The present simple and present continuous can be used 
to talk about future events that are already planned. They 
are usually used with a future time word or time phrase.

The present for future events

The present simple 
can be used to talk 
about events that are 
scheduled to take 
place in the future.

THE PRESENT SIMPLE FOR FUTURE EVENTS

HOW TO FORM

See also:
Present simple 1   Present continuous 4   
Prepositions of time 107  

Present simple.
This refers to a point 
in the future.

SUBJECT FUTURE TIME PHRASEPRESENT SIMPLE

NOW 10PM

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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NOW TOMORROW

The present continuous 
can be used to talk 
about pre-arranged  
future events. Time 
markers usually show 
whether the event is in 
the present or future.

THE PRESENT CONTINUOUS FOR FUTURE EVENTS

“At the moment” shows the 
action refers to the present.

Present continuous refers  
to Dave’s present activity.

Time clause “tomorrow” shows 
the action refers to the future.

Present continuous refers to a 
future event that is planned.

HOW TO FORM

SUBJECT FUTURE TIME PHRASEPRESENT CONTINUOUS

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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NOW TOMORROW

The present continuous 
can be used to talk 
about pre-arranged  
future events. Time 
markers usually show 
whether the event is in 
the present or future.

THE PRESENT CONTINUOUS FOR FUTURE EVENTS

“At the moment” shows the 
action refers to the present.

Present continuous refers  
to Dave’s present activity.

Time clause “tomorrow” shows 
the action refers to the future.

Present continuous refers to a 
future event that is planned.

HOW TO FORM

SUBJECT FUTURE TIME PHRASEPRESENT CONTINUOUS

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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The future continuous can be formed using “will” or 
“going to.” It describes an event or situation that will  
be in progress at some point in the future.

The future continuous

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

SUBJECT “WILL BE” PRESENT PARTICIPLE OBJECT

The future continuous describes an event that will be in progress at a given time in the future  
which is often stated. The event will start before the stated time and may continue after it.

THE FUTURE CONTINUOUS WITH WILL

PRESENT CONTINUOUS

FUTURE CONTINUOUS

See also:
Present continuous 4   “Will” 18 
Infinitives and participles 51  

NOW 10 YEARS’ TIME
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

The future continuous can also be used to talk about events that 
are going to happen as a matter of course or “anyway.”

The future continuous is also used to ask neutral questions: 
questions asked for information, not to make a request.

THE FUTURE CONTINUOUS WITH “ANYWAY”

NEUTRAL QUESTIONS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

NEUTRAL QUESTION REQUEST

Future continuous.
Future simple.

“Anyway” is implied here.
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FURTHER EXAMPLES
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You can also use the future continuous to speculate about  
what is happening at the present moment.

THE FUTURE CONTINUOUS TO TALK ABOUT THE PRESENT

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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The future continuous can sometimes be formed with “going to” 
instead of “will,” but this is less common. It can be used in most future 
continuous constructions except to speculate about the present.

THE FUTURE CONTINUOUS WITH “GOING TO”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

SUBJECT “BE” “GOING TO BE” PRESENT PARTICIPLE REST OF SENTENCE
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The future continuous can sometimes be formed with “going to” 
instead of “will,” but this is less common. It can be used in most future 
continuous constructions except to speculate about the present.

THE FUTURE CONTINUOUS WITH “GOING TO”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

SUBJECT “BE” “GOING TO BE” PRESENT PARTICIPLE REST OF SENTENCE
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The future perfect is used to talk about an event that will 
overlap with, or finish before, another event in the 
future. It can be used in simple or continuous forms.

The future perfect

The future perfect is used to describe an action  
or event that will be finished before a certain future time.

THE FUTURE PERFECT

See also:
Infinitives and participles 51 
Prepositions of time 107  

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

OBJECT TIME PHRASEPAST PARTICIPLE“WILL HAVE”SUBJECT

“By” has a similar 
meaning to “before.”

NOW JANUARYNOVEMBER DECEMBER
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The future perfect continuous can be used to predict the length of an activity. 
This tense looks back from the imagined finishing time in the future.

THE FUTURE PERFECT CONTINUOUS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

SUBJECT “WILL HAVE BEEN” PRESENT PARTICIPLE REST OF SENTENCETIME PHRASE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

NOWLAST JULY JULY
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

There are a number of constructions in English that can 
be used to describe thoughts about the future that 
someone had at some point in the past.

The future in the past
See also:
Past continuous 10    
Infinitives and participles 51

The future in the past is used to 
look back on an earlier prediction. 
Where “going to” is used to talk 
about the future from the present, 
“was / were going to” is used to 
talk about a past view of it.

THE FUTURE IN THE PAST USING “WAS GOING TO”

SUBJECT “WAS / WERE” BASE FORM“GOING TO” REST OF SENTENCE

HOW TO FORM

NOWEARLIER
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The past continuous is used to talk about an 
arranged future event from a time in the past.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

THE FUTURE IN THE PAST USING “WOULD”
Where “will” is used to talk 
about a future event from the 
present, “would” is used to talk 
about a past view of it.

THE FUTURE IN THE PAST USING THE PAST CONTINUOUS

MONDAY AFTERNOON NOWMONDAY MORNING

NOWEARLIER
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FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Future overview
THE FUTURE

The present simple can be used to talk about 
events that are timetabled or scheduled to 
take place in the future.

The simple future is the most common form 
used to refer to an event in the future.

“GOING TO” AND “WILL”

The future continuous describes an event that will be 
in progress at a given time in the future. The event will 
start before the stated time and may continue after it.

The present continuous can  
be used to talk about future 
arrangements and plans.

English uses both “going to” and “will” to talk about the future. They can sometimes have a 
very similar meaning, but there are certain situations where they mean different things.

“Will” is used to 
make predictions 
that aren’t based on 
present evidence.

“Going to” is used when 
there is evidence in the 
present moment to 
support a prediction.

This is a prediction  
without firm evidence.
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English uses different constructions to talk about the 
future. These are mostly formed with the auxiliary 
verb “will” or a form of “be” with “going to.”

See also:
The future with “going to” 17    
The future with “will” 18 

The future perfect is used to predict when  
an action or event will be finished. This tense  
looks back from an imagined time in the future.

The future in the past describes thoughts about the 
future that someone had at some point in the past. 
There are three ways to form this construction.

The future perfect continuous is used to predict 
the eventual duration of an activity. This tense 
looks back from the endpoint of the action.

“Will” is used when  
a decision is made  
at the time of speaking. 

“Going to” is used 
when talking about 
a decision that has 
already been made. 

This decision has already been planned.

This decision was not 
planned in advance.

“Will” becomes 
“would.”

“Am starting” becomes 
“was starting.”

“Am going to” becomes 
“was going to.”
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In most sentences, the subject carries out an action and the 
object receives it, or the result of it. In passive sentences, 
this is reversed: the subject receives the action.

The passive

All passives use a form of “be” with a past participle. The agent (the thing doing the action) 
can be introduced with “by,” but the sentence would still make sense without it.

“BY”
PAST PARTICIPLE“AM / IS / ARE”SUBJECT

Passive sentences take emphasis away from the agent (the person or thing doing the 
action), and put it on the action itself, or the person or thing receiving the action.  
In the present simple passive, the present simple verb becomes a past participle.

The passive is used when the 
agent is obvious, unknown, 
or unimportant. It is also 
useful when describing a 
process where the result of 
the action is important.

THE PRESENT SIMPLE PASSIVE

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Be” and the subject swap places to form questions.

The speaker doesn’t mention the agent 
because the verb obviously refers to the police.

The agent is not mentioned because               
the process is more important.

The focus is on “many people.”

The subject of the active sentence is “many people.”

“Study” changes to “is studied.”The focus is on “this book,” which is 
the subject of the passive sentence.

See also:
Present simple 1   Present continuous 4   
Infinitives and participles 51
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The past participle describes  
what happens to the subject.

“BEING” PAST PARTICIPLE REST OF SENTENCE

PRESENT CONTINUOUS

PRESENT CONTINUOUS PASSIVE

The present continuous passive                    
is used to refer to ongoing actions.

THE PRESENT CONTINUOUS PASSIVE

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Present simple  
of “be.”

The thing that 
receives the action.

“AM / IS / ARE”SUBJECT
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The past participle describes  
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English uses the passive voice in the past to stress the 
effect of an action that happened in the past, rather 
than the cause of that action.

The passive in the past
See also:
Past simple 7   Past continuous 10  
Present perfect 11   Past perfect 13

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“WAS / WERE” SUBJECT PAST PARTICIPLE

The main verb is a              
past participle.

“Was” is for singular subjects, 
and “were” is for plural subjects.

The thing that 
receives the action.

PAST SIMPLE PASSIVE

PAST SIMPLE

The past simple passive is used when referring to a single completed 
action in the past, focusing on the effect rather than the cause.

THE PAST SIMPLE PASSIVE

REST OF SENTENCE
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HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“BEING” "BY" + AGENTPAST PARTICIPLE

The main verb is expressed 
as a past participle.

“Was” is for singular subjects, 
and “were” is for plural subjects.

The thing that 
receives the action.

PAST CONTINUOUS PASSIVE

PAST CONTINUOUS

The past continuous can also be used in the passive 
voice. It is used to refer to ongoing actions in the past.

THE PAST CONTINUOUS PASSIVE

“WAS / WERE” SUBJECT
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HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“BEING” "BY" + AGENTPAST PARTICIPLE

The main verb is expressed 
as a past participle.

“Was” is for singular subjects, 
and “were” is for plural subjects.

The thing that 
receives the action.

PAST CONTINUOUS PASSIVE

PAST CONTINUOUS

The past continuous can also be used in the passive 
voice. It is used to refer to ongoing actions in the past.

THE PAST CONTINUOUS PASSIVE

“WAS / WERE” SUBJECT
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HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“HAS / HAVE”SUBJECT “BEEN” PAST PARTICIPLE

PRESENT PERFECT

PRESENT PERFECT PASSIVE

The present perfect passive is used to talk about events in 
the past that still have an effect on the present moment.

THE PRESENT PERFECT PASSIVE

“Been” stays the same no  
matter what the subject is.

The main verb is expressed 
as a past participle.

The thing that 
receives the action.

The subject and verb swap 
places to form questions.
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HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

SUBJECT "HAD BEEN" PAST PARTICIPLE

PAST PERFECT PASSIVE

PAST PERFECT

The past perfect passive is used to refer to events 
that happened before another event in the past.

THE PAST PERFECT PASSIVE

The main verb is expressed 
as a past participle.

The thing that 
receives the action.

“Had been” stays the 
same with any subject.
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HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“Had been” stays the 
same with any subject.
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English uses the passive voice in the future to stress 
the effect of an action that will happen in the 
future, rather than the cause of that action.

The passive in the future
See also:
Future with "will" 18   Future perfect 21  
Infinitives and participles 51

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

It is not known or important who will catch the thief.

SUBJECT PAST PARTICIPLE“WILL BE”

FUTURE SIMPLE PASSIVE

FUTURE SIMPLE

The main verb is a 
past participle.

“Will be” doesn’t change             
with any subject.

The thing that 
receives the action.

The future simple passive is usually formed with "will" rather than "going to."

THE FUTURE SIMPLE PASSIVE

REST OF SENTENCE
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HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

PAST PARTICIPLE“WILL HAVE BEEN”

“Will have been” stays the 
same with any subject.

The thing that 
receives the action.

FUTURE PERFECT

FUTURE PERFECT PASSIVE

The future perfect passive is used to talk about events 
that will be finished at some point in the future.

THE FUTURE PERFECT PASSIVE

SUBJECT

The main verb is    
a past participle.
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HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

PAST PARTICIPLE“WILL HAVE BEEN”

“Will have been” stays the 
same with any subject.

The thing that 
receives the action.

FUTURE PERFECT

FUTURE PERFECT PASSIVE

The future perfect passive is used to talk about events 
that will be finished at some point in the future.

THE FUTURE PERFECT PASSIVE

SUBJECT

The main verb is    
a past participle.
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Modal verbs in English can be used in passive forms. 
As with other passive constructions, the emphasis 
changes to the object that receives the action.

The passive with modals

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“BE” PAST PARTICIPLE

The main verb is a past 
participle form.

“Be” stays the same no matter 
what the subject is.

The thing that 
receives the action.

Other modal verbs 
can go here.

PRESENT WITH MODAL

PRESENT PASSIVE WITH MODAL

Modals in passive forms don’t change. The sentence starts with 
the modal, then the verb “be” plus the past participle.

MODALS IN THE PRESENT PASSIVE

MODAL VERBSUBJECT REST OF SENTENCE

See also:
Present perfect simple 11   Passive 24    
Modal verbs 56
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HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

PERFECT WITH MODAL

PERFECT PASSIVE WITH MODAL

Modals in perfect tenses can become passive 
by replacing “have” with “have been.” 

MODALS IN THE PERFECT PASSIVE

“HAVE BEEN” PAST PARTICIPLE

The main verb is a past 
participle form.

“Have been” stays the same 
with any subject.

The thing that 
receives the action.

Other modal verbs 
can go here.

MODAL VERBSUBJECT REST OF SENTENCE
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HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

PERFECT WITH MODAL

PERFECT PASSIVE WITH MODAL

Modals in perfect tenses can become passive 
by replacing “have” with “have been.” 

MODALS IN THE PERFECT PASSIVE

“HAVE BEEN” PAST PARTICIPLE

The main verb is a past 
participle form.

“Have been” stays the same 
with any subject.

The thing that 
receives the action.

Other modal verbs 
can go here.

MODAL VERBSUBJECT REST OF SENTENCE
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“THERE” + PASSIVE  
REPORTING VERB “TO BE / TO HAVE BEEN”

INFINITIVE CLAUSE
SUBJECT + PASSIVE  
REPORTING VERB

“IT” + PASSIVE REPORTING VERB “THAT” CLAUSE

Other passive constructions

Some passive constructions are used to distance 
the writer or speaker from the facts. They are 
often used in academic writing or news reports.

REPORTING WITH PASSIVES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Many idioms in English use passive forms. Some idioms 
use standard rules for passive forms, while others are 
slightly different.

See also:
Passive voice 45   Reporting verbs 24    
Defining relative clauses 81
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

The past participle describes  
what happens to the subject.

A form of “get” is 
used instead of “be.”

The thing that 
receives the action.

“GET / GOT” PAST PARTICIPLE REST OF SENTENCESUBJECT

PRESENT SIMPLE PASSIVE

PAST SIMPLE PASSIVE

“Get” can sometimes replace “be” in passive sentences. 
This form is more informal than the passive with “be.”

USING “GET” IN PASSIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

HOW TO FORM
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

The past participle describes  
what happens to the subject.

A form of “get” is 
used instead of “be.”

The thing that 
receives the action.

“GET / GOT” PAST PARTICIPLE REST OF SENTENCESUBJECT

PRESENT SIMPLE PASSIVE

PAST SIMPLE PASSIVE

“Get” can sometimes replace “be” in passive sentences. 
This form is more informal than the passive with “be.”

USING “GET” IN PASSIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

HOW TO FORM
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Conditional sentences are used to describe real or 
hypothetical results of real or hypothetical situations. 
They can use many different verb forms.

Conditional sentences

The zero conditional, 
also called the “real” 
conditional, refers to 
things that are always 
true. It is used to 
describe the direct 
result of an action.

THE ZERO CONDITIONAL

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

Result is described 
using present simple.

Comma goes at the end of 
the “if ” or “when” clause.

Present simple 
describes the action.

RESULT (PRESENT SIMPLE)COMMA“IF / WHEN” ACTION (PRESENT SIMPLE)

ACTION RESULT

“If ” and “when” mean 
the same thing in the 
zero conditional.

The result clause can go to the beginning of the 
sentence. The comma is removed in this case.

See also:
Present simple 1   Imperatives 6  
Past simple 7   Future with “will” 18
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HOW TO FORM

Comma comes at the 
end of the “if ” clause.

The imperative gives 
the suggested action.

Present simple tense  
describes the situation.

“If ” shows that the
sentence is conditional.

“IF” COMMAPRESENT SIMPLE IMPERATIVE

Imperatives can be used in 
conditional sentences. The “if ” 
clause describes a hypothetical 
situation and the imperative 
clause describes what someone 
should do if that hypothetical 
situation actually happens.

CONDITIONALS WITH IMPERATIVES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

SITUATION SUGGESTED ACTION

Negative The order is reversed, so there is no comma.
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HOW TO FORM

Comma comes at the 
end of the “if ” clause.

The imperative gives 
the suggested action.

Present simple tense  
describes the situation.

“If ” shows that the
sentence is conditional.

“IF” COMMAPRESENT SIMPLE IMPERATIVE

Imperatives can be used in 
conditional sentences. The “if ” 
clause describes a hypothetical 
situation and the imperative 
clause describes what someone 
should do if that hypothetical 
situation actually happens.

CONDITIONALS WITH IMPERATIVES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

SITUATION SUGGESTED ACTION

Negative The order is reversed, so there is no comma.
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The first conditional is usually introduced by an “if ” clause, followed 
by the present simple. The future with “will” expresses the result.

The first conditional, also called the “future real” conditional, uses 
“if ” to describe a realistic action that might lead to a future result.

THE FIRST CONDITIONAL

HOW TO FORM

LIKELY ACTION FUTURE RESULT

FUTURE WITH “WILL”

Future with “will” 
describes the result.

Comma goes at the 
end of the “if ” clause.

COMMA

Present simple tense 
describes suggested action.

“IF” PRESENT SIMPLE

“If ” shows that the 
sentence is conditional.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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The second conditional is usually introduced by an “if ” clause with a past simple verb. 
“Would” or “could” plus the base form of the main verb expresses the result.

The second conditional, also called the “unreal” conditional, uses “if ” to describe 
an unlikely or unreal action or event. The described result is also very unlikely.

THE SECOND CONDITIONAL

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

UNLIKELY EVENT UNLIKELY RESULT

Comma goes at the 
end of the “if ” clause.

Result is described  
using “would” + verb.

Past simple tense  
describes the action.

“If ” shows that the
sentence is conditional.

“IF” COMMAPAST SIMPLE “WOULD / COULD”  + BASE FORM
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The second conditional is usually introduced by an “if ” clause with a past simple verb. 
“Would” or “could” plus the base form of the main verb expresses the result.

The second conditional, also called the “unreal” conditional, uses “if ” to describe 
an unlikely or unreal action or event. The described result is also very unlikely.

THE SECOND CONDITIONAL

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

UNLIKELY EVENT UNLIKELY RESULT

Comma goes at the 
end of the “if ” clause.

Result is described  
using “would” + verb.

Past simple tense  
describes the action.

“If ” shows that the
sentence is conditional.

“IF” COMMAPAST SIMPLE “WOULD / COULD”  + BASE FORM
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The third conditional, also called the “past unreal” conditional, is used 
to describe unreal situations in the past. It is often used to express 
regret about the past because the hypothetical situation that it 
describes is now impossible as a consequence of another past action.

THE THIRD CONDITIONAL

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

UNREAL PAST SITUATION UNREAL PAST RESULT

This didn’t happen. So this didn’t happen either.

The “if “ clause is the 
unreal past condition.

Using different modals changes the 
certainty of the imagined result.

The conditional clause 
is the unreal result.

“WOULD / COULD / MIGHT” “HAVE” + PAST PARTICIPLE“IF” “HAD” + PAST PARTICIPLE

“Could” means this possibly 
would have happened.

“Might” means this possibly 
would have happened.
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THE MIXED CONDITIONAL

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The second conditional is used to talk about 
hypothetical situations in the present.

Mixed conditionals are usually used to talk about 
hypothetical present reults of unreal past situations.

The third conditional is used to talk about 
hypothetical situations in the past.

PAST SIMPLE PAST PERFECT

“WOULD” + INFINITIVE “WOULD” + “HAVE” + PAST PARTICIPLE

THIRD CONDITIONALSECOND CONDITIONAL

MIXED CONDITIONAL

Mixed conditionals refer to future situations 
when used with future time markers.

Unreal present.

Mixed conditionals are often 
used to express regret.

Unreal past.
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THE MIXED CONDITIONAL

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The second conditional is used to talk about 
hypothetical situations in the present.

Mixed conditionals are usually used to talk about 
hypothetical present reults of unreal past situations.

The third conditional is used to talk about 
hypothetical situations in the past.

PAST SIMPLE PAST PERFECT

“WOULD” + INFINITIVE “WOULD” + “HAVE” + PAST PARTICIPLE

THIRD CONDITIONALSECOND CONDITIONAL

MIXED CONDITIONAL

Mixed conditionals refer to future situations 
when used with future time markers.

Unreal present.

Mixed conditionals are often 
used to express regret.

Unreal past.
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English allows for some variations in conditional sentence 
structures. These give more information about the context 
of the conditional.

Other conditional sentences
See also:
Future with “will” 18    
Modal verbs 56 

First, second, and third conditional sentences can use different 
modal verbs in their “result” clauses. These can be used to express 
uncertainty, possibility, or obligation, amongst other things.

CONDITIONAL SENTENCES WITH MODAL VERBS

In the first conditional, 
“will” can be replaced  
by a variety of modal 
verbs to talk about 
different ideas.

FIRST CONDITIONAL

In the second conditional, 
“would” can be replaced 
by “could” or “might” to 
express ability, possibility, 
or uncertainty.

SECOND CONDITIONAL

In the third conditional, “would” can be replaced by “could” 
or “might” to express ability, possibility, or uncertainty.

THIRD CONDITIONAL

Different modal 
verbs can go here.
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“Unless” can be used instead of “if ” in conditional 
sentences. “Unless” means “if… not,” so the future result 
depends on the suggested action not happening.

The third conditional can be made more formal by 
swapping “had” with the subject and dropping “if.”

FIRST CONDITIONAL WITH “UNLESS”

FORMAL THIRD CONDITIONAL

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“Unless” can be used instead of “if ” in conditional 
sentences. “Unless” means “if… not,” so the future result 
depends on the suggested action not happening.

The third conditional can be made more formal by 
swapping “had” with the subject and dropping “if.”

FIRST CONDITIONAL WITH “UNLESS”

FORMAL THIRD CONDITIONAL

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Conditional sentences overview

The zero conditional 
is used to talk about 
situations that will 
always happen. It is 
used to talk about 
general truths.

TYPES OF CONDITIONAL

PRESENT SIMPLE

PRESENT SIMPLE

USING COMMAS IN CONDITIONAL SENTENCES
When the action comes before the result, 
a comma separates the two clauses of the 
conditional sentence. However, when the 
result comes first, no comma is used.

The result can come at the 
beginning of the sentence.

A comma is used if the action comes first.

“If ” or “when” can sit between the 
action and result, without a comma.

PAST SIMPLE

“WOULD” + BASE FORM 

The second conditional 
is used to talk about 
hypothetical situations 
that are very unlikely to 
happen, but are usually 
still possible.
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There are four types of conditional sentences. The zero 
conditional refers to real situations, but the first, second, 
and third conditionals all refer to hypothetical situations.

See also:
Present simple 1   Past simple 7  
Past perfect simple 13   Modal verbs 56

The third conditional  
is used to talk about 
hypothetical situations 
that definitely will not 
happen. The result  
is no longer possible 
because of the imaginary 
cause in the past.

The first conditional  
is used to talk about 
hypothetical situations 
that are likely to happen. 

PRESENT SIMPLE

“WILL” + BASE FORM

PAST PERFECT

“WOULD” + “HAVE” + PAST PARTICIPLE

“Will,” “would,” and “would have” should not be used 
in the “if ” clause when forming conditional sentences.

COMMON MISTAKES USING OTHER TENSES IN CONDITIONAL SENTENCES

“Will”  doesn’t go in the “if ” clause.

“Would” doesn’t go in the “if ” clause.

“Would have” doesn’t go in the “if ” clause.
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There are four types of conditional sentences. The zero 
conditional refers to real situations, but the first, second, 
and third conditionals all refer to hypothetical situations.

See also:
Present simple 1   Past simple 7  
Past perfect simple 13   Modal verbs 56
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UNLIKELY FUTURE POSSIBILITIES

There are many ways to talk about imaginary future 
situations. Different structures can be used to indicate 
whether a situation is likely or unlikely.

Future possibilities

“What if ” or “suppose” followed by the present tense can be 
used to express a future outcome that is likely to happen.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

See also:
Present simple 1   Past simple 7  
Past perfect simple 13

Present tense shows the speaker believes this is likely to happen.

“What if ” means “what would happen 
if an imagined situation occurred?”

“Suppose” refers to the consequences of an imagined situation.

“What if ” or “suppose” followed by the past simple 
can be used to express a future outcome that is 
possible, but unlikely to happen. The past tense shows 

the speaker thinks this 
is unlikely to happen.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

LIKELY FUTURE POSSIBILITIES
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“In case” or “just in case” plus the present tense are 
used to show planning for a possible future situation.   

“What if ” and “suppose” can also be used with the past perfect 
to describe situations that were possible in the past, but that 
didn’t happen, or might not have happened.

IN CASE

THINGS THAT COULD HAVE HAPPENED

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Just” is added to “in case” to talk about 
preparation for a situation that is less likely.

Present tense.

The past perfect shows that this 
didn’t happen, but it was possible.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“In case” or “just in case” plus the present tense are 
used to show planning for a possible future situation.   

“What if ” and “suppose” can also be used with the past perfect 
to describe situations that were possible in the past, but that 
didn’t happen, or might not have happened.

IN CASE

THINGS THAT COULD HAVE HAPPENED

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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didn’t happen, but it was possible.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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English uses the verb “wish” to talk about present and 
past regrets. The tense of the verb that follows “wish” 
affects the meaning of the sentence.

Wishes and regrets

“Wish” is used with the 
past simple to express 
regrets and desires 
about the present, 
which could still 
happen or come true.

 “WISH” AND PAST SIMPLE

See also:
Past simple 7   Past perfect simple 13  
Modal verbs 56   

The past simple is used here  
to talk about the present.

PAST SIMPLE REST OF SENTENCESUBJECT“WISH”SUBJECT

FURTHER EXAMPLES 

“Wish” or “wishes,” 
depending on the subject.

The past simple expresses wishes 
or regrets about the present.

HOW TO FORM

090-093_Unit_33_Wishes_and_regrets.indd   90 02/09/2016   12:50
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“Wish” is used with the past perfect to talk 
about regrets about the past. This form is used 
when it is too late for the wish to come true.

“WISH” AND PAST PERFECT

The past perfect is used to talk 
about a regret in the past.

FURTHER EXAMPLES 

“Wish” or “wishes,” 
depending on the subject.

The past perfect expresses 
 regrets about the past.

PAST PERFECT REST OF SENTENCESUBJECT“WISH”SUBJECT

HOW TO FORM
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“Wish” is used with the past perfect to talk 
about regrets about the past. This form is used 
when it is too late for the wish to come true.

“WISH” AND PAST PERFECT

The past perfect is used to talk 
about a regret in the past.

FURTHER EXAMPLES 

“Wish” or “wishes,” 
depending on the subject.

The past perfect expresses 
 regrets about the past.

PAST PERFECT REST OF SENTENCESUBJECT“WISH”SUBJECT

HOW TO FORM
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“Wish” can also be used to 
talk about hopes for the 
future. “Wish” with “could” is 
usually used when someone 
is expressing a desire to do 
something themselves.

“Wish” with “would” is 
used when someone 
is expressing a desire 
for someone else to 
do something.

[I would like to be able to move somewhere warmer.]

[She wants her teacher to give out less homework in the future.]

“WISH” FOR FUTURE HOPES

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“Should have” or “ought to have” are used to express regret 
that something did or didn’t happen in the past.

PAST REGRETS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The negative form “ought not to have“ is rarely 
used in UK English and never used in US English.

Past participle.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

ANOTHER WAY TO SAY “I WISH”

Stronger regrets about the present can be 
expressed by using “if only” and the past simple.

Stronger regrets about the past can be 
expressed by using “if only” and the past perfect.

PAST REGRETSPRESENT REGRETS
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“Should have” or “ought to have” are used to express regret 
that something did or didn’t happen in the past.

PAST REGRETS
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In a statement, the subject comes before the verb.

The subject comes after the verb.

In a question, the 
verb comes before 

the subject.

“BE” SUBJECT REST OF SENTENCE

If a statement uses “be” or an auxiliary verb, its question form  
is made by inverting that verb and the subject. Any other 
question is formed by adding “do” or “does.”

Forming questions
See also:
Present simple 1   Types of verbs 49  
Modal verbs 56

To make a question 
using the verb “be,” 
the verb goes before 
the subject.

QUESTIONS WITH “BE”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM
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Auxiliary comes first. Main verb doesn’t move.

The subject and “was / were” swap places.

If a question has more than one 
auxiliary verb, only the first one moves.

To ask questions about 
the past using the verb  
“be,” the subject and 
verb swap places.

For questions including  
an auxiliary verb, such 
as “have,” “will,” and 
“could,” the subject and 
the auxiliary verb swap 
places. The main verb 
stays where it is.

QUESTIONS WITH “BE” IN THE PAST

QUESTIONS WITH AUXILIARY VERBS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Auxiliary comes first. Main verb doesn’t move.

The subject and “was / were” swap places.

If a question has more than one 
auxiliary verb, only the first one moves.

To ask questions about 
the past using the verb  
“be,” the subject and 
verb swap places.

For questions including  
an auxiliary verb, such 
as “have,” “will,” and 
“could,” the subject and 
the auxiliary verb swap 
places. The main verb 
stays where it is.

QUESTIONS WITH “BE” IN THE PAST

QUESTIONS WITH AUXILIARY VERBS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“DO / DOES” BASE FORM OF VERBSUBJECT REST OF SENTENCE

“Do” or “does” 
goes at the start.

The main verb changes 
to its base form.

Questions in the present 
simple without the verb 
“be” or an auxiliary verb 
start with “do” or “does” 
and have the main verb 
in its base form. The 
subject and main verb 
do not swap around.

QUESTIONS WITH “DO” AND “DOES”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

094-097_Unit_34_Forming_Questions.indd   96 25/07/2016   11:11
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Past simple statement.

“Did” is the past 
simple form of “do.”

The main verb  
is in its base form.

Questions in the past 
simple without the verb 
“be” or an auxiliary verb 
start with “did” and have  
the main verb in its base 
form. The subject and main 
verb do not swap places.

QUESTIONS WITH “DID”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

When questions are formed with the auxiliary verb 
“do,” the main verb must be in the base form.

COMMON MISTAKES BASE FORMS IN QUESTIONS WITH “DO”
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Past simple statement.

“Did” is the past 
simple form of “do.”

The main verb  
is in its base form.

Questions in the past 
simple without the verb 
“be” or an auxiliary verb 
start with “did” and have  
the main verb in its base 
form. The subject and main 
verb do not swap places.

QUESTIONS WITH “DID”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

When questions are formed with the auxiliary verb 
“do,” the main verb must be in the base form.

COMMON MISTAKES BASE FORMS IN QUESTIONS WITH “DO”
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Open questions are questions that do not have  
simple “yes” or “no” answers. In English, they  
are formed by using question words.

Question words
See also:
Forming questions 34  
Prepositions of time 107

There are nine common question words in English.

QUESTION WORDS

What is used to ask 
questions about things.

Why is used to ask for reasons.

Who is used to ask about people.

How is used to ask about a condition, 
or the way something is done. 

Which is used to ask someone to specify 
between two or more named things.

When is used to ask 
questions about time.

Where is used to ask about 
places or directions.

Whom is a formal version of “who,” that can 
only be used as an object of a question.

How can also be used with an adjective or 
an adverb to ask about the degree to which 
the adjective applies.

Whose is used to ask who is 
the owner of something.
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The question includes a choice of possible answers. 

There are no choices in the question.

“What” is used when the question is general. “Which” is used 
when there are two or more possibilities in the question.

“How often” is used to ask about the frequency with which someone does an activity. 
“When” is used to ask about the specific time that they do something. 

“WHAT / WHICH”

“HOW OFTEN” AND “WHEN”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“When” asks about the specific 
time something happens.“How often” asks about frequency.
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The question includes a choice of possible answers. 

There are no choices in the question.

“What” is used when the question is general. “Which” is used 
when there are two or more possibilities in the question.

“How often” is used to ask about the frequency with which someone does an activity. 
“When” is used to ask about the specific time that they do something. 

“WHAT / WHICH”

“HOW OFTEN” AND “WHEN”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“When” asks about the specific 
time something happens.“How often” asks about frequency.
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QUESTION WORD REST OF SENTENCE“BE”

HOW TO FORM

If the main verb of the 
sentence is “be,” the 
question word goes at 
the beginning of the 
question and the form of 
“be” goes straight after it.

OPEN QUESTIONS WITH “BE”

Open questions can’t be answered with “yes” or “no.”  
They are formed differently depending on the  
main verb of the question.

Open questions
See also:
Present simple 1   Question words 35  
Verbs 49  

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The question is “open” 
because it can’t be 
answered “yes” or “no.” 

“Be” comes after 
the question word.
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Auxiliary “do” follows the question word.

This auxiliary verb is already in the 
sentence, so it stays in the question.

The question word 
goes at the beginning.

The main verb changes 
to its base form.

QUESTION WORD MAIN VERBAUXILIARY VERB SUBJECT

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

For all questions except those 
formed with “be,” the question 
word is followed by an auxiliary 
verb. If there is already an 
auxiliary verb in the sentence,  
it is also used in the question.  
If there is no auxiliary verb,  
a form of “do” is added.

OPEN QUESTIONS WITH OTHER VERBS
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Auxiliary 

Object Subject

Different question 
words can be used here.

OBJECT SUBJECTAUXILIARY VERB

The auxiliary tells you whether the question 
is talking about the past or the present.

The answer is the 
object of the question. 

Use object questions 
to ask who received 
an action, not who 
did the action. They 
are called object 
questions because 
the question word  
is the object of the 
main verb.

OBJECT QUESTIONS

There are two kinds of question: object questions 
and subject questions. They are formed in different  
ways and are used to ask about different things.

Object and subject questions
See also:
Present simple 1   Types of verbs 49   
Verbs with objects 53

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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The answer is the subject 
of the question. 

OBJECTVERBSUBJECT

Question doesn’t use “did.”

HOW TO FORM

Subject questions are used to ask 
who did an action. They are called 
subject questions because the 
question word is the subject of  
the main verb. They do not use  
the auxiliary verb “do.”

“Who” and “what” are the most 
common pronouns used in 
subject questions.

SUBJECT QUESTIONS

Object questions must use a form 
of the auxiliary “do.”

Subject questions do not use an auxiliary verb and the word 
order stays the same as in a normal statement.

COMMON MISTAKES OBJECT AND SUBJECT QUESTIONS

“Did” is the auxiliary verb 
in this object question.

The word order stays the 
same as a normal statement.

Do not use inversion to 
form object questions.

“Do” is only used as an auxiliary verb 
when forming object questions.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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The answer is the subject 
of the question. 

OBJECTVERBSUBJECT

Question doesn’t use “did.”

HOW TO FORM

Subject questions are used to ask 
who did an action. They are called 
subject questions because the 
question word is the subject of  
the main verb. They do not use  
the auxiliary verb “do.”

“Who” and “what” are the most 
common pronouns used in 
subject questions.

SUBJECT QUESTIONS

Object questions must use a form 
of the auxiliary “do.”

Subject questions do not use an auxiliary verb and the word 
order stays the same as in a normal statement.

COMMON MISTAKES OBJECT AND SUBJECT QUESTIONS

“Did” is the auxiliary verb 
in this object question.

The word order stays the 
same as a normal statement.

Do not use inversion to 
form object questions.

“Do” is only used as an auxiliary verb 
when forming object questions.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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A polite opening phrase comes first.

VERBSUBJECTQUESTION WORDOPENING PHRASE

Indirect questions leave out 
the auxiliary verb “do.”

Indirect questions start with an opening phrase. The verb comes after the subject.

Indirect questions often start with  
a polite opening phrase. After the 
question word, the word order in 
indirect questions is the same as  
in positive statements.

INDIRECT OPEN QUESTIONS

Indirect questions are more polite than direct questions.  
They are very common in formal spoken English,  
particularly when asking for information.

Indirect questions
See also:
Present simple 1   Forming questions 34  
Types of verbs 49

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Polite opening phrase The subject comes before the verb.

Indirect closed questions are formed using “if ” or “whether.” 
In this context, “if ” and “whether” mean the same thing.

INDIRECT CLOSED QUESTIONS

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

A polite opening 
phrase comes first.

OPENING PHRASE SUBJECT VERB“IF / WHETHER” REST OF SENTENCE

When a question has an 
opening phrase, the word 
order in indirect questions  
is the same as in a statement. 
There is no inversion, and  
“do” is not added.

COMMON MISTAKES WORD ORDER WITH INDIRECT QUESTIONS
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Polite opening phrase The subject comes before the verb.

Indirect closed questions are formed using “if ” or “whether.” 
In this context, “if ” and “whether” mean the same thing.

INDIRECT CLOSED QUESTIONS

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

A polite opening 
phrase comes first.

OPENING PHRASE SUBJECT VERB“IF / WHETHER” REST OF SENTENCE

When a question has an 
opening phrase, the word 
order in indirect questions  
is the same as in a statement. 
There is no inversion, and  
“do” is not added.

COMMON MISTAKES WORD ORDER WITH INDIRECT QUESTIONS
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STATEMENT QUESTION TAG

A positive statement is followed by a negative question tag,  
and a negative statement is followed by a positive question tag.

For statements with “I,” “aren’t I?” is used  
in the negative question tag, not “amn’t I?”

Verb is positive.

Verb is negative.

Question tag uses negative form of verb.

Question tag uses positive form of verb.

NEGATIVE QUESTION TAG

POSITIVE QUESTION TAG

POSITIVE STATEMENT

NEGATIVE STATEMENT

TIP
Question tags  

are mostly used  
in informal  
situations.

The simplest question tags 
use the verb “be” with  
a pronoun matching the 
subject of the sentence.

QUESTION TAGS USING “BE”

In spoken English, small questions are often added to the ends 
of sentences. These are called question tags, and they are most 
often used to invite someone to agree.

Question tags
See also:
Present simple 1   Past simple 7  
Types of verbs 49   Modal verbs 56

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM
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A statement with  
an auxiliary verb  
is followed by a 
question tag with the 
same auxiliary verb.

For most verbs other 
than “be,” a present 
simple statement  
is followed by a 
question tag with 
“do” or “does.”

A past simple statement  
is followed by a question 
tag with “did.”

AUXILIARY 
VERB

MAIN  
VERB QUESTION TAG

QUESTION TAG

QUESTION TAG

PRESENT SIMPLE

PAST SIMPLE

Main verb  
describes the action.

Question tag 
uses the same 
auxiliary verb.

Auxiliary verb

MODAL VERB QUESTION TAG
Statements with modal 
verbs such as “could,” 
“would,” and “should” 
are followed by 
question tags that use 
the same modal verb. 

If the intonation goes up 
at the end of the question 
tag, it is a question 
requiring an answer.

If the intonation goes down 
at the end of a question tag, 
the speaker is just inviting 
the listener to agree.

QUESTION TAGS USING AUXILIARY VERBS

INTONATION WITH QUESTION TAGS
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A statement with  
an auxiliary verb  
is followed by a 
question tag with the 
same auxiliary verb.

For most verbs other 
than “be,” a present 
simple statement  
is followed by a 
question tag with 
“do” or “does.”

A past simple statement  
is followed by a question 
tag with “did.”

AUXILIARY 
VERB

MAIN  
VERB QUESTION TAG

QUESTION TAG

QUESTION TAG

PRESENT SIMPLE

PAST SIMPLE

Main verb  
describes the action.

Question tag 
uses the same 
auxiliary verb.

Auxiliary verb

MODAL VERB QUESTION TAG
Statements with modal 
verbs such as “could,” 
“would,” and “should” 
are followed by 
question tags that use 
the same modal verb. 

If the intonation goes up 
at the end of the question 
tag, it is a question 
requiring an answer.

If the intonation goes down 
at the end of a question tag, 
the speaker is just inviting 
the listener to agree.

QUESTION TAGS USING AUXILIARY VERBS

INTONATION WITH QUESTION TAGS
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For statements 
using “be,” the short 
question uses the 
same form of “be.”

For other verbs, a 
form of “do” is used.

The negative is 
used to match 
the statement.

“I am” becomes 
“are you” because 
it is directed back 
at the speaker.

The past simple of 
“do” is used to match 
“went,” which is the 
past simple of “go.”

The third person 
form “does” is 
used to match 
“studies.”

Short questions must be in the same tense as the statement they’re responding to. 
If the statement is positive, the short question should be positive and vice versa. 
The subject from the statement is replaced with the relevant pronoun.

SHORT QUESTIONS

Short questions are a way of showing interest during 
conversation. They’re used to keep conversation going,  
rather than to ask for new information.

Short questions
See also:
Present simple 1   Forming quetsions 34   
Types of verbs 49

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Here, “have” is an auxiliary verb 
forming the present perfect.

The subject and verb 
are not inverted, but 
this is said with a 
rising intonation.

If a statement contains an 
auxiliary verb, including 
modal verbs, that auxiliary 
verb is repeated in the  
short question. 

In US English, short questions  
are sometimes not inverted.

SHORT QUESTIONS WITH AUXILIARY VERBS

SHORT QUESTIONS IN US ENGLISH

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Here, “have” is an auxiliary verb 
forming the present perfect.

The subject and verb 
are not inverted, but 
this is said with a 
rising intonation.

If a statement contains an 
auxiliary verb, including 
modal verbs, that auxiliary 
verb is repeated in the  
short question. 

In US English, short questions  
are sometimes not inverted.

SHORT QUESTIONS WITH AUXILIARY VERBS

SHORT QUESTIONS IN US ENGLISH

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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When the question uses the verb “be,” “be” is used in the same 
tense in the short answer. When the question uses the auxilary 
verb “do,” “do” is used in the same tense in the short answer.

SHORT ANSWERS

When answering closed questions in English, some words 
can often be left out to make responses shorter. These 
short answers are often used in spoken English. 

Short answers
See also:
Present simple 1   Types of verbs 49    
Modal verbs 56   “There” 85

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Question uses “be.” Question uses “do.”

“A doctor” doesn’t need to 
be repeated in the answer.

“Like coffee” doesn’t need to 
be repeated in the answer.
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Short for: “No, there isn’t 
a hotel in the town.”

When the question uses 
an auxiliary verb, 
including modal verbs, 
the same auxiliary verb is 
used in the short answer.

When the question uses “there,” 
it is also used in the answer.

SHORT ANSWERS WITH AUXILIARY VERBS

SHORT ANSWERS WITH “THERE”

If a question uses an auxiliary 
verb, including modal verbs, 
it must be used in the short 
answer. The main verb 
should not be used at all.

COMMON MISTAKES SHORT ANSWERS WITH AUXILIARY VERBS

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Short for: “No, there isn’t 
a hotel in the town.”

When the question uses 
an auxiliary verb, 
including modal verbs, 
the same auxiliary verb is 
used in the short answer.

When the question uses “there,” 
it is also used in the answer.

SHORT ANSWERS WITH AUXILIARY VERBS

SHORT ANSWERS WITH “THERE”

If a question uses an auxiliary 
verb, including modal verbs, 
it must be used in the short 
answer. The main verb 
should not be used at all.

COMMON MISTAKES SHORT ANSWERS WITH AUXILIARY VERBS

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Question doesn’t use “did.”

Subject

SUBJECT QUESTION OBJECT QUESTION

Questions in English are formed differently depending on whether they 
are asking who or what did an action or who or what received an action.

Subject questions ask who did an action. 
The question word is the subject of the main 
verb. They do not use the auxiliary verb “do.” 

Object questions ask who received an action. The 
question word is the object of the question. They 
usually use the auxiliary verb “do.”

SUBJECT AND OBJECT QUESTIONS

Questions overview
FORMING QUESTIONS

Questions in English are 
formed either by swapping 
the positions of the subject 
and the verb, or by using 
the auxiliary verb “do.” 

STATEMENT

The subject and 
“be” swap places.

Question uses “did.”

Object 
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Questions in English are formed in different ways 
depending on the main verb. Open and closed questions 
are formed differently, and spoken with different intonation.

See also:
Forming questions 34   Question words 35  
Question tags 39   Short questions 40

Question tags are added to the end of a question, usually 
to ask someone to agree with you. A positive statement  
is followed by a negative question tag, and vice versa.

Short questions are used to show that someone is 
listening to the speaker. They are positive for positive 
statements and negative for negative statements.

QUESTION TAGS AND SHORT QUESTIONS

Closed questions can only be 
answered with “yes” or “no.” When 
they are spoken, the voice often 
rises at the end of the question.

Open questions are formed by adding 
question words to the start of the question. 
They can be answered in many different 
ways. The tone of the speaker’s voice 
usually falls at the end of open questions.

CLOSED AND OPEN QUESTIONS

A form of “do” goes before the subject.
The main verb goes in its base form.

The subject and the 
auxiliary verb swap places.
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Questions in English are formed in different ways 
depending on the main verb. Open and closed questions 
are formed differently, and spoken with different intonation.
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Question tags 39   Short questions 40
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Closed questions can only be 
answered with “yes” or “no.” When 
they are spoken, the voice often 
rises at the end of the question.

Open questions are formed by adding 
question words to the start of the question. 
They can be answered in many different 
ways. The tone of the speaker’s voice 
usually falls at the end of open questions.
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The subject and the 
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The words that people say are called direct speech. 
Reported speech is often used to describe what 
someone said at an earlier point in time.

Reported speech

REPORTED SPEECH
Direct speech uses the present simple.

Reported speech uses the past 
simple for the reported verb.

“That” is usually added after 
“said” in reported speech.

SUBJECT “SAID” SUBJECT“THAT”

Present simple in direct  
speech becomes past  
simple in reported speech.

The subject of the 
direct speech. “I” 

becomes “he.”

Can be left out.

Past simple 
of “say.”

The person 
who said the 
direct speech.

See also:
Present simple 1   Past simple  7  
Types of verbs 49

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

The main verb in reported 
speech is usually “said.” 
The reported verb is 
usually in a different tense 
from the direct speech.

PAST SIMPLE REST OF SENTENCE
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“TELL” IN REPORTED SPEECH

FURTHER EXAMPLES 

In reported speech, “tell” can also be used as 
the main verb. It must be followed by an 
object, which shows who someone is talking to.

“Say” does not need to 
be followed by an object.

“Tell” must be followed by an object.

“That” can also be  
left out in reported 
speech with “told.”

COMMON MISTAKES “SAY” AND “TELL” IN REPORTED SPEECH

“Said” cannot have an object.

“Told” must have an object.
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“TELL” IN REPORTED SPEECH

FURTHER EXAMPLES 

In reported speech, “tell” can also be used as 
the main verb. It must be followed by an 
object, which shows who someone is talking to.

“Say” does not need to 
be followed by an object.

“Tell” must be followed by an object.

“That” can also be  
left out in reported 
speech with “told.”

COMMON MISTAKES “SAY” AND “TELL” IN REPORTED SPEECH

“Said” cannot have an object.

“Told” must have an object.
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Tenses in reported speech

The tense used in reported speech is usually one 
tense back in time from the tense in direct speech.

REPORTED SPEECH IN DIFFERENT TENSES

PRESENT CONTINUOUS

PAST CONTINUOUS

PRESENT PERFECT

PAST PERFECT

FUTURE WITH “WILL”

MODAL VERB “WOULD”

MODAL VERB “CAN”

MODAL VERB “COULD”

See also:
Present continuous 4   Past continuous 10  
Past perfect simple 13   Modal verbs 56

In reported speech, the reported verb usually “goes back”  
a tense. Time and place references and pronouns 
sometimes also change.
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REPORTED SPEECH AND THE PAST SIMPLE

REPORTED SPEECH WITHOUT CHANGE OF TENSE

The past simple in direct speech can either stay as the 
past simple or change to the past perfect in reported 
speech. The meaning is the same.

If the situation described is ongoing, the verb does 
not have to change tense in reported speech.

DIRECT SPEECH 
WITH PAST SIMPLE

REPORTED SPEECH WITH  
PAST SIMPLE OR PAST PERFECT

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Amelia still likes eating cake.
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If speech is reported some time after it was said, words 
used to talk about times and places may need to change.

TIME AND PLACE REFERENCES

The time reference is 
“yesterday” in direct speech.

The time reference is  
“the day before” in 

reported speech.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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In reported speech, pronouns may also need to be 
changed to ensure they refer to the correct person or thing.

OTHER CHANGES IN REPORTED SPEECH

“These” is replaced by  
the more distant “those.”

“This” is replaced by  
the more distant “that.”

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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In reported speech, pronouns may also need to be 
changed to ensure they refer to the correct person or thing.

OTHER CHANGES IN REPORTED SPEECH

“These” is replaced by  
the more distant “those.”

“This” is replaced by  
the more distant “that.”

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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In reported speech, “said” can be replaced with a wide 
variety of verbs that give people more information about 
how someone said something.

Reporting verbs

“Say” and “tell” do not 
give any information 
about the speaker’s 
manner. They can be 
replaced with other 
verbs that suggest the 
speaker’s mood or 
reason for speaking.

REPORTING VERBS WITH “THAT”

See also:
Present simple 1   Past simple 7  
Types of verbs 49

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

Shows unwillingness on 
the part of the speaker.

Verb introduces reported 
speech and gives more 

information about it.

Verb is followed 
by “that.”

Reported speech  
changes tense as usual.

“THAT” PAST TENSEREPORTING VERB (PAST TENSE)SUBJECT
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REPORTING VERBS WITH OBJECT AND INFINITIVE
Some reporting verbs are followed by an object and an infinitive. English often 
uses these verbs to report orders, advice, and instructions.

HOW TO FORM

Reporting verb Object Infinitive

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The object shows who  
was being spoken to.

The infinitive usually expresses an 
order, instruction, or piece of advice.

INFINITIVE REST OF SENTENCEREPORTING VERB (PAST TENSE)SUBJECT OBJECT
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REPORTING VERBS WITH OBJECT AND INFINITIVE
Some reporting verbs are followed by an object and an infinitive. English often 
uses these verbs to report orders, advice, and instructions.

HOW TO FORM

Reporting verb Object Infinitive

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The object shows who  
was being spoken to.

The infinitive usually expresses an 
order, instruction, or piece of advice.

INFINITIVE REST OF SENTENCEREPORTING VERB (PAST TENSE)SUBJECT OBJECT
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When the direct speech is negative using “do not,” “is not,” and “has not,” 
“do,” “is,” or “has” changes tense, rather than the main verb.

REPORTING NEGATIVE AUXILIARIES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Past simple negative.

Reported speech  
with negatives

See also:
Present simple negative 2    
Past simple negative 8   Types of verbs 49

Negatives in reported speech are formed in the same 
way as negatives in direct speech. “Not” is used with the 
auxiliary, or with the main verb if there is no auxiliary. 

Present simple negative.
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REPORTING OTHER VERBS WITH NEGATIVES
If a reporting verb is followed by an object and an infinitive, “not” 
goes between the object and the infinitive to form the negative.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Not” makes the reported speech negative.
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REPORTING OTHER VERBS WITH NEGATIVES
If a reporting verb is followed by an object and an infinitive, “not” 
goes between the object and the infinitive to form the negative.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Not” makes the reported speech negative.
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Reported questions are used to describe questions that 
someone has asked. Direct questions and reported 
questions use different word orders.

Reported questions

Direct open questions 
are reported by swapping 
the order of the subject 
and the verb.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

REPORTED OPEN QUESTIONS

The tense in reported questions usually moves one 
tense back from the tense in direct questions.

The subject comes before the 
verb in reported questions.

An object can be included to say who was asked the original question.

The object of the reporting verb can be left out.

The subject comes before the 
verb in reported questions.

The tense moves one tense  
back from direct speech.

The main verb in reported 
questions is usually “ask.”

The object can 
be left out.

VERBSUBJECTQUESTION WORDREPORTING VERBSUBJECT OBJECT

See also:
Forming questions 34    
Open questions 36   Types of verbs 49
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When a direct question uses 
the verb “do,” this is left out of 
reported questions.

It is incorrect to swap 
the verb and object 
in reported questions.

REPORTING QUESTIONS WITH “DO”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Reported questions leave out 
the auxiliary verb “do.”

The past form of the verb 
is usually used.

The tense doesn’t always change.

COMMON MISTAKES WORD ORDER IN REPORTED QUESTIONS
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When a direct question uses 
the verb “do,” this is left out of 
reported questions.

It is incorrect to swap 
the verb and object 
in reported questions.

REPORTING QUESTIONS WITH “DO”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Reported questions leave out 
the auxiliary verb “do.”

The past form of the verb 
is usually used.

The tense doesn’t always change.

COMMON MISTAKES WORD ORDER IN REPORTED QUESTIONS
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If the answer to a question in direct speech is “yes” or “no,” “if ” or “whether”  
is used to report the question. “Whether” is more formal than “if.”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

REPORTED CLOSED QUESTIONS

“If ” and “whether” mean the same thing, but “whether” is more formal.The object can be left out.

VERB REST OF SENTENCESUBJECT“IF / WHETHER”“ASKED”SUBJECT OBJECT

Reported questions with “if ” and “whether” 
leave out the auxiliary verb “do.”

In reported questions with “if ” and “whether,” 
the object after “asked” can be left out.

Direct question.

Reported question uses “if ” or “whether.”
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“If ” or “whether” can also be used to report 
questions that use “or” in direct speech.

REPORTING QUESTIONS WITH “OR”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The verb changes tense.
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“If ” or “whether” can also be used to report 
questions that use “or” in direct speech.

REPORTING QUESTIONS WITH “OR”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The verb changes tense.
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Reported speech overview
CHANGING REFERENCES IN REPORTED SPEECH

Certain words have 
variable reference, which 
means their meaning is 
context-dependent. 
In order to retain the 
meaning of the direct 
speech, reported  
speech usually revises 
tenses, pronouns,  
and time references.

The reporting verb can be in the present tense.  
In this case, the tense of the sentence doesn’t change.

REPORTING VERBS IN THE PRESENT TENSE

TENSE

Reporting verb is in 
the present tense.

Using “tell” in the present tense 
can be more emphatic than “say.”

The main verb doesn’t 
change tense.

The tense usually moves back.
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When forming reported speech from direct speech, 
some words change in order to keep the meaning 
consistent. Other words stay the same.

See also:
Present simple 1   Past simple 7   Tenses in reported 
speech 44   Modal verbs 56   Personal pronouns 77

Most modal verbs, except for “will” and “can,” behave differently from other verbs.  
No matter what the tense of the direct speech, they don’t change in reported speech.

REPORTING MODAL VERBS

PRONOUNS TIME REFERENCES

The modal verb is the 
same as in direct speech.

“My” changes to 
“her” to refer back 

to the first speaker.

“Tomorrow” changes to 
“the next day” to keep 

the meaning the same.

The reported verb also doesn’t 
change from direct speech.
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Verbs can be described as main verbs or auxiliary verbs. 
Main verbs describe actions, occurrences, or states of being. 
Auxiliary verbs modify the meaning of main verbs.

Types of verbs
See also:
Present perfect simple 11 
Modal verbs 56

Main verbs are the most 
important verbs in a sentence. 
They can describe actions or 
states, or they can be used to 
link a subject to a description.

MAIN VERBS

Auxiliary verbs are used with 
main verbs to modify their 
meaning. Auxiliary verbs are 
used very frequently to form 
different tenses.

AUXILIARY VERBS

“Play” is the main verb 
that describes an action.

The auxiliary verb “do” is 
used to make questions and 
negatives of statements that 
don’t already have an 
auxiliary verb.

Modal verbs are also 
auxiliary verbs. They modify 
the meaning of the main 
verb, expressing various 
notions such as possibility 
or obligation.

SUBJECT PARTICIPLE OBJECTAUXILIARY VERB

SUBJECT MAIN VERB OBJECTMODAL VERB

SUBJECT MAIN VERB OBJECTAUXILIARY VERB

SUBJECT MAIN VERB OBJECTAUXILIARY VERB

“Has” is an auxiliary verb here. It’s being 
used to form the present perfect.

PRESENT PERFECT
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Linking verbs express a state of 
being or becoming. They link a 
subject to a complement, which 
renames or describes the subject.

LINKING VERBS

TRANSITIVE AND INTRANSITIVE VERBS

Some verbs can take two 
objects, a direct object 
and an indirect object. 

The direct object is what 
the verb “gave” refers to.

The indirect object 
benefits from the action.

Some verbs can  
be either transitive  
or intransitive.

OBJECT

Some verbs never 
take an object. These 
verbs are known as 
intransitive verbs.

Some verbs take an object, 
which is a noun or phrase 
that receives the action of 
the verb. Verbs which take  
an object are known as 
transitive verbs.

SUBJECT

SUBJECT

INDIRECT OBJECT DIRECT OBJECT

SUBJECT

VERB

VERB

VERB

SUBJECT OBJECTVERB

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Subject Complement

“Read” can be used with 
or without an object.
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Linking verbs express a state of 
being or becoming. They link a 
subject to a complement, which 
renames or describes the subject.
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The direct object is what 
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SUBJECT
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SUBJECT

VERB

VERB

VERB

SUBJECT OBJECTVERB
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Action and state verbs
Verbs that describe actions or events are known as 
“action” or “dynamic” verbs, whereas those that describe 
states are known as “state” or “stative” verbs. 

Action verbs usually describe what people or things do.  
State verbs usually say how things are or how someone feels. 

ACTION AND STATE VERBS

Most state verbs cannot be 
used in continuous forms.

COMMON MISTAKES USING STATE VERBS IN CONTINUOUS TENSES

State verbs can’t usually be 
used in continuous forms.

Action verbs can be used in  
simple forms and continuous forms.

State verbs are not usually 
used in the continuous form.

ACTION VERB STATE VERB

FURTHER EXAMPLES

State verbs are only usually 
used in the simple form.

See also:
Present simple 1   Present continuous 4  
Past simple 7   Past continuous 10
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Some verbs can be both action and state verbs. When these verbs are 
describing an action, they can be used in continuous forms.

USING STATE VERBS IN CONTINUOUS FORMS

STATE

SIMPLE FORM

ACTION

CONTINUOUS FORM

A few state verbs can be used in continuous forms, keeping their stative meaning.  
The use of a continuous form emphasizes a change, development, or temporary situation.
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Some verbs can be both action and state verbs. When these verbs are 
describing an action, they can be used in continuous forms.

USING STATE VERBS IN CONTINUOUS FORMS

STATE

SIMPLE FORM

ACTION

CONTINUOUS FORM

A few state verbs can be used in continuous forms, keeping their stative meaning.  
The use of a continuous form emphasizes a change, development, or temporary situation.
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Infinitives and participles are forms of verbs that 
are rarely used on their own, but are important 
when making other forms or constructions.

Infinitives and participles
See also:
Present continuous 4  
Present perfect simple 11

The infinitive is the simplest form of the verb. English verbs have two types of infinitive.

INFINITIVES

Present participles and gerunds are formed by adding “-ing” to the base form of the verb. 
They are spelled the same, but they perform different functions in a sentence. 

PRESENT PARTICIPLES AND GERUNDS

“Playing” is a gerund here. Along with 
“tennis,” it forms the subject of the sentence. 

VERB

“TO”

The present participle is being used 
to make the past continuous.

PRESENT CONTINUOUS

Present participles are 
most commonly used 
with auxiliary verbs to 
form continuous tenses. 

Gerunds are verbs that are used 
as nouns. They are sometimes 
known as verbal nouns.

Sometimes the infinitive is formed with 
“to” plus the verb. This is sometimes 
known as a “full” or “to” infinitive. 

When the infinitive is formed 
without “to,” it is known as the base 
or simple form, or the bare infinitive.

BASE FORM

OBJECT

VERB

REST OF SENTENCE

COMPLEMENT

PRESENT PRINCIPLEAUXILIARY VERBSUBJECT

SUBJECT

“TO”
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All present participles and gerunds are formed by adding 
“-ing” to the base form of the verb. The spelling of some 
base forms changes slightly before adding “-ing.”

PRESENT PARTICIPLE AND GERUND SPELLING RULES

Last letters are  
consonant–vowel–consonant  

and the final syllable is stressed.
Last letter  

is a silent “-e.”Main verb.
Last letters 

are “-ie.”

The last letter 
doubles, unless 

it’s “w,” “x,” or “y.”

 The “-e” is left out 
and “-ing” is added. 

“-ing” is added to form  
regular present participles.

“-ie” changes 
to “y.”

The last letter is not doubled 
because "per" is not stressed.

The last letter is doubled because the 
pattern is consonant–vowel–consonant.

The last letter of the verb 
doesn't double if it’s “y.”

The “-e” is dropped from the verb. 

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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All present participles and gerunds are formed by adding 
“-ing” to the base form of the verb. The spelling of some 
base forms changes slightly before adding “-ing.”
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 The “-e” is left out 
and “-ing” is added. 

“-ing” is added to form  
regular present participles.

“-ie” changes 
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The last letter is doubled because the 
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The “-e” is dropped from the verb. 

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Past participles are used with 
auxiliary verbs to form perfect 
simple tenses, such as the 
present perfect simple. 

PAST PARTICIPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Regular past participles are made with the base form of the verb plus “-ed.” 
The spelling of some of these base forms changes a bit before adding “-ed.”

SPELLING RULES FOR PAST PARTICIPLES

For many regular  
verbs, “-ed” is added.

Last letters are a 
consonant and a “-y.”Last letter is “-e.”

PRESENT PERFECT

The last consonant is 
doubled and “-ed” is added.

The “-y” is replaced 
with “-ied.”

“-d” is added.

Last letters are  
consonant–vowel–consonant  

and the final syllable is stressed.

OBJECT REST OF SENTENCEPAST PARTICIPLEAUXILIARY VERBSUBJECT
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Many verbs in English 
have irregular past 
participle forms. They 
often look quite different 
from their base form.

IRREGULAR PAST PARTICIPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

BASE FORM PAST PARTICIPLE SAMPLE SENTENCE

PAST PARTICIPLE
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Many verbs in English 
have irregular past 
participle forms. They 
often look quite different 
from their base form.

IRREGULAR PAST PARTICIPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

BASE FORM PAST PARTICIPLE SAMPLE SENTENCE

PAST PARTICIPLE
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Some verbs in English can only go with a gerund or an 
infinitive. Some verbs can go with either. These verbs 
often describe wishes, plans, or feelings.

Verb patterns
See also:
Types of verbs 49  
Infinitives and participles 51

English uses the infinitive  
with “to” after certain verbs  
that describe someone’s plans 
or wishes to do an activity.

VERBS WITH INFINITIVES

The infinitive doesn’t change no matter what the tense of the main verb is.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Main verb describes a plan  
or wish to do an activity.

Infinitive with “to” 
describes the activity.

OTHER VERBS FOLLOWED BY INFINITIVES

VERB INFINITIVE

VERBS FOLLOWED  
BY INFINITIVES
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English uses gerunds after 
certain verbs that say how a 
person feels about an activity.

VERBS WITH GERUNDS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The verb describes feelings 
about an activity.

The word for the activity 
is in gerund form.

OTHER VERBS FOLLOWED BY GERUNDS

VERB GERUND

VERBS FOLLOWED  
BY GERUNDS
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English uses gerunds after 
certain verbs that say how a 
person feels about an activity.

VERBS WITH GERUNDS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The verb describes feelings 
about an activity.

The word for the activity 
is in gerund form.

OTHER VERBS FOLLOWED BY GERUNDS

VERB GERUND

VERBS FOLLOWED  
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Some verbs can be followed by a gerund (an “-ing” form) 
or a “to” infinitive, with little or no change in meaning.  
You can often use both forms interchangeably.

VERBS FOLLOWED BY INFINITIVE OR GERUND (NO CHANGE IN MEANING)

VERBS FOLLOWED BY 
 INFINITIVE OR GERUND  

(NO CHANGE IN MEANING)

OTHER VERBS FOLLOWED BY INFINITIVE OR GERUND (NO CHANGE IN MEANING)

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Some verbs change their meaning depending on the form of the verb that 
follows them. The infinitive is used to describe the purpose of the main 
verb’s action. The gerund is often used to talk about the action which is 
happening around the same time as the main verb’s action.

VERBS FOLLOWED BY INFINITIVE OR GERUND (CHANGE IN MEANING)

FURTHER EXAMPLES

VERB + INFINITIVE VERB + GERUND
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Some verbs, known as transitive verbs, have objects. When 
these verbs are followed by infinitives or gerunds, the object 
must come between the verb and the infinitive or gerund.

Verb patterns with objects
See also:
Types of verbs 49  
Infinitives and participles 51

Some verbs that are followed by 
an infinitive must also have an 
object before that infinitive. 

VERB WITH OBJECT AND INFINITIVE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

VERB + OBJECT + INFINITIVE

HOW TO FORM

OBJECT INFINITIVE REST OF SENTENCEVERBSUBJECT
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Some verbs that are followed 
by a gerund must also have an 
object before that gerund. 

VERB + OBJECT + GERUND PATTERNS

VERB + OBJECT + GERUND

FURTHER EXAMPLES

When the verb “want” is followed by an 
object and an infinitive, it is not formed 
with a “that” clause.

COMMON MISTAKES VERB PATTERNS WITH “WANT”

“Want” should be followed 
by an object and infinitive.

“Want” can’t be followed 
by a “that” clause.

HOW TO FORM

VERB GERUNDOBJECTSUBJECT REST OF SENTENCE
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Some verbs that are followed 
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HOW TO FORM

VERB GERUNDOBJECTSUBJECT REST OF SENTENCE
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The direct object is the person 
or thing that an action happens 
to. The indirect object receives 
the same action. If the indirect 
object is the focus of the 
sentence, it comes after the 
direct object plus “to” or “for.”

DOUBLE OBJECT VERBS
INDIRECT OBJECTDIRECT OBJECT

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The preposition is dropped when 
the order of the objects is reversed.

If the direct object is a 
pronoun, it must come  
before the indirect object. 

If the indirect object is a  
pronoun, it can come before  
or after the direct object.

USING DOUBLE OBJECT VERBS WITH PRONOUNS
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Verb patterns with prepositions
Some verb patterns include prepositions. Prepositions 
cannot be followed by infinitives, so these verb patterns 
only use gerunds.

If a preposition is followed 
by a verb, the verb must be 
a gerund (the “-ing” form). 

If a verb takes an 
object, that object must 
come between the verb 
and the preposition.

VERB WITH PREPOSITION AND GERUND

See also:
Infinitives and participles 51    
Verb patterns 52   Prepositions 105

VERB WITH OBJECT, PREPOSITION, AND GERUND

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Gerund
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Verb patterns with prepositions
Some verb patterns include prepositions. Prepositions 
cannot be followed by infinitives, so these verb patterns 
only use gerunds.
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by a verb, the verb must be 
a gerund (the “-ing” form). 

If a verb takes an 
object, that object must 
come between the verb 
and the preposition.

VERB WITH PREPOSITION AND GERUND

See also:
Infinitives and participles 51    
Verb patterns 52   Prepositions 105

VERB WITH OBJECT, PREPOSITION, AND GERUND

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Gerund
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Some verbs in English have two or more words in them, 
and usually have a new meaning when they are used 
together. These are called phrasal verbs.

Phrasal verbs

PHRASAL VERB

PHRASAL VERBS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Phrasal verbs have a verb plus one or more particles (prepositions or adverbs.) 
The particle often changes the usual meaning of the verb.

HOW TO FORM
The particle always 
comes after the verb. 
The verb changes form 
to match the subject 
as usual. The particle 
never changes form. 

This is wrong. The particle 
should come after the verb.

The verb takes the third person “-s.”

Negatives are formed in the usual way.

This is wrong. The particle 
should never change.

Verb Particle

See also: Verb patterns with objects 53 
Prepositions 105   Separable phrasal verbs R20   
Inseparable phrasal verbs R21

Questions are formed 
in the usual way.
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

PHRASAL VERBS IN DIFFERENT TENSES
When phrasal verbs are used in different 
tenses, the verb changes, but the particle 
remains the same. The particle 

never changes.

PRESENT SIMPLE 

PAST SIMPLE

PRESENT CONTINUOUS

FUTURE WITH “WILL”
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

If a phrasal verb has a 
direct object, it can 
sometimes go 
between the verb and 
the particle. Phrasal 
verbs that do this are 
called “separable” 
phrasal verbs.

SEPARABLE PHRASAL VERBS
The object can go 
after the particle.

The object can also go between 
the verb and the particle.

Pronoun
The pronoun cannot go at 

the end of the sentence.   
If the direct object of a separable 
phrasal verb is a pronoun, it 
must go between the verb and 
the particle.

COMMON MISTAKES SEPARABLE PHRASAL VERBS
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INSEPARABLE PHRASAL VERBS

This is wrong. The object can’t sit 
between the verb and the particle.

 
The verb and the particle

 must stay together.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Some phrasal verbs cannot be separated. The object must always 
come after the particle; it can never sit between the particle and the 
verb. This is true whether the object is a noun or a pronoun. 
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THREE-WORD PHRASAL VERBS
Three-word phrasal verbs 
have a verb, a particle, 
and a preposition. The 
particle and preposition 
often change the usual 
meaning of the verb.

VERB + PARTICLE + PREPOSITION

The particle and preposition 
never change form.

The verb changes  
with the subject.

INTONATION
In spoken English, the stress is on the 
middle word of a three-word phrasal verb.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
TIP

Most, but not all, 
three-word  

 phrasal verbs are  
inseparable.

“Get back from” can be separable or inseparable depending on the context.

When “get back from” means “to 
return from,” it is always inseparable.

When “get back from” means “to retrieve 
from” it is separable. The object must go 
between “get” and “back.”

“GET BACK FROM”
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NOUNS BASED ON PHRASAL VERBS
Some nouns are made from phrasal verbs, often formed 
by joining the verb and the particle together. When 
these words are spoken, the stress is usually on the verb.

Sometimes, the noun is formed by putting the particle in front  
of the verb. In these cases, the spoken stress is usually on the particle.

Stress is on the 
first syllable.

ParticleVerb

Stress is on the 
first syllable.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Modal verbs are very common in English. They are used 
to talk about a variety of things, particularly possibilities, 
obligations, and deductions.

Modal verbs
See also:
Present simple negative 2    
Forming questions 34   Types of verbs 49 

English has many modal verbs. Each modal verb 
can can be used in several different contexts.

USES OF MODAL VERBS

LOGICAL DEDUCTIONS

OBLIGATION

PERMISSION

ABILITY

REQUESTS

SUGGESTIONS AND ADVICE

OFFERS
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Modal verbs share certain characteristics. They don’t change form to match 
the subject, and they are always followed by a main verb in its base form. 
Their question and negative forms are made without “do.” 

“Ought to” and “have to” are exceptions because they use “to” before the base form. “Ought to” is a 
more formal way of saying “should,” and “have to” means “must.” They both act like normal verbs.

Negatives are formed by adding “not” 
between the modal verb and main verb.

Questions are usually formed by swapping 
the subject and the modal verb.

MODAL VERB FORMATIONS

The main verb stays 
in its base form.

The modal verb stays the 
same for any subject.

SUBJECT MODAL VERB BASE FORM REST OF SENTENCE
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“Can” is a modal verb that describes what someone is 
able to do. It is used in different forms to describe past 
and present abilities.

Ability

“Can” goes between the subject and the main verb. 
The verb after “can” goes in its base form.

The negative form of “can” is “cannot” or “can’t.”

“CAN / CANNOT / CAN’T”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

SUBJECT “CAN / CANNOT / CAN’T” BASE FORM OBJECT

The more common, 
short form of “cannot.”

“Can” is always the same. It doesn’t 
change with the subject.

Base form of verb.

See also:
Present simple 1    
Future with “will” 18

TIP
The long negative  
form “cannot” is  
always spelled as  

one word, not  
two words.
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“Could” is the past form of “can” 
and is used to talk about an ability 
in the past. “When” plus a time 
setting can be used to say when 
someone had the ability.

“COULD” FOR PAST ABILITIES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The time frame can be 
set with a phrase about  

an age, day, or year.

Describes a present ability. Describes a past ability.

It is not grammatically 
possible to talk about 
the future using “can.”  
“Will be able to” 
 is used instead.

The negative  
is formed with  
“not able to”  
or “unable to.”

“CAN” IN THE FUTURE

“Will can” is incorrect.

“Will be unable to” can also  
be used, but it’s less common.

Negative form.
TIP

The long negative  
form “cannot” is  
always spelled as  

one word, not  
two words.
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“Can,” “could,” and “may” are used to ask permission  
to do something, or to ask someone to do something  
for you. They can also be used to offer to help someone.

Permission, requests, and offers
See also:
Types of verbs 49    
Modal verbs 56

“Can” is the most common 
modal verb used to ask 
permission or to make  
a request.

“Could” replaces “can” for 
more formal situations,  
such as in business or  
to talk to strangers.

“May” can also be used  
in formal situations.

ASKING PERMISSION AND MAKING REQUESTS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Negative answers can be 
more polite by adding 
“I’m sorry” or “I’m afraid.”

Informal answers 
use “can” as well.

“Please” is used in 
polite requests.
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“Can” and “may” can also be used to offer  
to do something for someone.

MAKING OFFERS FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Shall” is used to find out if someone thinks a certain 
suggestion is a good idea. This is not often used in US English.

SHALL FOR OFFERS AND SUGGESTIONS

“May” is only used for 
formal situations.
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The modal verb “could” can be used to  
offer suggestions. “Could” is not as strong  
as “should.” It communicates gentle advice.

Suggestions and advice

“Should” is used when the speaker 
wants to make a strong suggestion.

“SHOULD” FOR ADVICE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

“Should” comes before the advice.

“Should” is a modal verb, 
so it stays the same no 
matter what the subject is.

“Should” is followed by the 
base form of the main verb.

SUBJECT MAIN VERB“SHOULD” REST OF SENTENCE

See also:
Conditional sentences 29   Types of verbs 49  
Modal verbs 56
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“Ought to” is a more formal and less common way to say “should.” 
It is not usually used in the negative or question forms.

“OUGHT TO” FOR ADVICE

“HAD BETTER”

English uses “if I were you” 
to give advice in second 
conditional sentences.  
The advice is expressed 
using “I would.”

“Had better” can also be used to give very strong or urgent 
advice that can have a negative consequence if it is not followed.

“IF I WERE YOU”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

English uses “were,” not 
“was,” in this context.

The advice comes after “I would.”

The suggestion can come first 
without changing the meaning.

There is no comma before “if.”
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“Could” is often used to suggest a solution to  
a problem. It states a possible course of action       
without necessarily recommending it.

“COULD” FOR SUGGESTIONS

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Could” is a modal verb, 
so it doesn’t change  
with the subject.

The main verb stays  
in its base form.

SUBJECT MAIN VERB“COULD” REST OF SENTENCE

“Could” means that the 
action is a possibility;  
a choice that might  
solve the problem.
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When people give suggestions using “could,” they 
often give more than one option to choose from.

“COULD” AND “OR” FOR SUGGESTIONS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Or” is used to give an 
alternative suggestion.

If the main verb is the 
same for both suggestions, 

it isn’t repeated after “or.” 

The modal verb 
doesn’t have to be 
repeated after “or.”

One of the most common ways of recommending something 
or making a suggestion is to use modal verbs. 

MAKING RECOMMENDATIONS

Very strong suggestion.

General suggestion.

Stronger suggestion.

TIP
Emphasis can be added by 

putting “really” in front  
of “should,” “ought to,”  

and “must.”
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In English, “have to” or “must” are used when talking 
about obligations or things that are necessary.  
They are often used to give important instructions.

Obligations

“Must” and “have to” both 
express a strong need or 
obligation to do something.

“Must” does not change 
with the subject, but 
“have to” becomes “has 
to” in the third person 
singular. Both forms are 
followed by the base 
form of the main verb.

“Must not” is a strong 
negative obligation. It means 
something is not allowed.

“Don’t have to” means 
something is not necessary, 
or there is no obligation.

OBLIGATIONS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM
SUBJECT MAIN VERB“MUST / HAVE TO” REST OF SENTENCE

See also:
Future with “will” 18   Types of verbs 49   
Modal verbs 56 
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“Must not” and “don’t have to” do not mean the same thing. 
“Must not” is used to give an instruction that forbids 
someone from doing something. “Don’t have to” is used to 
tell someone that it is not necessary that they do something.

COMMON MISTAKES “MUST NOT” AND “DON’T HAVE TO”

There is no future form of “must.” The future of 
“have to” is formed with the auxiliary verb “will.”

There is no past form of “must.” The past 
tense of “have to” is used instead.

“MUST” AND “HAVE TO” IN THE FUTURE

“MUST” AND “HAVE TO” IN THE PAST

“Will must” is incorrect.

“Must not” does not have a future form. “Don’t have to” can be 
used in the future by changing “don’t” to “will not” or “won’t.”
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Modal verbs can also be used to talk about how likely or 
unlikely something is. They can be used to guess and make 
deductions about what has happened or is happening now.

Making deductions

The modal verbs “might” and “could” are used 
to talk about something with uncertainty.

SPECULATION AND DEDUCTION

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The modal verb doesn’t 
change with the subject.

The modal verb is usually followed 
by the base form of the main verb.

“Not” goes after  
the modal verb.

“Might” and “could” 
can be used to talk 
about uncertainty.

“Might not” is used  
to describe negative 
things that are 
not certain.

“Must” is often 
used to speculate 
about the present. 

“Cannot” and 
“can’t” are used 
when someone is 
certain something 
is impossible.

See also:
Types of verbs 49    
Infinitives and participles 51 Modal verbs 56
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SPECULATION AND DEDUCTION ABOUT THE PAST

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Must have” with  
a past participle is 
used to speculate 
about the past when 
the speaker is sure  
something happened.

“Must” can be replaced 
with “may,” “might,”  
or “could” when the 
speaker is not sure 
whether something 
happened or not.

“Can’t” or “couldn’t” 
can be used to refer 
to something that 
the speaker is certain 
did not happen.

Past participle
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Modal verbs can be used to talk about possibility, or to 
express uncertainty. “Might” is the most common modal 
verb used for this purpose.

Possibility

“Might” can be added to different phrases to 
refer to past, present, or future possibilities.

“MIGHT” FOR POSSIBILITY

FURTHER EXAMPLES

See also:
Present simple 1   Infinitives and participles 51   
Modal verbs 56  

“MIGHT” + “HAVE” + PAST PARTICIPLE

“MIGHT” + BASE FORM

“MIGHT” + “BASE FORM” + FUTURE TIME

PAST POSSIBILITY

PRESENT POSSIBILITY

FUTURE POSSIBILITY

TIP
Questions with “might”  

are only used in very  
formal English.

“Not” always comes after 
“might” to form the negative.
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As well as “might,” other modal verbs 
can be used to talk about something 
that possibly happened in the past.

These constructions can be used to 
talk about some thing that possibly 
did not happen in the past.

“Could not” can only be used 
when the speaker is certain that 
something did not happen.

Other phrases can be 
added to sentences 
with “might” to 
emphasize uncertainty 
about something.  

“MIGHT” WITH UNCERTAINTY

PAST POSSIBILITY
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Articles
Articles are short words which come before nouns to show 
whether they refer to a general or a specific object. There 
are several rules telling which article, if any, should be used.  

The indefinite article “a” or “an” 
is used to talk about something 
in general. 

The indefinite article is used  
to talk about a general thing 
among many of its type.  
The exact one is not yet known.

The indefinite article is also 
used to show a noun belongs 
to a group or category.

THE INDEFINITE ARTICLE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

See also:
Singular and plural nouns 69   Countable and 
uncountable nouns 70   Superlative adjectives 97

The indefinite article is 
used in the same way for 

negative statements.

The exact house they 
will buy is unknown.

“An” is used instead of 
“a” before words that 

start with a vowel.

“A” is used to talk about 
the type of place where 

somebody works, not 
the specific building.  

“Country” categorizes Canada, 
and “cold” describes it.

The indefinite article is used in 
the same way for questions.
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“Some” replaces “a” or 
“an” in sentences with 
plural nouns.

“Some” is replaced by “any” to form questions and negatives.

“SOME”

“SOME” AND “ANY” WITH QUESTIONS AND NEGATIVES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Use “a” and “an” to 
talk about one thing. 

Use “some” to talk about more than one thing.  

“Hotel” is singular.  

“Hotels” is plural.
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THE DEFINITE ARTICLE
The definite article “the” is 
used to talk about a specific 
person or thing that 
everyone understands.

There is only one 
Trevi Fountain.

Superlative phrase.

The bus trip has already 
been mentioned.

It is clear from the context that 
this means the tour guide.

When a person or thing has 
been mentioned already, “the” 
is used the next time the thing 
or person is talked about.

The definite article is used  
before superlatives.

The definite article is also  
used with unique objects.

It is also used for people 
with unique titles. 

“Pope” is a title.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Some adjectives can be 
used with the definite 
article to refer to a group 
or class of people. 

“THE” WITH ADJECTIVES FOR CERTAIN GROUPS

USING “THE” TO SPECIFY
“The” can be followed by a prepositional phrase or a defining 
relative clause to specify which thing someone is talking about.

TIP
These phrases are  

plural in meaning, but  
it’s incorrect to say  
“the youngs,” etc.

This makes it clear which 
pictures are being referred to.

This makes it clear which 
dog is being talked about.
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The zero article is also used 
with some places and 
institutions when it is clear 
what their purpose is.

THE ZERO ARTICLE
An article is not needed 
with uncountable and 
plural nouns used in a 
general context. This is 
known as the zero article. Plural noun.Uncountable noun.

The definite article is 
used to talk about 
the specific school 
where he works.

Names of places often 
take the zero article.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

She goes there to study, which is the  
purpose of schools, so no article is used.
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The zero article is 
normally used with  
the name of a person.

The definite article is used 
before a person’s name to 
differentiate them from 
another person with the 
same name.

The indefinite article is 
used when the focus is on 
a particular name, rather 
than the person.

DEFINITE AND INDEFINITE ARTICLES WITH NAMES

In this case, “the” is 
pronounced “thee.”

The zero article can be used with plural nouns to talk about a class of things in 
general. This can also be done with the definite article, plus a singular noun.

THE ZERO ARTICLE AND GENERIC “THE”

Referring to an invention, not an individual telescope.

Referring to a species of animal, not an individual animal.

Referring to a type of musical instrument, not an individual instrument.
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The zero article is 
normally used with  
the name of a person.

The definite article is used 
before a person’s name to 
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The indefinite article is 
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a particular name, rather 
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DEFINITE AND INDEFINITE ARTICLES WITH NAMES
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pronounced “thee.”
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Articles overview

Singular nouns must be used 
with an article. The definite 
article (“the”) or indefinite 
article (“a / an”) can be used, 
depending on whether the 
object is being spoken about  
in general or specific terms. 

The indefinite article “a / an” 
cannot be used with plural 
nouns. “Some” is used instead 
for plural nouns when 
referring to an indefinite 
quantity of something.

SINGULAR NOUNS

PLURAL NOUNS

The indefinite article is not 
usually used with uncountable 
nouns. The definite article is 
used to talk about uncountable 
nouns in specific terms, and 
the zero article is used to talk 
about them in general terms.

UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS

USING ARTICLES

INDEFINITE ARTICLE

“Some” suggests a limited 
number of roses, but the 
exact number is unknown.

The indefinite article cannot be 
used for plural nouns.

“A / an” cannot be used 
with uncountable nouns.

 “A” is used because the green coat is 
something new that is being introduced.

“A” refers to cars in general, 
not the car he wants to buy.
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The definite and indefinite articles are used in different 
situations, and this can depend on whether they are 
being used with a singular, plural, or uncountable noun.

DEFINITE ARTICLE ZERO ARTICLE

See also:
Singular and plural nouns 69    
Countable and uncountable nouns 70 

“The” is used to talk about a specific car that 
the speaker and listener both know about.

The definite article is used to talk 
about plural nouns in specific terms.

The speaker is referring to specific 
money that the listener already knows 
about, so the definite article is used.

Milk is an uncountable noun which is 
being spoken about in general terms, 

so the definite article can’t be used.

This is wrong. Singular countable 
nouns must have an article.

No article is used because “shoes” is a plural 
noun being spoken about in a general context.

Roses are being spoken 
about in general terms. 
There’s no idea of a number. 

No article is used because 
“money” is being spoken 
about in a general sense. 
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The definite and indefinite articles are used in different 
situations, and this can depend on whether they are 
being used with a singular, plural, or uncountable noun.
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“This,” “that,” “these,” and “those” can be used as determiners 
before a noun to specify which noun is being talked about. They 
can also be used as pronouns to replace a noun in a sentence.

“This / that / these / those”
See also:
Singular and plural nouns 69    
Personal pronouns 77   Possession 80   

“THIS” AND “THAT” AS DETERMINERS
“This” and “that” are only 
used with singular nouns.  
“This” is used for something 
close, and “that” for 
something farther away. 

“This” can also be used  
for something current or 
present, and “that” can 
be used for something 
absent or in the past.

Uncountable nouns are only 
used with “this” and “that,” 
never “these” and “those.”

“Other” can be used after 
“that” to stress that it is 
different to the first noun.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The house is close to you.

The house is farther away from you.

“This” refers to the job that  
the speaker is currently doing.

“That” refers to a job in the past 
that isn’t being done anymore.

“Was” is in the 
past tense.
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“THESE” AND “THOSE” AS DETERMINERS
“These” and “those” are 
only used with plural 
nouns. “These” is used for 
things close by or current. 
“Those” is used for things 
farther away or in the past.

“These” is the 
plural of “this.”

“Those” is the 
plural of “that.”

“These” and “those”  
go before plural nouns.

“These” and “those”  
go before plural nouns.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“THESE” AND “THOSE” AS DETERMINERS
“These” and “those” are 
only used with plural 
nouns. “These” is used for 
things close by or current. 
“Those” is used for things 
farther away or in the past.

“These” is the 
plural of “this.”

“Those” is the 
plural of “that.”

“These” and “those”  
go before plural nouns.

“These” and “those”  
go before plural nouns.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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The dog is close to you.

“This” means the party is happening now.

“That” means the party has already happened.

The dog is farther away from you.

“This” and “that” can replace 
singular nouns in a sentence. 
They point out a specific thing. 
“This” is used for something 
close, and “that” is used for 
something farther away.

“THIS” AND “THAT” AS PRONOUNS

“This” can also be used for 
something current or present, 
and “that” can be used for 
something absent or in the past.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“That” and “those” can be used in place of a 
noun phrase to mean “the one” or “the ones.”

“These” and “those” can 
replace plural nouns in a 
sentence. “These” is used for 
things close by or current. 
“Those” is used for things 
farther away or in the past.

“These” is the 
plural of “this.”

“Those” is the 
plural of “that.”

"These” and “those” are also 
used for contrast. “These” 

things belong to one person. 

“Those” things 
belong to 

another person. 

“Those who” means 
"people who."

“That” refers to “policy.”

“THESE” AND “THOSE” AS PRONOUNS

SUBSTITUTING WITH “THAT” AND “THOSE”

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“That” and “those” can be used in place of a 
noun phrase to mean “the one” or “the ones.”

“These” and “those” can 
replace plural nouns in a 
sentence. “These” is used for 
things close by or current. 
“Those” is used for things 
farther away or in the past.

“These” is the 
plural of “this.”

“Those” is the 
plural of “that.”

"These” and “those” are also 
used for contrast. “These” 

things belong to one person. 

“Those” things 
belong to 

another person. 

“Those who” means 
"people who."

“That” refers to “policy.”

“THESE” AND “THOSE” AS PRONOUNS

SUBSTITUTING WITH “THAT” AND “THOSE”

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“No” and “none” both show the absence or lack of 
something. “No” is always used with a noun, whereas 
“none” replaces a noun in a sentence.

“No / none”
See also:
Singular and plural nouns 69    
Countable and uncountable nouns 70 

“No” is only used with uncountable 
nouns or plural countable nouns.

Although “no”  has the 
same meaning as “not 
any” in this context, 
“no”  is often emphatic.

“NO”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

This version of the sentence can 
indicate surprise or disappointment.

“NO” AND NOUN FOR EMPHASIS

Uncountable noun.

Plural noun.
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“None” can replace “no” 
plus noun to indicate a 
lack of something. 

“None of ” is used 
before pronouns and  
nouns with determiners.

“None” can also be used 
on its own to answer a 
question about quantity.

“Left” shows that there 
was some pizza before.

“NONE”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“None” and “none of ” can be 
more emphatic than “not any.”
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“None” can replace “no” 
plus noun to indicate a 
lack of something. 

“None of ” is used 
before pronouns and  
nouns with determiners.

“None” can also be used 
on its own to answer a 
question about quantity.

“Left” shows that there 
was some pizza before.

“NONE”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“None” and “none of ” can be 
more emphatic than “not any.”
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“Each / every”
See also:
Singular and plural nouns 69  

In most cases, there is no difference in 
meaning between “each” and “every.”

“EACH” AND “EVERY”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Each” and “every” are words that go before singular 
nouns to refer to all members of a group of people  
or things. 

Unlike “each,” “every” 
cannot be used to talk 
about just two things.

COMMON MISTAKES “EACH” AND “EVERY”

She only has two ears, so 
“every” can’t be used here.

Means all the times.

Means all the places.
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“Each” is used to talk 
separately about every 
member of a group.

“Each” is also used 
when talking about 
small numbers.

“Every” is used when 
speaking about the whole 
group of something.

“Every” is also used 
when talking about 
large numbers.

“EACH”

“EVERY”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“Each” is used to talk 
separately about every 
member of a group.

“Each” is also used 
when talking about 
small numbers.

“Every” is used when 
speaking about the whole 
group of something.

“Every” is also used 
when talking about 
large numbers.

“EACH”

“EVERY”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“Either,” “neither,” and “both” are used in situations where 
two options are being described. They indicate that one, 
two, or none of the options are possible.

“Either / neither / both”
See also:
Articles 63   Singular and plural nouns 69     
Personal pronouns 77

“Either” means 
“one or the other” 
of two options 
and is used before 
a singular noun.

“Both” means “each 
one of two” and is 
used before a plural 
noun, or after a 
plural pronoun.

“Neither” means “not one 
and not the other” of two 
options and is used before a 
singular noun. It has the 
same meaning as a negative 
statement with “either.”

“Either,” “neither,” and 
“both” can be used 
alone when the 
context is clear.

“EITHER,” “NEITHER,” AND “BOTH”

ANOTHER WAY TO SAY IT

Indicates that there 
are two tournaments.

A determiner, such as “the,” “these,” 
or “my” can be used after “both.”

A plural pronoun can go before “both.”

Singular noun.
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“Either of,” “neither of,” 
and “both of ” are used 
before a plural pronoun 
or a determiner plus a 
plural noun.

Plural personal 
pronouns “us,” “you,” 
and “them” can be 
used with “either of,” 
“neither of,” and “both 
of ” as a subject as well 
as an object.

“NEITHER OF,” “EITHER OF,” AND “BOTH OF”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Of” is optional after  
“both” when a determiner is 

used with the noun.

“Them” is the object.

“Them” is a plural pronoun.

"You" is the subject.

“Bicycles” is a plural noun.
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“Either of,” “neither of,” 
and “both of ” are used 
before a plural pronoun 
or a determiner plus a 
plural noun.

Plural personal 
pronouns “us,” “you,” 
and “them” can be 
used with “either of,” 
“neither of,” and “both 
of ” as a subject as well 
as an object.

“NEITHER OF,” “EITHER OF,” AND “BOTH OF”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Of” is optional after  
“both” when a determiner is 

used with the noun.

“Them” is the object.
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“Bicycles” is a plural noun.
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The first two options are 
separated with a comma.

“Either... or” and “neither... 
nor” are used to compare 
options, usually noun 
phrases, prepositional 
phrases, or clauses.

“Both... and” is the 
opposite of “neither... 
nor,” but can only be 
used with two options.

“Either... or” and “neither... 
nor” can be used with 
two or more options.

“EITHER... OR,” “NEITHER... NOR,” AND “BOTH... AND”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Nor” can only be 
used with “neither.”

“Neither” is only used 
with a positive verb.
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The verb agrees with the 
second, singular noun.

The verb agrees with the 
second, plural noun.

The verb can be 
singular or plural.

When “either… or” or “neither… nor” are used to join two nouns, 
the verb usually agrees with the second noun. 

If the second noun is singular and the first is plural, 
either a singular verb or a plural verb can be used.

AGREEMENT AFTER “EITHER… OR” AND “NEITHER... NOR”

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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The verb agrees with the 
second, singular noun.

The verb agrees with the 
second, plural noun.

The verb can be 
singular or plural.

When “either… or” or “neither… nor” are used to join two nouns, 
the verb usually agrees with the second noun. 

If the second noun is singular and the first is plural, 
either a singular verb or a plural verb can be used.

AGREEMENT AFTER “EITHER… OR” AND “NEITHER... NOR”

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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PROPER NOUNS

COMMON NOUNS

Nouns that refer to specific names of people, places, days, and 
months are called proper nouns, and begin with a capital letter.

Common nouns often come after articles. 
Adjectives describe nouns.

Egypt is a country, so it 
begins with a capital letter.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Singular and plural nouns
See also:
Adjectives 92   Articles 63    
Irregular plurals R24

Nouns in English do not have a gender. They change form 
depending on whether they are singular, meaning there is 
one, or plural, meaning there is more than one.

“Country” is a 
common noun.
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“Man” and “woman,” and words made from them, 
such as in job names, have irregular plural forms.

Some other nouns have completely irregular plurals. 
A good dictionary can be used to check these. 

Some nouns do not change in the plural. 

IRREGULAR PLURALS

For nouns ending in “-s,” “-x,” “-z,” 
“-ch,” and “-sh,” “-es” is added.

For nouns ending in a consonant followed by 
a “-y,” the “-y” is dropped and “-ies” is added.

For nouns ending in “-o,” the plural is usually 
formed by adding “-es.” If the noun ends in vowel 
plus “-o,” the plural is formed by adding “-s.”

When a word ends in a 
singular “-z,” the “z” is 
doubled and “-es” added.

To make most nouns 
plural, “-s” is added to 
the singular noun.

SPELLING RULES FOR PLURALS
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Countable and  
uncountable nouns

In English, nouns can be countable or uncountable.  
Countable nouns can be individually counted. Objects 
that aren’t counted are uncountable.  

MAKING UNCOUNTABLE THINGS COUNTABLE
Uncountable 
nouns can become 
countable when 
the noun is in a 
container.

COUNTABLE AND UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS

“A,” “an,” or numbers are used to talk about countable nouns.  
“Some” can be used for both countable and uncountable nouns.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Some” is always used  
with uncountable nouns,  

not “a,” “an,” or a number. 

Uncountable nouns are always 
used with verbs in the singular.

COUNTABLE NOUNS UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS

See also:
Forming questions 34   Articles 63  
Numbers 74   Quantity 75
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QUESTIONS ABOUT QUANTITIES
“Many” is used to ask questions about quantities of countable nouns,  
and “much” to ask questions about quantities of uncountable nouns. 

FURTHER EXAMPLES

NEGATIVES
For both countable and uncountable nouns, “any” is used in negative sentences and questions.

“Much” can only be used with uncountable 
nouns and the verb must always be singular.

COMMON MISTAKES “MUCH” AND “MANY”

The verb is plural. The verb is singular.

COUNTABLE NOUNS UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS

The verb is singular.

The verb is singular.The verb is plural.

The verb is plural.
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QUESTIONS ABOUT QUANTITIES
“Many” is used to ask questions about quantities of countable nouns,  
and “much” to ask questions about quantities of uncountable nouns. 

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“Much” can only be used with uncountable 
nouns and the verb must always be singular.
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The verb is plural.
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PLURAL NOUNS WITH SINGULAR AGREEMENT

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Subject–verb agreement
One of the basic principles of English is that subjects and 
verbs must agree in number. Some subjects, however, can  
act like singular or plural nouns depending on the context. 

See also:
Present simple 1    
Singular and plural nouns 69

Books and other 
works of art that  
end in a plural noun 
are used as singular  
for agreement.

Other nouns look like 
they are plural because 
they end in an “-s,” but 
have singular agreement. 
These include many 
place names and 
academic subjects.

Even though “tales” is plural, The Canterbury 
Tales is a single work of literature.
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COLLECTIVE NOUNS
Collective nouns have a singular form, but refer to a number of people or 
objects as a group. In US English they generally take a singular verb. In UK 
English they can often be used with either singular or plural verbs.

If the subject describes a 
singular body, then the verb 
form must be singular.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Subject describes a 
collection of individuals. UK only.
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Most abstract nouns are uncountable. Some, however, 
can be either countable or uncountable, and the two 
forms often mean slightly different things.

Abstract and concrete nouns

ABSTRACT AND CONCRETE NOUNS
Abstract nouns refer to ideas, events, concepts, feelings,  
and qualities that do not have a physical form. Concrete  
nouns are things that can be seen, touched, heard, or smelled.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

See also:
Singular and plural nouns 69 
Countable and uncountable nouns 70

“Books” is a countable, 
concrete noun.

“Knowledge” is an 
uncountable, abstract noun.

CONCRETE NOUNS ABSTRACT NOUNS
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COUNTABLE AND UNCOUNTABLE ABSTRACT NOUNS
Some abstract nouns have both countable and uncountable forms. 
The forms have a slight difference in meaning, with the countable 
form being specific and the uncountable form being more general.

COUNTABLE UNCOUNTABLE

“Time” refers to the 
concept in general.

Each “time” is a 
specific occasion.

“Success” refers to  
achievement in general.

“Successes” are the 
specific achievements.

“Quality” refers to a 
high standard.

“Skill” is the general 
ability to do somethig.

“Qualities” refers to 
specific features.

These are the particular 
abilities learned.

“Abilities” refers to a variety 
of different skill levels.

“Ability” refers to 
general skill.

“Thought” refers to the 
process of thinking.

These are several 
specific thoughts.

This refers to several 
different cultures.

“Culture” refers to items 
of art and history.
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Compound nouns are two or more nouns that act as a 
single unit. The first noun(s) modifies the last, in a similar 
way to an adjective.

COMPOUND NOUNS
Two nouns can go 
together to talk 
about one thing.

Some compound nouns are written 
as two separate words, some as one 
word, and some with a hyphen 
between the two. There are no clear 
rules for this, but good dictionaries 
can be used to check.

Sometimes, 
the first noun 
is plural.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The first noun is 
usually singular, 
even if the 
meaning is plural.

A picture book is a book of pictures, 
but “picture” stays singular.

Table tennis is a form of 
tennis played on a table.

See also:
Singular and plural nouns 69  
Adjectives 92   

Compound nouns

Hyphen

“Games” is plural.
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PLURAL COMPOUND NOUNS

Two or more nouns can be put with another 
noun to modify it. This structure is common  
in newspaper headlines in order to save space.

To make a compound noun plural, 
the final noun becomes plural.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

LONGER COMPOUND NOUNS

“Party” becomes “parties.”

This means “the capture of the ringleader 
of the bank robbery“ has been confirmed.
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Cardinal numbers are used for counting and saying how 
many of something there are. Ordinal numbers give the 
position of something in an ordered list.

Numbers

In US English, people say “zero” for the number “0,” whereas in UK English, other words for 
“0” are possible. When listing repeated numbers, for example part of a phone number, in 
US English each number is said individually. In UK English, other expressions are possible.

SAYING NUMBERS

CARDINAL NUMBERS

UK only.

UK only.

UK only.

UK only. UK only. UK only.

UK only.

See also:
Singular and plural nouns  69 
Quantity  75   Approximate quantity  76
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You can say 
“one hundred”  
or “a hundred.” 
Both are correct. 
Don’t add “s” to  
“hundred,” “thousand,”  
or “million.” 

In UK English, add “and” before the last two 
numbers to say numbers higher than one hundred. 
In US English, this is considered informal.

It is important to stress the correct syllable 
in these numbers to avoid confusion.

LARGE NUMBERS

FURTHER EXAMPLES SIMILAR SOUNDING  
NUMBERS

“And” goes before  
“seventy-six.”

UK only.

Commas are used to separate 
long rows of figures. 

No “s” at 
the end.

Stress the  
last syllables.

Stress the  
first syllables.

Use commas to separate millions, 
thousands, and hundreds.  
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In the US, people 
often describe dates 
by writing cardinal 
numbers and saying 
ordinal numbers.  
In the UK, people use 
ordinal numbers to 
write and say dates.

ORDINAL NUMBERS

DATES

In US English, the number 
is written after the month.
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The % symbol is written and spoken as “percent.” “Per cent” is also sometimes 
written in UK English. Percentages are normally written as numbers, not words.

You might see fractions written out as words. Aside from “half ” (1⁄2) and “quarter” (1⁄4),  
the bottom number of a fraction is written or spoken as an ordinal number.

Decimals are always written as numbers, not words. The decimal point is spoken 
as “point,” and all numbers after the decimal point are spoken separately.

Use cardinal numbers for 
the top of a fraction.

Use ordinal numbers for 
the bottom of a fraction.

Use “and” to link 
a whole number 

and a fraction.

This is not said as “three 
point ninety-seven.”

There are three ways of saying 
decimals that begin with 0.

Decimal points are written 
in English using a period,  
or full stop.

FRACTIONS

DECIMALS

PERCENTAGES

UK only.
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In English there are many ways to express general or  
specific quantities, say whether quantities are adequate, 
and compare different quantities.

Quantity

USING QUANTITY PHRASES
English has different phrases for quantities 
when the exact number is not known.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Lots of ” is used for  
large numbers. 

“A few” is used for  
small numbers.

“Some” is used when there are more than 
one, but the exact quantity is unknown.

See also:
Singular and plural nouns  69    
Countable and uncountable nouns  70
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“ENOUGH / TOO MANY” WITH COUNTABLE NOUNS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Enough,” “not enough,” and “too many” 
are used to to talk about quantities of 
countable nouns, which are objects or 
things that can be easily counted.

“ENOUGH / TOO MUCH” WITH UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Enough,”  
“not enough,” and  
“too much” are 
used to talk about 
amounts of 
uncountable 
nouns, which are 
things that cannot 
easily be counted.

Indicates too little. Indicates the 
correct amount.

Indicates more than is 
needed or wanted.

“Enough” is used 
for questions.

Indicates there are too few.

“Enough” is the correct amount.

Indicates more than enough.
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“A LOT OF” AND “LOTS OF”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“A lot of ” and “lots of ” are commonly used informally 
before uncountable nouns and plural countable nouns 
to indicate that there is a large quantity of something.

“LITTLE” FOR SMALL AMOUNTS
“Little” is used with uncountable nouns to say 
that there is not much of something in UK 
English. It emphasizes how small the amount is. 

“A little” is used with uncountable nouns to 
mean “some.” It emphasizes that the amount, 
though small, is enough.

Informally, “a (little) bit of ” 
can be used instead of “a little.”

“Little” can also be used as a 
pronoun to mean “not much.”

= not much = some
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“FEW” FOR SMALL NUMBERS

“QUITE A FEW” AND “QUITE A BIT (OF)” FOR BIG QUANTITIES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The phrases  
“quite a bit of ” and 
“quite a few” are 
understatements 
that actually  
mean “a lot”  
or “many.”

“Few” is used with plural countable nouns to 
say that there are not many of something. It 
emphasizes how small the number is.

“A few” is used with plural countable nouns to 
mean “some.” It emphasizes that the number, 
though small, is enough.

“Few” can also be used as a 
pronoun to mean “not many.”

“Very” can be used to stress that the 
number of something is even smaller.

= not many = some

= many = a lot of
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“FEWER” AND “LESS”
“Fewer” and “less” are 
used to show that there 
is a smaller quantity or 
amount or something. 
“fewer” belongs with 
plural countable nouns 
and “less” with 
uncountable nouns.

“People” is a plural countable noun.

“Even” can be added for emphasis. “More and more” shows that the 
amount is increasing over time.

“Cookies” is a 
countable noun.

“Fuel” is an uncountable noun.

“Milk” is an 
uncountable noun.

“MORE”
“More” is used to show that there  
is a greater quantity or amount of 
something. It is used with both 
countable and uncountable nouns.
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It is important to remember the distinction between countable 
and uncountable nouns when using “fewer” and “less.”

“Fewer” is only used with 
plural countable nouns.

“Less” is only used with 
uncountable nouns.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Less than” is used when 
talking about amounts, 
distances, time, and money. 

“Fewer than” is used for 
groups of people or things.

“MORE THAN,” “LESS THAN,” AND “FEWER THAN”

“More than” is used when 
talking about amounts or 
quantities of countable and 
uncountable nouns.

COMMON MISTAKES “FEWER” AND “LESS”
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If specific figures are known, it can be useful to give them. 
However, more general terms may be needed if figures are 
not known, or to avoid repetition.

Approximate quantity

APPROXIMATE QUANTITIES
There are certain quantifying phrases used in English when 
exact figures are not known, or not necessary to give.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Some” is very unspecific. The only numbers it could 
not mean in this example are none, one, or 15.

TIP
“Minority” and  

“majority” are often 
qualified, for example 

“small minority” or  
“vast majority.”

See also:
Singular and plural nouns 69 
Numbers  74   “As... as” comparisons 96

A minority is less than half, but  
often refers to much less than half.

“Most” and “majority” 
refer to more than half.

These unspecific references could 
mean a majority or minority of cases.
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Indicate that the quantity is not exact.

Indicates that the difference is small.

Indicates that the difference is large.

Indicates that the number is slightly less.

Certain expressions are used to show that 
a particular number or quantity is surprising.

APPROXIMATE STATISTICS

SURPRISING NUMBERS

Statistics can be made more general by modifying them with 
words such as “approximately,” “about,” “just,” “well,” or “almost.”

This indicates that €100 is a 
surprisingly large amount of money.

This indicates that $5 is a surprisingly 
small amount of money.

This indicates that 25 is a surprisingly 
large number of events.

This indicates that 2 is a 
surprisingly small number of days.
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Personal pronouns are used to replace nouns in a sentence. 
They can refer to people or things and have different forms 
depending on whether they are a subject or an object.

Personal pronouns

Subject pronouns 
replace the subject of 
a sentence. They are 
used to avoid 
repetition, or where 
a name is not known. 
There are no formal 
or informal forms of 
pronouns in English.

The pronoun used 
depends on how 
many nouns it is 
replacing, and  
person (first,  
second, or third.)

SUBJECT PRONOUNS

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The verbs “be” and “have” are 
often contracted with pronouns.

The subject pronoun “he” is used because the 
speaker doesn't know the person's name.

“He” refers to Andy  
to avoid repetition.

See also:
Verb patterns with objects 53 
Possession 80   Contractions R13

FIRST PERSON SECOND PERSON THIRD PERSON

SINGULAR

PLURAL
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Object pronouns replace 
the object of a sentence. 
Most of them have a 
different form from the 
equivalent subject pronoun.

OBJECT PRONOUNS

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

TIP
“You” is the same  

whether it is singular, 
plural, a subject,  

or an object.

SUBJECT

OBJECT

“Lizzy” is the object.

“Her” is the indirect object.

“Her” replaces “Lizzy.”

There is no difference 
between direct and indirect 
object pronouns.

“Her” is the direct object.

“All” can be used to 
show that “you” is plural.
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Reflexive pronouns
Reflexive pronouns show that the subject of a verb  
is the same as its object. They can also be used in  
other situations to add emphasis. 

Reflexive pronouns in 
English are formed by 
adding the suffix 
“-self ” or “-selves” to 
simple pronouns.

REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS

FURTHER EXAMPLESHOW TO FORM

The subject pronoun 
refers to the person 
doing the action.

A reflexive pronoun is used 
when the same person is 
affected by the action.

OBJECT 
PRONOUNS

REFLEXIVE 
PRONOUNS

This is the plural form 
of “yourself.”

See also:
Verbs patterns with objects 53    
Personal pronouns 77
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Several verbs that are 
followed by reflexive 
pronouns in other 
languages are not 
normally followed by  
a reflexive pronoun  
in English.

VERBS THAT CANNOT BE REFLEXIVE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The verb “relax” is not followed  
by a reflexive pronoun.

This is wrong.

A reflexive pronoun 
can only be used if 
the subject and object 
of the sentence are 
the same. If the object 
is different from the 
subject, an object 
pronoun should be 
used instead.

COMMON MISTAKES REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS

“I” is not the subject of the sentence,  
so it is wrong to use a reflexive pronoun.

The subject of the sentence is “my boss,” 
so it is correct to use an object pronoun.
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Adding the reflexive pronoun at the 
end of the clause emphasizes that the 
action was not done by someone else.

Adding the reflexive pronoun directly after 
the subject emphasizes its importance.

This sentence makes sense 
without a reflexive pronoun.

Sometimes reflexive pronouns 
are not essential to the grammar 
of the sentence, but can be used 
to add emphasis in different ways.

USING REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS FOR EMPHASIS

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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When two or more people or 
things perform the same action 
to the other, “each other” is used 
instead of a reflexive pronoun.

Reflexive pronouns are often used 
in the imperative. Here, “yourself ” 
implies that “you” is the subject.

“One another” means the same as “each other.”

“By” is used with a reflexive pronoun to mean “alone.”

Many collocations contain 
reflexive pronouns. They 
often follow the pattern 
verb plus reflexive pronoun 
plus preposition.

REFLEXIVE COLLOCATIONS

“EACH OTHER”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

TIP
Sometimes the subject  

is not included, but  
is implied by the  

reflexive pronoun.
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Indefinite pronouns
Indefinite pronouns, such as “anyone,” “someone,” and 
“everyone,” are used to refer to a person or object, or a group 
of people or objects, without explaining who or what they are.

“Someone” and “somebody” refer to an unspecified person in a positive statement or question. 
“Anyone” and “anybody” refer to an unspecified person in a question or negative statement.

“ANYONE” AND “SOMEONE”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

See also:
Present simple 1    
Forming questions 34 

“Somebody” means the same as 
“someone,” but is more informal.

"Anybody" means the same as 
"anyone," but is more informal.
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“Everyone” refers to a whole group of people. 
“No one” means no person in a group.

“EVERYONE” AND “NO ONE”

“Everybody” means the same as 
“everyone,” but is less formal.

The singular form of the verb is used 
with “everyone” and “everybody.”

“Nobody” means  
the same as “no one.”

The singular form of the verb is 
used with “nobody” and “no one.”

“No one” is written as two words.

“No one” and “nobody” go in  
positive statements and questions.  
“Anyone” and “anybody” go in  
negative statements and questions.

COMMON MISTAKES “NO ONE” AND “ANYONE”

This is a negative statement, so 
“anyone” or “anybody” is used.

This is a negative statement, 
so “no one” is incorrect.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“Something” and “anything” refer to an unspecified or unnamed object or 
thing. “Something” can only be used in questions and positive statements, 
whereas “anything” can be used in negative statements as well as questions 
and positive statements.

“SOMETHING” AND “ANYTHING”

Here “something” has a more general 
meaning, as the speaker may not 
have a specific thing in mind.

This statement is negative, so 
“anything” is used, not “something.”

Here “something” refers to a 
specific, unnamed thing that 

the speaker has in mind.

The singular form of the verb is used 
with “anything” and “something.”

“Anything” used in positive statements 
shows the possibilities are unlimited.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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The verb is negative.

“Nothing” means 
that there are no 
available objects 
or things. 

“NOTHING” AND “EVERYTHING”

“Everything” means 
all the possible 
objects or things 
are available. 

Where “nothing” is used 
in a positive statement, 
“anything” can be used 
in a negative statement 
with the same meaning.

The verb is positive.

There is no single thing that Tim 
and James have in common.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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The verb is negative.

“Nothing” means 
that there are no 
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POSSESSIVE DETERMINERS
Possessive determiners are used before a noun to show who it 
belongs to. They change form depending on whether the owner 
is singular, plural, male, or female.  

The dog belongs 
to a woman. 

The rabbit belongs 
to you. 

We are  
her parents. 

They are  
his parents. 

The parrot belongs 
to a man. 

I own the cat. 

HOW TO FORM

Possession
Possessive determiners, possessive pronouns, apostrophe 
with “s,” and the verbs “have” and “have got” are all used 
to express possession in English.

See also:
Forming questions 34   Verb patterns with 
objects 53   “This / that / these / those” 65
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POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Possessive pronouns can also be used to explain who owns something. Unlike 
possessive determiners, they replace the noun they are showing possession of.

The noun comes  
before the verb.

The possessive pronoun is used 
after the verb. It replaces “my car.”

The determiner comes 
before the noun.

DETERMINERS

PRONOUNS
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POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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An apostrophe and the letter “s” are added to the 
end of a singular noun to show that what comes 
after the noun belongs to it.

If something belongs to more than one 
noun, “-’s” is only added to the last one. 

The “s” after the apostrophe is optional 
when the noun already ends in an “-s.”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

This form is correct in English, 
but it is not normally used.

An apostrophe with an 
“s” shows ownership.

This is a common way of 
talking about belonging.

COMMON MISTAKES APOSTROPHES

APOSTROPHE WITH “S”

This is neither possessive nor a contraction, 
so there is no need for an apostrophe.

Apostrophes are often 
incorrectly added before 
the “s” when talking 
about years or decades. 
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APOSTROPHES AND PLURAL NOUNS

To show belonging with  
a plural noun that ends  
in “-s,” just an apostrophe 
with no “s” is added.

To show belonging with  
a plural noun that doesn’t 
end in “-s,” an apostrophe 
and an “s” are added.

Plural nouns that end with “-s” use 
an apostrophe with no extra “s.”  

FURTHER EXAMPLES

This is formed in the same way as singular 
nouns, with an apostrophe and “s.”

COMMON MISTAKES APOSTROPHES

This is a contraction of “it is,” so should 
have an apostrophe before the “s.” 

This is a possessive so 
needs no apostrophe.

It is important not to confuse “its” 
with “it’s.” “Its” is a third person 
singular possessive determiner, and 
never has an apostrophe. “It’s” is only 
ever a contraction of “it is.”
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“HAVE”
The verb “have” can be used to 

talk about what people own.

HOW TO FORM

These subject pronouns 
take “have.”

These subject pronouns  
take “has.”

“Has” is used for the 
third person singular 
(he, she, or it).

OBJECT

“HAVE” NEGATIVES
Although “have” is irregular, its negative is formed in the usual way. 
The negative form can also be contracted as with other verbs.

“Do not” can be  
shortened to “don’t.”

“Have” is always  
used instead of “has”  
in the negative.

“Does not” is used  
instead of “do not” 
for she, he, and it.

“Does not” can  
be shortened  

to “doesn’t.”

SUBJECT “HAVE”
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ANSWERING “HAVE” QUESTIONS
Short answers to 
“have” questions 
can be given using 
“do” and “don’t.”

“Do” is added to  
form a question.

“Do not” or “don’t” go 
in the negative answer.

“Do” goes in the positive answer.

Questions and answers 
using “have got” are 
formed differently. 
“Have got” is mostly 
heard in UK English.

“Have” or “has” moves to 
the start of the question.

“I have” can become “I’ve” 
when used with “got.”

“Got” does  
not move.

“Have not” or “haven’t” go 
in the negative answer.

“Have” goes in the 
positive answer.

“HAVE” AND “HAVE GOT”
“Have got” is another way to say “has” when talking 
about possession. “Have” is appropriate in all situations, 
but “have got” is only used in spoken UK English.

“Got” doesn’t change 
when the subject changes.

“Have not” can become 
“haven’t” when used with “got.”

The subject sits between  
“have” and “got” in questions.

“I’ve” cannot be 
used in this context.

The subject sits between  
“do” and “have” in questions.
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A relative clause is a part of a sentence that gives more 
information about the subject. A defining, or restrictive, 
relative clause identifies the subject being talked about. 

Defining relative clauses
See also:
Non-defining relative clauses 82 
Other relative structures 83

DEFINING RELATIVE CLAUSES
Defining relative clauses, also known as restrictive relative clauses, are 
used to describe exactly which person or thing the speaker is referring 
to. Without this information, the meaning of the sentence changes. 

MAIN CLAUSE

MAIN CLAUSE

MAIN CLAUSE
MAIN CLAUSE 
CONTINUED

DEFINING RELATIVE CLAUSE

DEFINING RELATIVE CLAUSE

DEFINING RELATIVE 
CLAUSE

Here the 
defining clause 
gives essential 
information 
about people.

Here the 
defining clause 
gives essential 
information 
about a thing.

The defining 
clause can 
also go in the 
middle of the 
main clause.

“That” can also be used for people.FURTHER EXAMPLES
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SUBJECTS AND OBJECTS IN DEFINING RELATIVE CLAUSES
Relative clauses  
are made up of a 
subject, a verb, and 
usually an object. 
They usually start 
with a relative 
pronoun, which  
can be the subject  
or the object of  
the relative clause. 

MAIN CLAUSE

MAIN CLAUSE

RELATIVE CLAUSE

RELATIVE CLAUSE

“Who” is the subject of “commit.”

“Which” is the object of “stole.” “The criminal” is the subject of “stole.”

HOW TO FORM
If the relative pronoun 
is the subject of the 
relative clause, it  
must appear in  
the sentence.

If the relative pronoun 
is the object of the 
relative clause, it can 
be left out. “Whom” is 
sometimes used when 
a person is the object, 
but this is very formal.

RELATIVE PRONOUNS
English uses different 
relative pronouns to talk 
about people and things.

THINGSPEOPLE

REST OF 
RELATIVE CLAUSE

RETURN TO MAIN CLAUSE

RETURN TO MAIN CLAUSE

RELATIVE 
PRONOUN

SUBJECT OF  
MAIN CLAUSE

SUBJECT OF 
MAIN CLAUSE

REST OF  
RELATIVE CLAUSE

RELATIVE 

PRONOUN
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SUBJECTS AND OBJECTS IN DEFINING RELATIVE CLAUSES
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Like defining relative clauses, non-defining relative clauses add 
extra information about something. However, this simply gives 
extra detail, rather than changing the sentence’s meaning.

Non-defining relative clauses
See also: 
Quantity 75 
Defining relative clauses 81

NON-DEFINING RELATIVE CLAUSES
In non-defining relative clauses, also known as non-restrictive relative clauses, 
“who” is used to refer to people. “Whom” can be used if the person is the object 
of the relative clause, but this is very formal. 

“Which” is used to refer to anything that is not a person. “That” is sometimes used 
instead of “which,” but this is often considered wrong in non-defining relative clauses.

“Whom” is only used in  
very formal situations.

The relative pronoun can refer 
 to the entire previous clause.

MAIN CLAUSE

MAIN CLAUSE

RETURN TO  
MAIN CLAUSENON-DEFINING RELATIVE CLAUSE

NON-DEFINING RELATIVE CLAUSE

“Who” refers to a person.

“Which” refers to a thing.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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HOW TO FORM
Non-defining relative clauses can come in the middle of a sentence, or at the end.  
If the relative clause comes in the middle, commas must go either side of it. If it comes after the whole 
main clause, a comma must go at the end of the main clause.

In non-defining relative clauses, quantifiers can be used to say how 
many people or things the relative clause refers to. In these structures, 
“who” becomes “of whom,” and “which” becomes “of which.”

A comma must go before the 
non-defining relative clause.

Commas go before and after  
the non-defining relative clause.

The non-defining relative clause comes 
between the subject and the main verb.

The non-defining relative clause 
comes at the end of the sentence.

COMMA

COMMA COMMA

MAIN CLAUSE

MAIN CLAUSE REST OF MAIN CLAUSE

NON-DEFINING RELATIVE CLAUSE

NON-DEFINING RELATIVE CLAUSE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

QUANTIFIER + OF + WHOM

QUANTIFIER + OF + WHICH

QUANTIFIERS WITH NON-DEFINING RELATIVE CLAUSES
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HOW TO FORM
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COMMA

COMMA COMMA

MAIN CLAUSE
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Relative words introduce phrases that describe a noun 
in the main part of the sentence. Different relative 
words are used to refer to different types of nouns.

Other relative structures
See also:
Singular and plural nouns 69  
Possession 80

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“Where” is the 
relative word used 
to refer to a place.

“When” is the 
relative word used 
to refer to a time.

“Whereby” is the 
relative word  
used to refer  
to a process. 

“WHERE,” “WHEN,” AND “WHEREBY”
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“Whose” is the 
relative word used 
to show possession 
or belonging.

“What” is the relative 
word used to mean 
“the thing which” or 
“the things which.”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“WHOSE”

“WHAT”

If a relative structure uses  
a question word such as 
“where” or “what,” the word 
order in the clause following 
this word should be left as 
normal and should not be 
formed like a question.

COMMON MISTAKES WORD ORDER WITH RELATIVE STRUCTURES

This is correct.

Do not invert the subject and verb.
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Adding “-ever” to question words changes their 
meaning. These words can be adverbs or determiners in 
their own clauses, or they can join two clauses together.

Question words with “-ever”
See also:
Articles 63   Singular and plural nouns 69 
Adverbs of manner 98  

Words ending “-ever” are most commonly used to mean “it doesn’t matter what,” “I don’t 
know,” or to say that the options are unrestricted. They can be used as subjects and objects.

Here, “whichever” is an object.

Here, “whoever” is a subject.

QUESTION WORDS WITH “-EVER”
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“Whichever” and “whatever” can come before nouns to show that the options are unspecified.

“Whenever” can also mean “every time that.”

“However” is often used before an adjective, 
as an adverb, to mean “to whatever extent.”

“WHICHEVER” AND “WHATEVER” AS DETERMINERS

OTHER USES OF “WHENEVER” AND “HOWEVER”

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“There” can be used with a form of “be” to talk about the 
existence or presence of a person or thing. Sentences 
with “there” can be used in many different tenses.

“There”
See also:
Present perfect simple 11   Future with “going to” 17   
Future with “will” 18   Singular and plural nouns 69

“THERE” IN THE PRESENT SIMPLE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

“There is” is used to talk about singular or uncountable 
nouns, and “there are” is used to talk about plural nouns.

PLURAL NOUN REST OF SENTENCE

SINGULAR NOUN REST OF SENTENCE

 
Uncountable noun.

“THERE” “ARE”

“THERE” “IS”
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“THERE” IN THE PAST SIMPLE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

In the past simple, “there was” is used 
to talk about singular or uncountable 
nouns, and “there were” is used to talk 
about plural nouns.

PLURAL NOUN REST OF SENTENCE

SINGULAR NOUN REST OF SENTENCE

“THERE” “WERE”

“THERE” “WAS”
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“THERE” IN THE PAST SIMPLE

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“THERE” IN THE PRESENT PERFECT

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

In the present perfect, “there has been” is used to talk about singular or 
uncountable nouns, and “there have been” is used to talk about plural nouns.

“THERE” PLURAL NOUN“HAVE BEEN” REST OF SENTENCE

“THERE” “HAS BEEN” SINGULAR NOUN REST OF SENTENCE

“Been” doesn’t change form.
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“THERE” IN THE FUTURE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

In the future with “will,” 
“there will be” is used to 
talk about both singular 
and plural nouns. 

In the future with “going 
to,” “there is going to be” 
is used to talk about 
singular nouns, and “there 
are going to be” is used to 
talk about plural nouns.

SINGULAR NOUN

REST OF SENTENCESINGULAR / PLURAL NOUN“WILL BE”“THERE”

“IS GOING TO BE”“THERE”

“ARE GOING TO BE” PLURAL NOUN“THERE”
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“It” is often used when a sentence has no clear 
subject, and is sometimes known as a dummy 
subject or empty subject.

Introductory “it”
See also:
Defining relative clauses 81 
Non-defining relative clauses 82

“It” is used to talk about the time, dates, distance, or the weather. In these 
sentences, “it” doesn’t have a specific meaning, but it serves as the grammatical 
subject of the sentence.

“It” can be used 
to talk about 
the time.

“It” can be 
used to talk 
about distances. 

“It” can be used 
to talk about 
the day, date, 
month, or year.

“It” can be used 
to talk about 
the weather.

“IT” AS A DUMMY SUBJECT

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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INTRODUCTORY “IT”

FURTHER EXAMPLES INTRODUCTORY “IT”

Certain set phrases beginning “it is” can be used at the 
start of a sentence. “It” is the subject of the sentence, 
and can be used to express a general truth or belief.

“IT” CLAUSE INFINITIVE CLAUSE

“IT” CLAUSE “THAT” CLAUSE

Some “it” clauses are 
followed by a “to” infinitive.

Some “it” clauses are 
followed by “that” clauses.
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FURTHER EXAMPLES INTRODUCTORY “IT”
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“It” clauses, “what” clauses, or moving a noun to the 
front of a sentence can all be used to put emphasis  
on a certain word or phrase.

Shifting focus
See also:
Types of verbs 49   Defining relative clauses 81   
Non-defining relative clauses 82

FOCUSING WITH “IT” CLAUSES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Part of a sentence can be emphasized by adding “it is” or “it was” before it, and “that” 
after it. This can correct a misunderstanding or emphasize something unexpected.

This stresses that it wasn’t 
John who I met before.

The second clause is a relative clause. It is most commonly introduced by “that,” 
“which,” or “who.” “When” and “where” can also be used, but they’re less formal.

The main verb 
moves to the end.

“It is” or “it was” is added before 
the noun phrase to be focused.

“Your friend Michael” is now 
the focus of the sentence.

“That” is added before 
the main verb.
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

Simple statements can be made more emphatic by adding “what” 
with the verb “be.” This structure is often used with verbs 
expressing emotions, such as “love,” “hate,” “like,” and “want.”

This has more emphasis 
than “I really want to  
go to bed early.”

The focused information is put 
outside the “what” clause.

“What” is added to the 
start of the sentence.

FOCUSING WITH “WHAT” CLAUSES

FOCUSING WITH A NOUN
If the subject of the sentence cannot be replaced with 
“what” (for example, people, places, or times) a general 
noun that has a similar meaning can be used.
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FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Reversing the normal order of words, or inversion, can be 
used for emphasis or a sense of drama. It is common after 
certain types of adverbials.

Inversion

INVERSION AFTER NEGATIVE ADVERBIALS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

In more formal or literary texts, inversion of a verb and its 
subject is used for emphasis after negative adverbial phrases 
like “not only,” “not since,” and “only when.” 

In this simple sentence, the subject 
comes before the verb.

After the negative adverbial, the 
subject and the verb swap places.

“But” is optional.

Where there is no auxiliary  
verb, “do” is used.

The auxiliary and subject  
swap places.

See also:
Present simple 1   Types of verbs 49  
Adverbs of frequency 102
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

INVERSION AFTER TIME ADVERBIALS
Inversion can be used after time adverbials that are negative or restrictive, such as “no sooner” 
and “never before.” This emphasizes the time at which something happens, or happened.

The subject (“Tina”) and the auxiliary  
verb (“had”) swap places.

In this simple sentence, the 
subject comes before the verb.

When there is  
no auxiliary verb, 
“do” is used.

In order to agree with a positive statement, “be” and its subject, or an auxiliary and its 
subject can be inverted after “so.” For a negative statement, the same is done after 
“neither.” For a sentence that doesn’t have an auxiliary, “do” is used when it is inverted.

INVERSION AFTER “SO” AND “NEITHER”
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FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Some words can be left out of a sentence to avoid 
repetition, or when the meaning can be understood 
without them. This is called ellipsis. 

Ellipsis
See also:
Question words 35 
Coordinating conjunctions 110

When two phrases are joined by “and,” 
“but,” or “or” it is common to leave out 
repeated words of various kinds.  

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Often a repeated subject is 
 dropped after “and,” “but,” or “or.”

If the meaning remains clear, a repeated 
subject and verb can be dropped.

If the meaning is clear, words that have 
already been mentioned and do not 

require repetition can be omitted.

ELLIPSIS AFTER CONJUNCTIONS
TIP

Ellipsis is not normally 
possible after  

conjunctions other than  
“and,” “but,” and “or.”
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Words can also be left out of 
sentences if the meaning can be 
understood from the context. This 
kind of ellipsis does not have strict 
rules, and is very common  
in informal everyday speech, 
particularly when giving replies.

CONVERSATIONAL ELLIPSIS

QUESTION WORD CLAUSES
Clauses can be dropped after question words 
such as “who,” “what,” ”where,” and “how.”  

[It starts at 
eight o’clock.]

[I would like salted 
popcorn, please.]

[I thought the film was 
complete nonsense.]
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Phrases with infinitives can sometimes be reduced  
or shortened to prevent repetition. This helps
language to sound more natural.

Shortening infinitives
See also:
Infinitives and participles 51  

REDUCED INFINITIVES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

If the previous 
sentence or clause 
contains the verb 
“be,” then the full 
infinitive “to be”  
must be used, rather 
than just “to.”

Instead of repeating 
the whole infinitive 
clause, "to” can be  
used on its own if the 
meaning remains clear. 
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DROPPING THE ENTIRE INFINITIVE CLAUSE

The same structure can also be used after 
certain adjectives, such as “delighted,” 
“afraid,” “willing,” and “determined.”

The entire infinitive clause can be dropped, or “to” 
can be kept on its own after some verbs, such as 
“agree,” “ask,” “forget,” “promise,” “start,” and “try.”

The same structure can also be used after  
some nouns, such as: “chance,” “plans,”  
“promise,” “idea,” and “opportunity.”

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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DROPPING THE ENTIRE INFINITIVE CLAUSE

The same structure can also be used after 
certain adjectives, such as “delighted,” 
“afraid,” “willing,” and “determined.”

The entire infinitive clause can be dropped, or “to” 
can be kept on its own after some verbs, such as 
“agree,” “ask,” “forget,” “promise,” “start,” and “try.”

The same structure can also be used after  
some nouns, such as: “chance,” “plans,”  
“promise,” “idea,” and “opportunity.”

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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VERBS WITH COMPLEMENTS

“WANT” AND “WOULD LIKE”

The entire infinitive clause cannot be left out after verbs that have complement clauses 
(phrases that complete their meaning),  such as: “advise,” “afford,” “be able,” “choose,” “decide,” 
“expect,” “hate,” “hope,” “love,” “need,” and “prefer.” “To” must be used after these.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The “to” of the infinitive clause 
is not usually dropped after 
“want” or “would like.”

In “if ” clauses, however, “to” can 
be used on its own or the whole 
infinitive can be dropped after 
“want” or “would like.”

The “to” cannot be dropped in 
a negative clause.
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Sometimes “to” can be used instead 
of repeating the whole infinitive.

After nouns and adjectives, sometimes 
the whole infinitive can be left out. 

However the verbs “be” and “have” are not usually 
omitted when they are used for possession.

It’s also not usually possible to leave out “to” after 
“like,” “love,” “hate,” “prefer,” “want,” and “choose.”

SHORTENING INFINITIVES

“I’d prefer not“ is unlikely.

“I’d like” is wrong.

“She ought to” is wrong.
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As well as ellipsis (leaving words out), repetition can be 
avoided by replacing some phrases with shorter ones. 
This is called substitution.

Substitution
See also:
Countable and uncountable nouns 70 
The past simple 7

SUBSTITUTING WITH “ONE / ONES” AND “SOME” 

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“One” and “ones” can be used to replace singular and plural countable nouns. 
“Ones” can only be used to refer to a specific group of things. “Some” is used 
when the group is not defined, and to replace uncountable nouns.

PLURAL COUNTABLE NOUNSSINGLE COUNTABLE NOUNS

“One” replaces  
“a copy of the book.”

“Ones” can only be used if 
modified to define the specific 

things that are meant.

“A few” can be used instead of “some.”
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Verbs and their complements can also be used with substitute 
words to avoid repetition. “Do” and “did” are often used  
to replace present and past simple tense verbs, for example.

FURTHER EXAMPLES SUBSTITUTING NEGATIVES WITH “NOT… SO” AND “NOT”

In positive clauses after 
verbs of thinking, “so” 
can be used to avoid 
repetition. “Not” or 
“not… so” are used in 
negative sentences. 

SUBSTITUTING WITH “DO” 

Different forms of 
“do” replace “think.”

SUBSTITUTING WITH “SO” AND “NOT”

“Not” is used with with “hope,” “assume,”  
and “be afraid” (when “afraid” means “sorry”).

“Not” or “not… so” are used with 
“appear,” “seem,” and “suppose.”

“Not… so” is used with “think,” 
“believe,” “expect,” and “imagine.”

“Do” prevents 
repetition of 
‘call a plumber”

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Adjectives are words that describe nouns. In English, 
they usually come before the noun that they are 
describing. There are several categories of adjective.

Adjectives

Adjectives in English are usually placed before the noun they 
describe. They do not change form to agree with the noun.

USING ADJECTIVES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Adjectives are the same for nouns 
that describe males or females.

Adjectives are the same  
for singular and plural nouns.

Sometimes, adjectives can be put after 
a verb such as “be” or ”become.”

OTHER WAYS TO USE ADJECTIVES FURTHER EXAMPLES

The adjective can go at the 
end of the sentence after 

the verb “be.”

See also: 
Singular and plural nouns 69 

The noun can be replaced with a pronoun.
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Fact adjectives tell you a particular fact about the noun they are  
describing. There are many different categories of fact adjectives.

TYPES OF FACT ADJECTIVES

Opinion adjectives describe what somebody thinks about something.  
General opinion adjectives can describe lots of different things.  
Specific opinion adjectives can only usually describe a certain type of thing.

TYPES OF OPINION ADJECTIVES

“Nice” is a general opinion 
adjective. It can describe 

lots of different things.

“Friendly” is a specific opinion 
adjective. It usually only 

describes people or animals.

Specific opinion

General opinion

Age

Color

Nationality

Material

Shape

Size
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Fact adjectives tell you a particular fact about the noun they are  
describing. There are many different categories of fact adjectives.
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Specific opinion
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Age

Color
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Material
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ADJECTIVE ORDER
When several adjectives are used together before a noun, they must go in a particular order. Opinion adjectives 
come before fact adjectives. General opinion adjectives always come before specific opinion adjectives, and 
the order of fact adjectives in a sentence depends on the type of fact that they describe.

OPINION ADJECTIVES FACT ADJECTIVES

AGESHAPESIZESPECIFIC OPINIONGENERAL OPINION

The man experiences fright.

The spider causes fright.

ADJECTIVES WITH “-ING” AND “-ED”

Adjectives that end in “-ing” describe the effect something has. 

Adjectives ending in “-ed” describe how something is affected.

“-ED” ADJECTIVES

“-ING” ADJECTIVES
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TIP
English doesn’t usually  

use more than  
three adjectives in  
a row to describe  

something.

NATIONALITY MATERIALCOLOR

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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GRADABLE ADJECTIVES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Gradable adjectives can be 
modified by adverbs to make  
the adjective’s original meaning 
more or less powerful.

Gradable and  
non-gradable adjectives

Gradable adjectives can be made weaker or stronger  
by adverbs, whereas non-gradable adjectives describe 
absolute qualities that cannot usually be graded.

See also:
Adjectives 92   
Adverbs of degree 100

Things can be more  
or less “good,” so it is  
a gradable adjective.

Adverbs change 
the strength of the 

adjective.
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NON-GRADABLE ADJECTIVES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Non-gradable adjectives cannot 
usually be modified. These 
adjectives tend to fall into three 
categories: extreme, absolute,  
and classifying.

EXTREME ADJECTIVES

Extreme adjectives are stronger 
versions of gradable adjectives, 
such as “awful,” “hilarious,” 
“fantastic,” or “terrifying.”

ABSOLUTE ADJECTIVES

Absolute adjectives cannot be 
graded because they describe fixed 
qualities or states, such as “unique,” 
“perfect,” or “impossible.”

CLASSIFYING ADJECTIVES

Classifying adjectives are used to 
say that something is of a specific 
type or class, such as “American,” 
“nuclear,” or “medical.”

Non-gradable adjectives like “fantastic” 
cannot be modified by adverbs.

The idea of “extremely” is is 
the meaning of “awful” already.

It is not possible for something  
to be more or less unique.
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Comparative adjectives are used to compare two things. 
They can either be formed by adding the suffix “-er,” or 
by putting “more” or “less” before the adjective.

Comparative adjectives

COMPARATIVE ADJECTIVES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

For most adjectives with one or two syllables, 
“-er” is added to make the comparative.

“-er” is added to make 
the comparative.

“Than” is used to introduce the thing 
that the subject is being compared to.

COMMON MISTAKES “THAN” WITH COMPARATIVES

“Then” and “than” can easily be confused because they sound 
similar, but it is never correct to use “then” to form a comparative.

The correct word to use in 
comparatives is “than.”

“Then” sounds similar to “than,” but it is not 
correct to use “then” after a comparative.

See also:
Singular and plural nouns 69    
Adjectives  92    
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FORMING COMPARATIVES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Some common adjectives have  
irregular comparatives.

There are different rules for forming comparatives depending 
on the ending of the simple form of the adjective.

COMPARATIVE

COMPARATIVE

ADJECTIVE

ADJECTIVE

TIP
In US English, 

“further” and “furthest” 
are used to describe 

figurative (not physical) 
distances.

IRREGULAR COMPARATIVES

If the adjective ends in 
“-e,” just an “-r” is added.

For some adjectives ending 
in “-y,” the “-y” is removed 

and “-ier” added.

For single-syllable adjectives  
ending consonant-vowel-

consonant, the final letter is 
doubled and “-er” added.
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COMPARATIVES WITH LONG ADJECTIVES

HOW TO FORM

For some two-syllable 
adjectives and adjectives 
with three syllables or more, 
“more” and “than” are used 
to make the comparative.

“More” can be replaced 
by “less” to give the 
opposite meaning.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The adjective “beautiful” has three  
syllables, so “beautifuller” is not correct.

“THAN”“MORE / LESS”SUBJECT + VERB ADJECTIVE REST OF SENTENCE
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TWO-FORM COMPARATIVES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Some two-syllable 
adjectives have two 
possible comparative 
forms. Either the 
comparative ending 
can be added, or 
“more” can be used 
before the adjective.

When forming comparatives, it is incorrect to add “more” 
before the adjective if it already has a comparative ending.

“Friendlier” and “more friendly” are 
correct, but “more friendlier” is not.

COMMON MISTAKES FORMING COMPARATIVES
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“Friendlier” and “more friendly” are 
correct, but “more friendlier” is not.

COMMON MISTAKES FORMING COMPARATIVES
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

These modifiers mean there is only a small 
difference between the things you are comparing.

ComparativeModifier

These modifiers mean there  
is a big difference between 

the things you are comparing.

Form long comparatives by putting 
“more” before the adjective.With long comparatives, the 

modifier goes before “more.”

Modifiers can go before comparatives  
to make comparisons stronger or weaker.

ADJECTIVES WITH MODIFIERS

It is incorrect to modify 
comparatives with “very.”

COMMON MISTAKES USING “VERY” WITH COMPARATIVES
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COMMA

Two comparatives can be used together in a sentence  
to show the effect of an action. They are also used  
to show that something is changing.

Two comparatives together

Pairing two phrases that use comparative adjectives is a 
way of making comparisons that show cause and effect.

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

COMPARATIVES SHOWING CAUSE AND EFFECT

Implies that training results 
in getting stronger.

VERBVERBCOMPARATIVE
EXPRESSION

SUBJECT SUBJECT“THE”

See also:
Comparative adjectives  94 

COMPARATIVE
EXPRESSION

“THE”
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Double comparatives that 
end with “the better” are 
often shortened where the 
context makes the meaning 
obvious to the listener.

“The more the merrier” 
is a phrase that means 
when more people are 
at an event, the better 
it will be.

SHORTENING COMPARATIVE PHRASES

This expression means 
people are welcome.

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

COMPARATIVE
EXPRESSION“THE”

COMPARATIVE
EXPRESSION“THE” SUBJECTSUBJECT

VERB           
VERB

These words are implied, or 
understood, and can be left out.
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A comparative can be 
repeated to show that 
something is changing. 
This expression 
emphasizes the change, 
and is often used to 
describe extremes.

In two comparatives that go with 
with long adjectives, “more” is 
repeated but the adjective is not.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

COMPARATIVES SHOWING CHANGE

LONG COMPARATIVES SHOWING CHANGE

The repetition emphasizes 
that the change is continuing.

“More” is repeated. The adjective is only used 
once, after the second “more.”

“And” goes between the 
repeated comparatives.
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Comparisons using “as… as” constructions can be used to 
discuss degrees of similarity and difference. They can be 
modified with adverbs to make them stronger or weaker.

“As… as” comparisons

“As… as” comparisons are used 
with an adjective to compare 
things that are similar.

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“AS... AS” COMPARISONS

“AS”“AS”SUBJECT + VERB ADJECTIVE REST OF SENTENCE

“So” is only used in negative comparisons.
“Not” makes the sentence negative.

See also:
Adjectives 92 
Adverbs of degree 100

The adjective is in 
its normal form.
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Modifiers can be added to “as… as” comparisons  
 to make them more detailed or to add emphasis.

“AS… AS” COMPARISONS WITH MODIFIERS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

This has a very similar meaning to “almost as” but contrasts 
the difference rather than comparing the similarity.

Emphasizing equality.

Comparing similarity.

Specific degree of difference.

Emphasizing difference.
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Superlative adjectives, such as “the biggest” or “the smallest,” 
are used to talk about extremes. Long adjectives take “most” 
and “least” to show an extreme.

Superlative adjectives

For most adjectives with 
one or two syllables, 
“-est” is added to make  
the superlative.

SUPERLATIVE ADJECTIVES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

The comparative describes the 
difference between two things.

The definite article (“the”) is always 
used before the superlative.

The superlative describes which 
thing is the most extreme.

REST OF SENTENCE“THE” + SUPERLATIVESUBJECT + VERB

See also:
Articles 63   Adjectives 92 
Comparative adjectives 94
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There are different rules for forming superlatives depending 
on the ending of the simple form of the adjective.

FORMING SUPERLATIVES

EXAMPLES

If the adjective 
ends in “-e,” 

“-st” is added.

For some adjectives ending 
in “-y,” the “-y”  is removed 

and “-iest” added.

For adjectives ending 
consonant-vowel-consonant, 

the final letter is doubled  
and “-est” is added.

Some common adjectives have 
irregular superlatives.

EXAMPLES

IRREGULAR SUPERLATIVES

SUPERLATIVE

SUPERLATIVE

ADJECTIVE

ADJECTIVE
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For some two-syllable adjectives and for adjectives of three syllables or more, 
use “the most” or “the least” before the adjective to form the superlative.

SUPERLATIVES WITH LONG ADJECTIVES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

The adjective stays the same. 
“Expensivest” is not a valid form.

“The most” is used 
with the adjective. 

“The least” means the opposite of “the most.” 

REST OF SENTENCEADJECTIVE“THE” + MOST / LEASTSUBJECT + VERB
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“Easily” or “by far” can make superlative adjectives more specific. 
“One of ” shows that the superlative belongs to a group of things.

SUPERLATIVES WITH MODIFIERS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

When forming superlatives,  
it is incorrect to add “most”  
before the adjective if it  
already has a superlative ending.

COMMON MISTAKES FORMING SUPERLATIVES

“Best” is already a superlative 
adjective so “most” is unnecessary.

These modifiers make the superlative stronger.

If “one of ” is used with superlatives, 
the noun must be in plural form.

“One of ” makes the 
superlative part of a group.

With long superlatives the 
modifier goes before “the.”
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Adverbs of manner
Words such as “quietly” and “loudly” are adverbs.  
They describe and give more information about  
verbs, adjectives, phrases, and other adverbs.

Adverbs of manner 
describe the way 
something is done. 
They usually come after 
the verb they describe.

ADVERBS OF MANNER

“Quietly” describes  
how I speak.

“Loudly” describes how he speaks. 

Most adverbs of manner 
are formed by adding “-ly” 
to the adjective. If the 
adjective ends in “-y,” the 
“-y” is left out and “-ily” is 
added to make the adverb. 

HOW TO FORM

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The “-y” is dropped.
“-ily” is added.

See also:
Adjectives 92    
Gradable and non-gradable adjectives 93 
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Some adjectives have more than one meaning. In these cases, the equivalent 
adverb is often formed differently depending on the meaning of the adjective.

The adverb has the same form as the 
adjective. “Finely” is incorrect here.

The adverb is formed in the usual way by adding 
“-ly” to the adjective. “Fine” is incorrect here.

This means “good.”This means “small.”

ADVERBS WITH THE SAME FORM AS ADJECTIVES

The adverb  
is the same as 
the adjective.

Adjectives ending 
“-ly” don’t change  
to become adverbs. 

Some adverbs aren’t formed by 
adding “-ly” to the adjective. 

IRREGULAR ADVERBS OF MANNER

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The adverb is 
totally different 
from the adjective.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Adverbs have comparative forms to compare  
or show differences. They also have superlative  
forms to talk about extremes.

Most comparative adverbs are 
formed using “more” or “less.”

Most superlative adverbs are 
formed using “most” or “least.”

REGULAR COMPARATIVE AND SUPERLATIVE ADVERBS

“Well” and “badly” have the same comparative and superlative forms as 
their corresponding adjectives, “good” and “bad.” They are both irregular.

IRREGULAR COMPARATIVE AND SUPERLATIVE ADVERBS

See also:
Adjectives 92   Comparative adjectives 94    
Superlative adjectives 97   Adverbs of manner 98

Comparative and  
superlative adverbs

SUPERLATIVE

COMPARATIVE

COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVEADVERBADJECTIVE
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For some shorter adverbs, the comparative 
or superlative adjective is sometimes used 
as the comparative or superlative adverb.

SHORT COMPARATIVE AND SUPERLATIVE ADVERBS

Adverbs that have the same form as an 
adjective can only become comparative and 
superlative adverbs by adding “-er” and “-est.”

COMPARATIVE AND SUPERLATIVE ADVERBS

COMPARATIVE

SUPERLATIVECOMPARATIVE

FURTHER EXAMPLES

SUPERLATIVE

Both are correct.

Both are correct.
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Adverbs that can be used with gradable adjectives are called grading adverbs. 
They can be used to make an adjective’s meaning stronger or weaker.

GRADING ADVERBS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Adverbs of degree can be placed in front of adjectives  
and verbs to strengthen or weaken their original meaning. 
Some adverbs can only be paired with certain adjectives.

See also:
Adjectives 92 
Gradable and non-gradable adjectives 93   

Adverbs of degree

TIP
Gradable adjectives  
are adjectives which  
can be made weaker  

or stronger by  
adverbs.

a lot

a bit
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NON-GRADING ADVERBS
Some adverbs can be used to qualify non-gradable adjectives. These are 
called “non-grading adverbs,” and often mean “entirely” or “almost entirely.” 
They cannot usually be used with gradable adjectives.

COMMON NON-GRADING ADVERBS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

TIP
Non-gradable  
adjectives are  

adjectives which  
cannot usually be 

modified.
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 “REALLY,” “FAIRLY,” AND “PRETTY”
A few adverbs can be used with both gradable and non-gradable 
adjectives. They are “really” (meaning “very much”), and “pretty” 
and “fairly” (both meaning “quite a lot, but not very”).

Non-gradable

Gradable

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“QUITE”
“Quite” can be used with both 
gradable and non-gradable 
adjectives. In US English, it  
usually means “very.” In UK 
English, it weakens gradable 
adjectives to mean “not very,”  
but strengthens non-gradable 
adjectives to mean “very”  
or “completely.”
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“Quite,” “really,” and “absolutely” can be used to modify 
verbs. These modifying words must go before the verb.

USING ADVERBS OF DEGREE TO DESCRIBE VERBS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

COMMON MISTAKES GRADING AND NON-GRADING ADVERBS

Only grading adverbs can be used with gradable 
adjectives, and only non-grading adverbs can be 
used with non-gradable adjectives.

“Really” is used to 
mean “a lot more.”

In UK English “quite” doesn’t 
have as strong an emphasis 
as “really.” In US English the 
emphasis is stronger. “Quite” can be used before “enjoy” and “like.”

“Really” can be used before “like,” 
“love,” “enjoy,” “don’t like,” and “hate.”

“Absolutely” can be used before “love” and “hate.”

“Absolutely” is used  
in extreme forms.

GRADING ADVERBS NON-GRADING ADVERBS
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GRADING ADVERBS NON-GRADING ADVERBS
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Adverbs of time are used to give more precise 
information about exactly when something happens. 
They can also refer to a continuing event or action.

Adverbs of time
See also:
Present continuous 4  
Past perfect simple 11  

These adverbs give 
more information 
about when or if an 
action happened.

“JUST” AND “ABOUT TO”

RECENT PAST NOW NEAR FUTURE

Means something will 
happen very soon.

Means something has happened very recently.

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“Already” is used when 
something has happened, 
usually sooner than expected. 
“Yet” means “until now.” It 
shows that something hasn’t 
happened, but it will happen 
in the future.

“ALREADY” AND “YET”

PAST NOW FUTURE

Means “until now.”

Means something has happened.

The adverb “still” means an 
action or situation is ongoing. 

PAST NOW

“STILL” 

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Adverbs of frequency show how often something is 
done, from something done very frequently (“always”)  
to something not done at all (“never”).

Adverbs of frequency

Adverbs of frequency 
usually go between the 
subject and the main 
verb. The time phrase 
usually goes at the end  
of the sentence.

SUBJECT ADVERB OF FREQUENCY ACTIVITY TIME PHRASE

ADVERBS OF FREQUENCY

These are used for things that 
happen all or a lot of the time.

These are used for things that 
happen some of the time.

These are used for things that happen 
very few times, or not at all.

See also:
Forming questions 34 

ADVERB OF FREQUENCY TIME PHRASE“BE”SUBJECT

HOW TO FORM
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Frequency can also be described with more precise expressions.  
Unlike adverbs of frequency, these must sit at the end of a phrase.

ADVERBS AND EXPRESSIONS OF FREQUENCY

“How often” is used to ask about how often someone does an activity. 
“When” is used to ask about the day or time it is done.

QUESTIONS ABOUT FREQUENCY

FURTHER EXAMPLES

The adverb of frequency 
usually goes before the verb.

Precise frequency expressions 
usually go at the end of a phrase.
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“So” and “such” are adverbs which can be used with 
certain words to add emphasis. They are similar in 
meaning, but they are used in different structures.

“So” and “such”

Unlike most adverbs, 
“such” can be used 
before a noun to add 
emphasis. It can also be 
used before an adjective 
and noun combination.

“So” can be used 
before an adjective 
or an adverb to 
add emphasis.

“So much” is used before 
a comparative adjective 
or a comparative adverb 
to add stronger emphasis.

“SO” AND “SUCH” TIP
“Such” + “a / an” is  

more common with 
extreme nouns rather  

than neutral ones.

TIP
“So” is never used  
on its own before 

comparative 
words.

“SUCH” + “A / AN” + NOUN 

“SUCH” + “A / AN” + ADJECTIVE + NOUN

“SO” + ADJECTIVE

“SO MUCH” + COMPARATIVE ADJECTIVE

“SO MUCH” + COMPARATIVE ADVERB

“SO” + ADVERB

See also:
Adjectives 92   Comparative adjectives 94   Adverbs of 
manner 98   Comparative and superlative adverbs  99
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“That” can be used with “so” and “such” to introduce a particular  
result caused by the fact being emphasized.

“SO” AND “SUCH” WITH “THAT”

“SUCH” + “A / AN” + NOUN + “THAT”

“SUCH” + “A / AN” + ADJECTIVE + NOUN + “THAT”

“SO” + ADJECTIVE + “THAT”

“SO MUCH” + COMPARATIVE ADJECTIVE + “THAT”

“SO MUCH” + COMPARATIVE ADVERB + “THAT”

“SO” + ADVERB + “THAT”
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“Enough” is used when there is the correct 
degree or amount of something. “Too” is used  
when something is more than necessary or wanted.

“Enough” and “too”

“Enough” can be 
used after an 
adjective or adverb 
to show that it’s the 
right degree.

ADJECTIVE / ADVERB + “ENOUGH”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

NOUN + “ENOUGH”
“Enough” and “not enough” 
can be used to talk about 
quantities of countable and 
uncountable nouns. “Enough” 
comes before the noun. Balloons are countable.

Food is uncountable.

ADVERB + ENOUGH

ADJECTIVE + ENOUGH

See also:
Countable and uncountable nouns 70 
Adjectives 92   Adverbs of manner 98  

“Enough” can also be 
used without a noun.
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

“ENOUGH” AND “TOO” WITH AN INFINITIVE CLAUSE
In English, “enough” and 
“too” are used with infinitive 
clauses. They state whether 
something is to the right 
degree or extent for the 
infinitive clause to happen.

TOO + ADVERB

TOO + ADJECTIVE

“Too” can be used before an 
adjective or adverb to show 
that it’s more than enough.

“TOO” + ADJECTIVE / ADVERB

“Far” and “much” can be used 
before “too” for emphasis.
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FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Prepositions are words that are used to show 
relationships between different parts of a clause, 
for example relationships of time, place, or reason.

Prepositions
See also:
Infinitives and participles 51   Verbs with prepositions 54   
Singular and plural nouns 69   Personal pronouns 77

When the same preposition 
applies to more than one 
word in a list, the preposition 
only needs to be used once.

When different words need 
different prepositions, each 
preposition must be used.

Prepositions describe the relationship between two other words. They are usually 
part of a prepositional phrase, which is made up of a preposition followed by an 
object (a noun, pronoun, or noun phrase).

Some prepositions are 
made up of two words 
which act as a single unit. 
They behave the same way 
as one-word prepositions.

PARALLEL PREPOSITIONS

SIMPLE PREPOSITIONS

COMPLEX PREPOSITIONS

“By” describes where the park 
is in relation to the house.

“On” helps to describe when 
Chrissy goes to the gym.
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PREPOSITIONS AND GERUNDS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

GerundPreposition

“To” can cause confusion because it 
can be a preposition, but it is also 
used to form infinitives. 

Here, “to” is part of the infinitive verb 
“to see.” When used like this, it is not  
a preposition.

Here, “to” is part of the phrasal verb 
“look forward to,”  and is a preposition. 
Therefore, it must be followed by  
a noun, pronoun, or gerund.

Prepositions can come 
in many different places 
in a sentence, including 
at the end. 

“TO”

PREPOSITIONS AT THE END OF SENTENCES

If a verb comes immediately after a preposition, it 
has to be a gerund, which is the “-ing” form of a verb.

Gerund
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Prepositions of place are used to relate the position or 
location of one thing to another. Using a different 
preposition usually changes the meaning of a sentence.

Prepositions of place
See also:
Question words 35  
Prepositions 105

“In” is used to position 
something or someone 
inside a large area or in a 
three-dimensional space.

“At” is used to talk about  
an exact point.

 

“On” is used to position 
something in line with, next 
to, on top of, or attached to 
something else.

“IN,” “AT,” AND “ON”

FURTHER EXAMPLES 

“In” positions David 
inside his bedroom.
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FURTHER EXAMPLES 

PRECISE PREPOSITIONS OF PLACE
Some prepositions of place show the precise position or location of something 
in relation to something else. They can be used to answer a “where” question.
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FURTHER EXAMPLES 

PRECISE PREPOSITIONS OF PLACE
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Prepositions of time are often used to talk about 
schedules and routines. They give information about 
when something happens, and how long it lasts.  

Prepositions of time
See also:
Present perfect continuous 12  
Prepositions 105

“On” is often used before 
days of the week to say 
when something happens. 

“At” is usually used  
to express what time 
something happens.

“ON”

“AT”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“–s” can be added to the day of  
the week to show that the thing 
happens regularly on that day.

In US English the 
preposition can be left out.
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“In” has a similar meaning as 
“during” and is used before 
months, years, seasons, and 
general times of day, e.g. 
“morning” and “afternoon.”

“IN”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

When talking about the 
weekend, US English 
uses “on,” whereas UK 
English uses “at.”

“Past” and “to” are prepositions of time that 
are mainly used when telling the time.

“Past” means “after the hour.”

“To” means “until the hour.”

“ON” AND “AT” WITH “THE WEEKEND”

“PAST” AND “TO”

“On the weekend” is more common in the US.

“At the weekend” is more common in the UK.
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PREPOSITIONS SHOWING DURATION

“Between” is used 
 to say the time 

something starts.

“From” is used  
to say the time 

something starts.

“From… to…” or “between… and…” are used 
to say when an activity starts and finishes.

“For” can be used to express 
how long something has 
been happening. 

“During” can be used to 
express when something was 
happening, rather than how 
long it went on for.

6 HOURS AGO

BREAK

9AM

9AM

9AM5PM

5PM

NOW

“Until” can be used to say when an 
ongoing situation finishes. 

NOW

NOW

“Since” can be used to say when  
an ongoing situation started.

“SINCE” + TIME OR DATE

“FOR” + QUANTITY OF TIME

“To” is used  
to say the time 
something finishes.

“And” is used  
to say the time 
something finishes.

“UNTIL” + TIME OR DATE
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OTHER PREPOSITIONS OF TIME

“By” is used to talk about 
when something will be 
done or finished. It means 
“at” or “before.”

NOW

NOW

NOW BREAK

3PM

“Before” is used to  
talk about something 
that happens prior  
to something else  
or a certain time.

“After” is used to refer 
to an event that follows 
another event.

6PM

FUTURE

“BY” + TIME

“BEFORE” + TIME

“Since” is usually used 
with perfect tenses with 
reference to the past. It 
is not used with the 
present simple. 

COMMON MISTAKES TENSES WITH “SINCE”

The present perfect continuous  
is often used with since.

Since can’t be used  with the present simple.
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Prepositions can be used to express relationships 
other than place and time, such as origin, ownership, 
and absence.

Other prepositions
See also:
The passive 24   Verb patterns with 
prepositions 54   Prepositions 105

“By” has several common uses in English.

When used to talk about 
an action, it refers to 
something that is done  
to achieve a certain result.

It is used to say who wrote 
or made something.

It is used to talk about 
methods of travel.

It can be used to form  
the passive voice.

“BY”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

RESULT ACTION

“On foot” is an 
exception to this rule.
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“With” has several common uses in English.

“About” is mainly used to mean “on the subject of.”

It can mean “accompanied by.”

It is used to talk about possession.

It is used to talk about the thing 
used to perform an action.

“Without” is used to talk about  
the absence of something.

“WITH” AND “WITHOUT”

“ABOUT”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Some words must be followed by a specific preposition, 
called a dependent preposition. These words can be 
adjectives, verbs, or nouns.

Dependent prepositions
See also:
Types of verbs 49   Singular and plural nouns 69   
Adjectives 92    Prepositions 105

Some adjectives are always followed by the 
same preposition when used in a sentence. 

Some adjectives can take one of a choice of 
prepositions in the same sentence without 
changing their meaning.

ADJECTIVES WITH DEPENDENT PREPOSITIONS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

ADJECTIVE + PREPOSITION

“Surprised” can be followed by either  
“at” or”by” without a change in meaning.
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Some verbs can take either “to” or “for,” depending on the context.  
“To” is usually used when there is a transfer of something, whereas  
“for” is used when someone benefits from something.

VERBS WITH “TO” OR “FOR”

Some verbs are 
followed by a specific 
preposition before an 
object. Different verbs  
are followed by 
different prepositions.

VERBS WITH DEPENDENT PREPOSITIONS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

VERB + PREPOSITION
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Some verbs can take either “to” or “for,” depending on the context.  
“To” is usually used when there is a transfer of something, whereas  
“for” is used when someone benefits from something.

VERBS WITH “TO” OR “FOR”

Some verbs are 
followed by a specific 
preposition before an 
object. Different verbs  
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FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Some nouns are always followed by the 
same preposition when used in a sentence. 

Some nouns can take one of a choice of prepositions 
in the same sentence without changing their meaning.

NOUNS WITH DEPENDENT PREPOSITIONS

FURTHER EXAMPLES

NOUN + PREPOSITION

“Advantages” can be followed 
by either “in” or”to” without a 
change in meaning.
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FURTHER EXAMPLES

Some adjectives, verbs, and nouns can be followed by a choice of prepositions. The meaning 
of the phrase is dependent on which preposition the adjective, verb, or noun is paired with.

WORDS WITH DIFFERENT DEPENDENT PREPOSITIONS
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Coordinating conjunctions are words that link words, phrases, 
or clauses of equal importance. There are special rules for 
using commas with coordinating conjunctions.

Coordinating conjunctions
See also:
Defining relative clauses 81  
Ellipsis 89

USING “AND” TO JOIN SENTENCES
“And” is used to join 
two sentences 
together in order to 
avoid repeating words 
that appear in both, 
and to link ideas.

“There’s” is the same as “There is.”

The second “there’s” can be dropped 
when joining sentences using “and.”

USING A COMMA INSTEAD OF “AND”
For lists of more than 
two items, a comma 
can replace “and.”

The “and” is kept between 
the final two nouns.

Another comma is 
used before the “and.”

This comma is replacing 
“and” in the list. 

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“OR”

“NOR”

“Or” is most often used 
to list two or more 
choices or alternatives. 

“Or” can also be used  
to talk about the 
consequences (usually 
negative) of an action.

“Nor” shows that two or more 
things are not true or do not 
happen. After “nor,” use a 
positive form of the verb, and 
invert the verb as for a question.

“Or” is used if 
there is a choice. 

“Or” is used to show that missing the 
train is a consequence of being late. 

The subject comes 
after the verb.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

TIP
“Nor” is uncommon 
in informal English.  
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“But” is used to join  
a positive statement  
to a negative statement, 
or to show a contrast 
between two clauses.

“Yet” has a similar meaning to “but.” It is used when something 
happens in spite of something else, or when something is true, 
even though it seems to contradict something else.

“BUT”

“YET”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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When “so” is a conjunction, it is used to show that something 
happens as a consequence of something else.

“SO”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

If a coordinating conjunction 
is joining two main clauses,  
a comma usually goes before 
the conjunction.

If a coordinating conjunction 
is joining two items, there is 
no need for a comma.

If “and” or “or” is joining 
three or more items, a 
comma is usually added 
between each item and 
before the conjunction.

USING COMMAS WITH COORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS
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Subordinating conjunctions
See also:
Present simple 1   Modal verbs 56    
Defining relative clauses 81

“In order to” has a similar 
meaning to “so that,” but 
it’s followed by a verb in 
its base form.

“So that” is often followed by modal  
verbs such as “can,” “could,” and “would.”

Subordinating conjunctions are used to connect words, 
phrases, and clauses of unequal importance. They’re 
used to say why, where, or when something happens.

SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS FOR PURPOSE 

ACTION PURPOSE

“So that” can be used 
to talk about the 
purpose of an action. 
It is followed by 
another clause.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

If the main verb is in the past tense, the verb 
after “so that” usually refers to the past.

If the main verb is in the present 
tense, the verb after “so that” usually 
refers to the present or future.

In informal speech, “in 
order” is often dropped.
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This is the 
main clause.

“Because” is used before 
giving the reason.

This is  
the reason.

“Because” is used  
to talk about why 
something happens 
or the reasons 
behind a decision.

“Although” is used to  
talk about something  
that is unexpectedly true. 
“Even though” means  
the same thing as 
“although,” and it’s more 
common in speech.

CAUSE AND REASON

CONTRAST AND CONCESSION

FURTHER EXAMPLES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

RESULT REASON
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“WHEN”
English uses “when” as a 
conjunction to talk about 
events or actions in the future 
that must happen before 
another event or action can 
take place. These phrases are 
called subordinate time 
clauses and are usually used 
with the present simple.

FIRST EVENT SECOND EVENT

Subordinate time clauses 
can also be used to ask 
about future events.

UK English sometimes uses the present 
perfect instead of the present simple in 
subordinate time clauses.

The present perfect still describes a future event.

“When” indicates that the first 
event has not happened yet.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

ANOTHER WAY TO SAY IT
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Future forms are not 
used after “when” and 
“as soon as,” even if the 
clause is referring to 
the future.

COMMON MISTAKES TENSES AFTER TIME CONJUNCTIONS

The present simple describes the first 
event, even though it is a future event.

Even though this refers to the future, 
it is incorrect to use a future form.

“While” is used to connect two 
clauses that are happening at 
the same time.

“WHILE”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

“As soon as” has a similar 
meaning to “when,” but it 
implies that the second 
event will take place 
immediately once the first 
event is complete.

“AS SOON AS”

NOW
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More linking words
Some words can be used to show a relationship between 
two sentences, or parts of a sentence. This can  
be cause, effect, emphasis, contrast, or comparison.

See also: 
Coordinating conjunctions 110 
Subordinating conjunctions 111

Some linking words are used most often in 
formal writing and speaking situations.

FORMAL LINKING WORDS

Shows contrast.

Shows reason.

Shows result.

Shows emphasis.

Shows comparison.
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Some linking words are mostly  
used in informal writing and speech.

INFORMAL LINKING WORDS

Shows contrast.

Shows comparison.

TIP
Stress can be added to  

the linking word to emphasize
the relationship between  

words when speaking.

Shows result.

Shows effect.

Shows emphasis.

Shows reason.
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CONJUNCTIONS

Linking words overview

Coordinating conjunctions 
join together two words, 
phrases, or clauses of  
equal importance. 

Coordinating 
conjunction

USES OF CONJUNCTIONS
Conjunctions can be used to 
describe a variety of 
relationships between two 
words, phrases, or clauses.

Subject of first main clause.

The second main clause 
has a different subject.

A comma is used before 
a conjunction to link two 
main clauses with 
different subjects. The 
comma shows where 
one main clause ends 
and another begins.

A comma is placed 
before the conjunction.
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Conjunctions are linking words that describe the 
relationship between two parts of a sentence.  
They can be coordinating or subordinating. 

See also:
“Either / neither / both” 68    
Linking words R25

MAIN CLAUSE

Subordinating 
conjunction SUBORDINATE CLAUSE

MAIN CLAUSESUBORDINATE CLAUSE

Subordinating conjunctions 
join together two words, 
phrases, or clauses of unequal 
importance. A subordinate 
clause adds more information 
about the main clause.

The subordinate clause 
can also go at the start 

of a sentence.
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Prefixes are small groups of letters which can be 
added to the start of many words to give them 
different meanings.

Prefixes attach to the start of a word to change its meaning. Prefixes 
usually give the same change in meaning to each word they attach to.

PREFIXES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

See also:
Types of verbs 49    
Singular and plural nouns 69   Adjectives 92  

Prefixes  

= not

= wrongly

= again

= not
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Some words can take more 
than one kind of prefix to 
give different meanings.

COMMON PREFIXES

USING PREFIXES

MEANING SAMPLE SENTENCEPREFIX

against

together

not

former

not

between, among

middle

wrongly

not

better than others

too much

after

before

again

oneself

under

above, over

reverse, cancel, not

beneath, below
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Suffixes are small groups of letters which can be  
added to the end of many words to give them  
different meanings.

Suffixes attach to the end of a word to change its meaning. Suffixes 
usually give the same change in meaning to each word they attach to.

SUFFIXES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

See also:
Types of verbs 49    
Singular and plural nouns 69   Adjectives 92 

Suffixes

= possible to be

= full of

= someone who

= without
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Some words can take more 
than one kind of suffix to 
give different meanings.

COMMON SUFFIXES

USING SUFFIXES

SUFFIX MEANING SAMPLE SENTENCE

able to be

having characteristics of

state of

become

place or state of being

become

person who performs an action

full of

having characteristics of

an action, state, or system

someone who plays or does

quality of

make

without

condition of, act of

state of

having qualities of

state of being or act of

characterized by
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Some words can take more 
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give different meanings.
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Certain suffixes are only used for specific types of words. The suffix 
of a word can sometimes show what part of speech the word is.

SUFFIXES CHANGING WORD CLASS

ADJECTIVES

NOUNS
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If the suffix starts with a vowel and the root 
ends with an “-e,” the final “-e” is dropped 
from the root before adding the suffix.  
Roots ending “-ge” or “-ce” are an exception.

If the root ends consonant plus “-y,” the “y” 
changes to an “i” before any suffix is added. 
The exception is “-ing.”

If the root ends vowel plus “-y,”  
the final “-y” does not change.

Root ends with “-ge.”

The “e” stays 
in the word.

“-y” doesn’t change 
before “-ing.”

Root ends vowel 
plus “-y.”

The “-y” does not 
change to an “i.”

If the suffix starts with a vowel, and the root 
ends with a stressed final syllable ending 
consonant-vowel-consonant, the last letter of 
the root is doubled before adding the suffix.

SUFFIX SPELLING RULES

VERBS
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In English, there are several phrases which sound or look 
similar, but have different meanings. It is important not 
to get these confused.

See also:
Present simple 1   Present continuous 4   
”Used to” and “would” 15 

To “get used to (doing) 
something” describes 
the process of 
adapting to new or 
different situations 
until they become 
familiar or normal.

To “be used to (doing) 
something” means 
that something has 
been done for long 
enough that it is 
normal and familiar.

“GET USED TO” AND “BE USED TO”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Easily confused phrases

TIP
These phrases should  
not be confused with  
“used to” (without “be”  
or “get”), which is used  
when talking about a  
regular past action.
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“Have” and “get” can be used with a noun and the past participle to talk about 
something someone does for someone else. “Get” is less formal than “have.”

“HAVE / GET SOMETHING DONE”

FURTHER EXAMPLES

HOW TO FORM

The structure is used with “should” to give advice.

The action happens 
to the object.

“Have” and “get” can appear 
in different tenses.

OBJECT“HAVE / GET” PAST PARTICIPLESUBJECT

TIP
These phrases should  
not be confused with  
“used to” (without “be”  
or “get”), which is used  
when talking about a  
regular past action.

[They haven’t arranged for somebody  
to change the locks for them.]

[I think you should arrange for someone  
to check your connection.]

[Will somebody fix the oven for you soon?] [Somebody checks the store’s produce each day.]

[I need someone to cut my hair.] [Most people have someone fit them a burglar alarm.]
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Sequencing and organizing

Certain words and phrases indicate at what 
point in a sequence something happens.

SEQUENCING PHRASES

FURTHER EXAMPLES

There are a number of words and phrases in English which 
help to explain the order of events. They can also be used 
to organize text and make it easier to understand.

See also:
More linking words 112  
Making conversation 120
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Some discourse markers show what is coming next. They help 
organize paragraphs and longer passages of formal text.

FORMAL ORGANIZING PHRASES

Sequencing markers can help 
to put information in order.

Conclusion markers are 
used when summing up.

“Such as” can only be used in the middle  
of a sentence to introduce examples.

TIP
These organizing              

words often go at the  
beginning of a clause  

or sentence.

Some markers introduce 
new or additional points.

Other markers 
highlight examples.
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Certain words can be used to 
show you disagree with someone 
or to correct a misunderstanding.

CORRECTING AND DISAGREEING
TIP

These phrases can               
appear impolite if spoken                  

with heavy emphasis.

FURTHER EXAMPLES

Correcting and changing 
the subject

Set words and phrases can be used to correct someone, 
disagree, change the subject, or concede a point. They often 
come at the beginning of the sentence.

See also:
More linking words 112   Deciding and 
hedging 119   Making conversation 120 
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CHANGING SUBJECT
“By the way” shows 
a change of subject.

“As I was saying” returns to a  
previous subject after a change  
of subject or an interruption.

“Anyway” returns to a subject 
after an interruption or a change 
in subject. It can also end a 
subject or a conversation.

Certain words can be used to agree to, or concede, 
a point, particularly after first doubting it to be true.

CONCEDING A POINT FURTHER EXAMPLES
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CHANGING SUBJECT
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English uses a number of words and phrases to discuss 
the different sides of an argument or to make sentences 
sound less definite.

See also:  
Infinitives and participles 51   More linking 
words 112   Making conversation 120

Deciding and hedging

There are specific words and phrases which are used to 
discuss or compare the good and bad sides of an argument.

DISCUSSING ARGUMENTS

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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“Would” adds even more 
distance or uncertainty.

“Seem” and “appear” are often followed 
by another verb in the infinitive.

Hedging verbs.

Hedging adverbs.

Hedging phrases.

“It seems” or “It appears” can be 
followed by a “that” clause.

Hedging words and phrases can be added to a sentence 
to make its meaning less definite, direct, or strong.

“Seem” and “appear” are words used to distance oneself from a 
statement. This is useful when it is not certain if the statement is true.

HEDGING

“SEEM” AND “APPEAR”
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Many words and phrases are used in English to ease the 
flow of conversation. These techniques are often called 
organizing, backchanneling, or stalling.

See also:
More linking words 112    
Hedging 119

“Right” gets attention before 
saying something important.

“So” indicates that a conclusion 
is being reached.

“OK” acknowledges that the 
other speaker has been heard.

When listening to another speaker, 
it’s common to use words to show 
you agree and are paying attention. 
This is known as backchanneling.

A number of general words 
can be used to move from 
one topic to another in 
conversational English.

BACKCHANNELING

INFORMAL ORGANIZING WORDS

Making conversation
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If extra time is needed to think about a difficult question before 
answering it, a response can be started with a stalling phrase to 
indicate that the question is being considered. 

STALLING TECHNIQUES

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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STALLING TECHNIQUES

FURTHER EXAMPLES
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Reference
PARTS OF SPEECH

PART OF SPEECH DEFINITION EXAMPLES

noun a name, object, concept or person

adjective describes a noun or pronoun

verb shows an action or a state of being

adverb describes verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs, giving 
information on how, where, when, or how much

pronoun takes the place of a noun

preposition describes the relationship between a noun or pronoun and 
another word in the sentence

conjunction a joining word, used to link words, phrases, or clauses

interjection an exclamation or remark

article used with a noun to specify whether the noun is 
a particular person or thing, or something general

determiner precedes a noun and puts the noun in context

The different types of words that make up sentences are called 
parts of speech. Only nouns and verbs are essential elements of 
a sentence, but other parts of speech, such as adjectives and 
adverbs, can make a sentence more descriptive.

The English alphabet has 26 letters. “A,” “E,” “I,” “O,” and “U”  
are vowels, and the rest are consonants.

THE ALPHABET

R
R1

R2
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PUNCTUATION

PUNCTUATION MARK NAME USE

period (US) 
full stop (UK)

• marks the end of a complete statement
• marks the end of an abbreviated word

ellipsis • marks where text has been omitted or a sentence is unfinished

comma

• follows an introductory word, phrase, or clause
•  can separate a non-essential part of a sentence
• can be used with a conjunction to join two main clauses
• separates words or phrases in a list
• represents omitted words to avoid repetition in a sentence
•  can be used between an introduction to speech and direct speech

semi-colon • separates two main clauses that are closely related
• separates items in a complex list

colon

•  connects a main clause to a clause, phrase, or word that is an 
explanation of the main clause, or that emphasizes a point  
in the main clause

• introduces a list after a complete statement
• introduces quoted text

apostrophe • marks missing letters
• indicates possession

hyphen
• links two words in compound modifiers and some compound nouns
•  can be used in fractions and in numbers from twenty-one  

to ninety-nine
• can join certain prefixes to other words

inverted commas
• can be used before and after direct speech and quoted text
• pick out a word or phrase in a sentence
• can be used around titles of short works

question mark • marks the end of a sentence that is a question

exclamation mark • marks the end of a sentence that expresses strong emotions
• can be used at the end of an interruption to add emphasis

parentheses (US) 
brackets (UK)

• can be used around non-essential information in a sentence
• can be used around information that provides clarification

dash
• can be used in pairs around interruptions
• marks a range of numbers (5–6 hours)
• indicates start and end of a route (Paris–Dover rally)

bullet point • indicates a point in a list

slash • can be used to show an alternative instead of using the word “or”

R3
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The present continuous is used to talk about ongoing actions that are happening 
in or around the present moment. It is formed with “be” and a present participle.

The present simple is used to make simple statements of fact, to talk about things 
that happen repeatedly, and to describe things that are always true.

Imperatives are used to give commands or to make requests.  
They are formed using the base form of the verb.

PRESENT TENSES

THE IMPERATIVE

SUBJECT

SUBJECT

VERB

“DON’T”

REST OF SENTENCE

PRESENT PARTICIPLE

VERB

“BE”

REST OF SENTENCE

VERB REST OF SENTENCE

REST OF SENTENCE

Add “do not” or “don’t” to 
make an imperative negative.

R4

R5
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The present perfect continuous describes an activity that took place over a period of time 
in the recent past. The activity might just have stopped or might still be happening.

The past continuous is used in English to talk about actions or events that were ongoing 
at some time in the past. It is formed with “was” or “were” and a present participle.

The present perfect simple is used to talk about events in the past that still have 
an effect on the present moment. It is formed with “have” and a past participle.

The past simple describes single, completed actions in the past. 
It is the most commonly used past tense in English.

PRESENT PERFECT TENSES

PAST TENSES

SUBJECT

SUBJECT

SUBJECT

PAST PARTICIPLE

PRESENT PARTICIPLE REST OF SENTENCE

“BEEN”

“HAVE / HAS”

“BE”

“HAVE / HAS”

REST OF SENTENCE

PRESENT PARTICIPLE REST OF SENTENCE

SUBJECT REST OF SENTENCEVERB

R7

R6
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The future with “going to” is used to talk about decisions that have already been made, 
or to make predictions when there is evidence in the present moment to support them.

FUTURE FORMS

SUBJECT “GOING TO”“BE” BASE FORM REST OF SENTENCE

The past perfect continuous describes a repeated action or ongoing activity 
that was taking place before another completed event in the past.

“Used to” is used with the base form of a verb to talk about past habits or past 
states.  “Would” can also be used in this way, but only to talk about past habits.

The past perfect simple is used to talk about a completed action that 
took place before another completed action in the past.

“USED TO” AND “WOULD”

PAST PERFECT TENSES

SUBJECT PAST PARTICIPLE

BASE FORM

“HAD”

“USED TO / WOULD”

REST OF SENTENCE

REST OF SENTENCE

SUBJECT PRESENT PARTICIPLE“HAD BEEN” REST OF SENTENCE

R10

R9

R8

SUBJECT
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The future with “will” is used to talk about decisions made at the time 
of speaking, to make predictions not supported by evidence, to offer 
to do something, or to make promises.

The future continuous uses “will” or “going to” and “be” with a present participle to 
describe an event or situation that will be in progress at some point in the future.

The future perfect is used to talk about an event that will overlap with, 
or finish before, another event or point in the future.

FUTURE PERFECT

The future perfect continuous is used to predict the length of an activity. 
This tense looks back from that imagined time in the future.

SUBJECT

SUBJECT

SUBJECT

SUBJECT

BASE FORM

PRESENT PARTICIPLE

PAST PARTICIPLE

PRESENT PARTICIPLE

REST OF SENTENCE

REST OF SENTENCE

REST OF SENTENCE

REST OF SENTENCE

“WILL”

“WILL BE”

“WILL HAVE”

“WILL HAVE BEEN”

R11
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FUTURE PERFECT

The future perfect continuous is used to predict the length of an activity. 
This tense looks back from that imagined time in the future.

SUBJECT

SUBJECT

SUBJECT

SUBJECT

BASE FORM

PRESENT PARTICIPLE

PAST PARTICIPLE

PRESENT PARTICIPLE

REST OF SENTENCE

REST OF SENTENCE

REST OF SENTENCE

REST OF SENTENCE

“WILL”

“WILL BE”

“WILL HAVE”

“WILL HAVE BEEN”

R11
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FORMING NEGATIVES

TENSE

MODAL VERB

NEGATIVE STATEMENT

NEGATIVE STATEMENT

POSITIVE STATEMENT

POSITIVE STATEMENT

Present simple with “be” 

Present simple with other verbs

Present continuous

Past simple with “be”

Past simple with other verbs

Past continuous

Present perfect simple

Present perfect continuous

Past perfect simple

Past perfect continuous

Future with “going to”

Future with “will”

Future continuous

Future perfect simple

Future perfect continuous

R12
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“HAD”“HAVE”“WOULD”“WILL”“BE”PRONOUN

VERB AND “NOT” MODAL VERB AND “HAVE”CONTRACTION CONTRACTION

CONTRACTIONSR13

These contractions are often spelled incorrectly 
because they look and sound very similar to other 
words. Contracted forms always use an apostrophe.

COMMON MISTAKES CONTRACTIONS
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Prepositions are words that are used to create or show relationships between 
different parts of a clause, for example time, place, or reason. They can only  
be followed by a noun, pronoun, noun phrase, or gerund.

PREPOSITION PREPOSITIONSAMPLE SENTENCE SAMPLE SENTENCE

PREPOSITIONSR14
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ADJECTIVE PREPOSITION SAMPLE SENTENCE

Some adjectives have to be followed by a specific preposition. 

ADJECTIVES AND PREPOSITIONSR15
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ADJECTIVE PREPOSITION SAMPLE SENTENCE

Some adjectives have to be followed by a specific preposition. 

ADJECTIVES AND PREPOSITIONSR15
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Some nouns have to be followed by a specific preposition. 

NOUNS AND PREPOSITIONS

NOUN PREPOSITION SAMPLE SENTENCE

R16
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Some verbs have to be followed by a specific preposition.

VERBS AND PREPOSITIONSR17

VERB PREPOSITION SAMPLE SENTENCE
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Some verbs have to be followed by a specific preposition.

VERBS AND PREPOSITIONSR17

VERB PREPOSITION SAMPLE SENTENCE
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Some verbs are followed by an infinitive or a gerund. Some 
can be followed by either without changing their meaning.

VERBS WITH GERUNDS OR INFINITIVES

VERBS FOLLOWED BY AN INFINITIVE

VERBS FOLLOWED BY A GERUND

VERBS FOLLOWED BY AN INFINITIVE OR A GERUND (NO CHANGE IN MEANING)

R18
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State verbs describe states, such as emotions, possession, senses,  
or thoughts. They are not usually used in continuous tenses.

COMMON STATE VERBS

MEANING STATE VERB SAMPLE SENTENCE

feeling / wanting

thinking

being / existing

possessing

sensing

having a quality

R19
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State verbs describe states, such as emotions, possession, senses,  
or thoughts. They are not usually used in continuous tenses.

COMMON STATE VERBS

MEANING STATE VERB SAMPLE SENTENCE

feeling / wanting

thinking

being / existing

possessing

sensing

having a quality
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Some phrasal verbs can be separated by the object of the verb. In these cases, the verb goes first, 
then the object, then the particle. This separation is usually optional. However, if the object of a 
separable phrasal verb is a pronoun, then the phrasal verb must be separated by the pronoun.

SEPARABLE PHRASAL VERBS

PHRASAL VERB DEFINITION SAMPLE SENTENCE

look after a child until he / she is an adult

mention something

perform an action

clean something thoroughly

restore / decorate something

write information in a form

make something completely full

find / get something after it has been lost / taken

stop doing something

distribute something

not include something / someone

release something / someone

find information, e.g. in a dictionary

invent something

take hold of something and lift it

demolish / destroy something

delay doing something

arrange / organize something

start a new hobby

get rid of something

refuse / reject something / someone

start an electrical device

make someone stop sleeping

write something on paper

R20
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Some phrasal verbs cannot be separated. Their object 
always comes after them, even if it is a pronoun.

INSEPARABLE PHRASAL VERBS

PHRASAL VERB DEFINITION SAMPLE SENTENCE

announce your arrival

find by chance

reduce / decrease something

handle / manage someone or something

manage without something

have a good relationship

walk / climb on or off a bus, train, plane, etc.

leave a car / taxi, etc.

recover (from an illness)

finish something successfully

check or examine something

match, suit

get news from somebody

keep the same pace as others

take care of someone

try to find, search 

be excited about something in the future

examine something carefully

respect and admire someone

meet someone by chance

not have any left

mean, represent

be similar to an older relative

become something else

R21
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Some words in English sound the same or very similar,  
but mean different things. It is essential to spell the words 
correctly to achieve the correct meaning in a sentence. 

COMMONLY CONFUSED WORDSR22
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Regular past participles are made 
with the base form of the verb  
plus “-ed.” The spelling of some  
of these base forms changes  
slightly before adding “-ed.”

All present participles and gerunds 
are formed by adding “-ing” to the 
base form of the verb. The spelling 
of some base forms changes slightly 
before adding “-ing.”

Most plurals in English are formed by adding “-s” to the end of the singular noun.  
However, some plurals are irregular, either taking a different ending, or not changing at all.

SPELLING RULES

IRREGULAR PLURALS

SINGULAR SINGULARPLURAL PLURAL

R23

R24

BASE FORM

BASE FORM

GERUND

PAST PARTICIPLE

RULE

RULE

Remove the silent "-e" before adding "-ing."

Change "-ie" to "y" before adding "-ing."

Double last letter if word ends with stressed 
syllable of consonant-vowel-consonant.

Last letter is "-e," so just add "-d"

Change consonant plus "-y" to "-ied."

Double last letter if word ends with stressed 
syllable of consonant-vowel-consonant.
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Linking words are used to link two or more words, phrases or clauses together. 
They are usually conjunctions, but can also be adverbial phrases.

LINKING WORDS

LINKING WORD USE SAMPLE SENTENCE

adds a contrast

contrasts with something just said

links two similar words, phrases, or clauses

gives a reason for an action

adds a condition

adds further information 

gives a reason for an action

links two contrasting words, phrases, or clauses

gives a result of a previous action

adds supporting information

adds contrasting information

adds a condition

adds information

gives a purpose for an action

adds supporting information

links two things that are not true or possible

links two alternatives

gives a reason for an action

gives a reason for an action

gives a purpose for an action

gives a result of an action

adds a condition

adds a contrast

adds a contrast

R25
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English has lots of words to talk about when things happen. They usually act as prepositions, conjunctions, or adverbs. 

TIME WORDS

TIME WORD USE SAMPLE SENTENCE

shows an event will happen very soon

shows an event in the main clause follows 
another event 

shows an event has happened before another 
event or a particular time

indicates an event happens at the same time as 
another event

indicates an event (in the main clause) happens 
straight after another event

shows an event (in the main clause) precedes 
another event

shows an event precedes or happens at  
the same time as an event in the main clause

shows an event happened after a long time

indicates an event at the end of a list / 
sequence, or that happened after a long time

shows an event happened after a long time

shows an event happened very recently

indicates an event after the time of speaking or 
the time that is being talked about

indicates an event happens at the same time as 
another event

indicates an event in a sequence

indicates an event starts to happen (in the main 
clause) after another one

shows an event continuing from a past time to 
the present

shows an event at the time of speaking started 
in the past and is continuing

indicates an event in a sequence, or one event 
that happens after another 

shows an event continues up to the time of 
another event

shows an event happens at the same time as or 
after another event

indicates an event happens at the same time as 
another event

shows an expected event has not happened, or 
asks whether it has happened

R26
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absolute adjective 
A word that describes a quality 
which cannot be changed or 
modified, e.g. unique.

abstract noun  
A word that refers to a quality 
rather than a thing or person, 
e.g. beauty, hope.

action verb (dynamic verb) 
A type of verb that describes  
an action, e.g. run, and can  
be used in the simple  
and continuous tenses. 
see also state verb

active voice  
Indicates that the person or 
thing who is doing the action  
is the subject of the verb. 
see also passive voice

adjective 
A word that describes a noun 
or pronoun, e.g. quick.

adverb 
A word that describes a verb, 
adjective, or another adverb, 
e.g. quickly.

adverb of degree 
An adverb that tells you “how 
much,” e.g. extremely.

adverb of frequency 
An adverb that tells you “how 
often,” e.g. usually.

adverb of manner 
An adverb that tells you “how,” 
e.g. badly.

adverbial 
A phrase that is used as an 
adverb, e.g. on the table 
(expressing place), tomorrow 
evening (expressing time).

agent 
The person or thing that does 
the action. The subject of the 
verb in an active clause, but 
not in a passive clause.

agreement 
When the verb form is correct 
for the subject, e.g. He is = 
singular subject + singular verb.

apostrophe 
The punctuation mark that 
shows either belonging, e.g. 
John’s cat, or a contraction  
e.g. I’m happy.

article 
The words a, an, and the, which 
show whether something is 
general or specific. 
see also zero article

auxiliary verb 
A verb which is used with 
another verb, e.g. to form 
tenses, most commonly be, do, 
and have.  
see also main verb

backchanneling 
The words and noises that  
a listener makes to show they 
are listening, e.g. Really?

backshift 
In reported speech, when the 
verb moves back one tense 
into the past, e.g. present 
simple to past simple.

base form (bare infinitive) 
The most basic form of a verb, 
e.g. be, run, write.  
see also infinitive

cardinal number 
The numbers used for 
counting, e.g. one, two. 
see also ordinal number

classifying adjective 
An adjective that describes the 
type of the noun that it defines, 
e.g. in medical student, 
“medical” describes the  
type of student.

clause 
A group of words that  
contains a verb.

closed question 
A question that can be 
answered with “yes” or “no,”  
e.g. Are you English?  
see also open question

collective noun 
A singular noun that refers to  
a group of people or things,  
e.g. family, team.

comparative adjective 
An adjective that compares 
one thing or group of things 
with another, e.g. better.  
see also superlative adjective

complement 
The word or phrase that comes 
after verbs such as be, become, 
seem, appear, e.g. “happy” in 
She’s happy.  
see also linking verb

complex preposition 
A preposition that contains two 
or more words, e.g. next to, 
because of.

compound noun 
A noun that contains two or 
more words, e.g. post office.

compound tense 
A tense which uses an auxiliary 
verb, e.g. the present perfect: 
has done.

concrete noun 
A noun that refers to 
something you can touch,  
see, hear, smell, or taste,  
e.g. table, teacher.

conditional 
The verb structure used when 
one event or situation depends 
on another event or situation 
happening first.

conjunction 
A word that links two words  
or groups of words, e.g. and, 
because, if.

consonant 
Most letters / sounds in English, 
but not a, e, i, o, u. y can 
operate as a consonant or  
a vowel. 

continuous (progressive) 
Continuous tenses express 
actions that are in progress at  
a specific time, e.g. I’m writing.

contraction 
Two words that are joined with 
an apostrophe to form one 
word, e.g. we’re.

conversational ellipsis 
When words are left out in 
informal conversation, e.g.  
[Do you] Want a cup of coffee?

coordinating conjunction 
A word that links two clauses  
of equal importance, e.g. and, 
but, or.  
see also subordinating 
conjunction

countable 
A noun that can be counted, 
e.g. one book, two books.  
see also uncountable

defining relative clause 
A clause that starts with a 
relative pronoun (such as who 
or which). It gives information 
that defines something in the 
main clause. 
see also non-defining  
relative clause

definite article 
The word the, which specifies 
which noun that follows it,  
e.g. the house in the woods.  
see also indefinite article

demonstrative determiner /
pronoun 
Words that specify a noun as 
closer to (this, these) or more 
distant from (that, those) the 
speaker, e.g. This watch is 
cheaper than that one  
in the window.

dependent preposition 
A preposition that always 
follows a particular verb, noun, 
or adjective, e.g. afraid of.

determiner 
A word that comes before  
a noun and identifies it, e.g. the 
book, this book.

Glossary
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direct object 
The person or thing affected  
by the action of the verb,  
e.g. “him” in We followed him. 
see also indirect object

direct question 
A question without an 
introductory phrase,  
e.g. What time is it?

direct speech 
The words that are actually  
said to make a statement or 
question, e.g. It’s raining.

discourse marker 
A word or phrase that is  
used in conversation to  
direct the discussion or add 
comment, e.g. Well, Right.

double object verb 
A verb that has two objects, 
e.g. “me” and “the phone” in 
Give me the phone.

dummy subject 
The word “it” used without 
referring to a noun,  
e.g. It’s five o’clock.

-ed adjective 
An adjective that describes 
how somthing is affected,  
e.g. bored, excited.  
see also -ing adjective

ellipsis 
When words or phrases are left 
out of a clause, usually because 
they don’t need to be repeated, 
e.g. He got up and [he] had  
a shower.

emphasis 
When a word is said more 
loudly because it is more 
important.  
see also stress

extreme adjective 
An adjective that has a stronger 
meaning than a gradable 
adjective with a similar 
meaning, e.g. freezing is the 
extreme adjective for cold.

first conditional 
A sentence with “if ” that 
describes a possible future 
situation that depends on 
another situation, e.g. If it rains, 
I’ll stay here.

focus 
Part of a sentence that is  
moved to the beginning 
because it is more important.

formal 
Formal language is used in 
situations where you don’t 
know the people very well,  
or when you want to keep 
social distance.  
see also informal

future continuous 
A tense that is formed with will 
be and the present participle.  
It expresses an action that will 
be in progress at a point in  
the future.

future perfect 
A tense that is formed with will 
have and the past participle, 
e.g. will have done. It expresses 
an action that will be complete 
at a point in the future.

future perfect continuous 
A tense that is formed with will 
have been and the present 
participle, e.g. will have been 
doing. It expresses an ongoing 
action that will be complete at 
a point in the future.

gerund (verbal noun) 
The -ing form of a verb, when  
it is used as a noun,  
e.g. No smoking.

gradable adjective 
An adjective that can be used 
with adverbs of degree (such as 
very) and can be used in the 
comparative form.  
see also non-gradable adjective

grading adverb 
An adverb of degree that can 
be used with gradable 
adjectives. 
see also non-grading adverb

hedging 
Words or phrases that make  
a speaker seem less certain or 
direct, e.g. apparently, I think.

imperative 
An order to someone, e.g. 
Stop! The imperative is often  
a verb on its own in its  
base form.

indefinite article 
The words a and an, which 
come before nouns when it 
doesn’t matter which noun is 
being referred to, or if it is 
being mentioned for the first 
time, e.g. Can I borrow a pen?  
see also definite article

indefinite pronoun 
A pronoun that does not refer 
to a specific person or thing, 
e.g. someone, nothing.

indirect object 
The person or thing that is 
affected by the action of  
a transitive verb, but is not the 
direct object, e.g. “the dog” in  
I gave the ball to the dog. 
see also direct object

indirect question 
A question that begins with  
a polite phrase, e.g. Can you 
tell me what time it is?

infinitive 
The base form of a verb, often 
with the infinitive marker “to,” 
e.g. to go, to run. 

infinitive clause 
A clause whose verb is in  
the infinitive form, e.g. It’s 
important to complete the form 
in full. 

informal 
Informal language is used in 
situations where you know the 
people well and feel relaxed.  
see also formal

-ing adjective 
An adjective that describes  
the effect something has,  
e.g. boring, exciting.  
see also -ed adjective

inseparable phrasal verb 
A phrasal verb that is always 
used with the particle,  
e.g. I take after my mother.  
see also separable phrasal verb

intransitive verb 
A verb that does not take  
a direct object.  
see also transitive verb

introductory “it” 
“It is” used at the start of  
a sentence to refer to a general 
idea, e.g. It is difficult to ski.

inversion 
When positions of two parts  
of a clause swap around,  
e.g. the subject and the verb  
in questions.

irregular 
A word that behaves differently 
from most words like it,  
e.g. men is an irregular plural 
noun. see also regular

linking verb 
A verb that links two parts  
of a clause (the subject and 
complement) rather than 
describing an action, such  
as be, seem, become,  
e.g. She is really angry.

main clause 
A clause that could form  
a complete sentence on its own. 
see also subordinate clause

main verb 
The verb in a group of verbs 
that carries the meaning,  
e.g. “ride” in I can ride a bike.

modal verb 
A type of auxiliary verb that  
is used with a main verb  
to show ideas like ability  
and permission.

modifier 
A word that adds information 
to another word, e.g. “really”  
in really interesting.

negative 
A clause that contains a word 
like not or never.
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direct object 
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moved to the beginning 
because it is more important.
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future continuous 
A tense that is formed with will 
be and the present participle.  
It expresses an action that will 
be in progress at a point in  
the future.

future perfect 
A tense that is formed with will 
have and the past participle, 
e.g. will have done. It expresses 
an action that will be complete 
at a point in the future.

future perfect continuous 
A tense that is formed with will 
have been and the present 
participle, e.g. will have been 
doing. It expresses an ongoing 
action that will be complete at 
a point in the future.

gerund (verbal noun) 
The -ing form of a verb, when  
it is used as a noun,  
e.g. No smoking.

gradable adjective 
An adjective that can be used 
with adverbs of degree (such as 
very) and can be used in the 
comparative form.  
see also non-gradable adjective

grading adverb 
An adverb of degree that can 
be used with gradable 
adjectives. 
see also non-grading adverb

hedging 
Words or phrases that make  
a speaker seem less certain or 
direct, e.g. apparently, I think.

imperative 
An order to someone, e.g. 
Stop! The imperative is often  
a verb on its own in its  
base form.

indefinite article 
The words a and an, which 
come before nouns when it 
doesn’t matter which noun is 
being referred to, or if it is 
being mentioned for the first 
time, e.g. Can I borrow a pen?  
see also definite article

indefinite pronoun 
A pronoun that does not refer 
to a specific person or thing, 
e.g. someone, nothing.

indirect object 
The person or thing that is 
affected by the action of  
a transitive verb, but is not the 
direct object, e.g. “the dog” in  
I gave the ball to the dog. 
see also direct object

indirect question 
A question that begins with  
a polite phrase, e.g. Can you 
tell me what time it is?

infinitive 
The base form of a verb, often 
with the infinitive marker “to,” 
e.g. to go, to run. 

infinitive clause 
A clause whose verb is in  
the infinitive form, e.g. It’s 
important to complete the form 
in full. 

informal 
Informal language is used in 
situations where you know the 
people well and feel relaxed.  
see also formal

-ing adjective 
An adjective that describes  
the effect something has,  
e.g. boring, exciting.  
see also -ed adjective

inseparable phrasal verb 
A phrasal verb that is always 
used with the particle,  
e.g. I take after my mother.  
see also separable phrasal verb

intransitive verb 
A verb that does not take  
a direct object.  
see also transitive verb

introductory “it” 
“It is” used at the start of  
a sentence to refer to a general 
idea, e.g. It is difficult to ski.

inversion 
When positions of two parts  
of a clause swap around,  
e.g. the subject and the verb  
in questions.

irregular 
A word that behaves differently 
from most words like it,  
e.g. men is an irregular plural 
noun. see also regular

linking verb 
A verb that links two parts  
of a clause (the subject and 
complement) rather than 
describing an action, such  
as be, seem, become,  
e.g. She is really angry.

main clause 
A clause that could form  
a complete sentence on its own. 
see also subordinate clause

main verb 
The verb in a group of verbs 
that carries the meaning,  
e.g. “ride” in I can ride a bike.

modal verb 
A type of auxiliary verb that  
is used with a main verb  
to show ideas like ability  
and permission.

modifier 
A word that adds information 
to another word, e.g. “really”  
in really interesting.

negative 
A clause that contains a word 
like not or never.
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negative adverbial 
A phrase that acts as an adverb 
and has a negative meaning, 
e.g. not only, not until.

non-defining relative clause 
A clause that starts with  
a relative pronoun (such as 
who or which). It gives 
non-essential information 
about the main clause.  
see also defining relative clause

non-gradable adjective 
An adjective that cannot be 
used in the comparative form 
and can only be used with 
certain adverbs of degree  
(such as absolutely). 
see also gradable adjective

non-grading adverb 
An adverb of degree that can 
be used with non-gradable 
adjectives.

noun 
A word that refers to a person, 
place, or thing.

noun phrase 
A noun, pronoun, or a number 
of words that are linked to  
a noun, e.g. the blue house.

object 
A noun or pronoun that follows 
a verb or a preposition.

object pronoun 
A pronoun that usually follows 
a verb or a preposition,  
e.g. me, them.

object question 
A question where the question 
word is the object, e.g. “What” 
in What did you say?

open question 
A question that cannot be 
answered with “yes” or “no” and 
starts with a question word 
(such as when or who). 
see also closed question

ordinal number 
The numbers used for 
ordering, e.g. first, second. 
see also cardinal number

participle 
The form of a verb used to 
make compound tenses.  
see also past participle and 
present participle

particle  
A word that follows a verb  
to form a phrasal verb. 

passive voice 
Indicates that the person or 
thing affected by the action  
is the subject of the verb.  
see also active voice

past continuous 
A tense that is formed with  
was or were and the present 
participle, e.g. was doing.  
It expresses an ongoing  
action in the past.

past participle 
The participle form of a verb 
that is used to make perfect 
tenses and the passive,  
e.g. walked, done, eaten.

past perfect 
A tense that is formed with  
had and the past participle,  
e.g. had done. It expresses  
a completed action that 
happened before another 
action or state in the past.

past perfect continuous 
A tense that is formed with  
had been and the present 
participle, e.g. had been doing. 
It expresses an ongoing action 
that happened before another 
action or state in the past.

past simple 
A tense that consists only of the 
past form of a verb, e.g. walked, 
said, ate. It expresses a 
completed action in the past.

perfect  
Perfect tenses express a link 
between two times, e.g. the 
present perfect links the past 
with the present. 

person 
The form of a pronoun that 
shows who is speaking (I, we), 

who is being spoken to (you) 
or who or what is being 
mentioned (he, she, it, they). 
Verbs also reflect person,  
e.g. am is the first person 
singular form of be.

personal pronoun 
A word that refers to people  
or things that have already 
been mentioned, e.g. he, they.

phrasal verb 
A combination of verb + particle 
that is always used together and 
has a different meaning from the 
verb on its own, e.g. make up 
meaning “invent.”

plural 
The form of a word used when 
there is more than one of 
something, e.g. books, they.  
see also singular

positive 
A clause that expresses what 
someone or something is or 
does. It does not contain  
a negative word.  
see also negative

possessive determiner 
A word that comes before a 
noun and shows belonging, 
e.g. my, our, his.

possessive pronoun 
A word that replaces a noun 
and shows belonging,  
e.g. mine, ours, his.

prefix 
Letters at the beginning of  
a word that change its 
meaning, e.g. “re-” in replace. 
see also suffix

preposition 
A short word that links two 
nouns or pronouns to show  
a relationship, e.g. to, at,  
with, from.

prepositional phrase 
A phrase that starts with a 
preposition, e.g. on the bus,  
at five o’clock.

present continuous 
A tense that is formed with the 
present of be and the present 
participle, e.g. is doing.  
It expresses an ongoing action  
in the present.

present participle 
The participle form of a verb 
that is used to make continuous 
tenses, e.g. walking, doing.

present perfect 
A tense that is formed with the 
present of have and the past 
participle, e.g. have done.  
It expresses an action that 
started in the past and is still 
continuing or that happened  
in the past but has a result  
in the present.

present perfect continuous 
A tense that is formed with  
has / have been and the present 
participle, e.g. has / have been 
doing. It expresses an ongoing 
action that started in the past 
and is still continuing.

present simple 
A tense that consists only of 
 the present form of a verb,  
e.g. walk, say, eat. It expresses  
a general truth about  
the present.

pronoun 
A word that replaces a noun, 
when the noun has already 
been mentioned, e.g. it, that.

proper noun 
A noun that is the name of  
a person, place, day, etc.,  
e.g. Maria, France, Sunday.

quantifier 
A word that usually comes 
before a noun and expresses  
a quantity or amount,  
e.g. several, many, much.

question 
A sentence that asks for 
something, usually information. 
The verb usually comes before 
the subject.
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question word 
A word is used to start open 
questions, e.g. What, Which, 
Who, Why, How.

question tag 
A short phrase that makes  
a statement into a question,  
e.g. “isn’t it” in It’s hot today, 
isn’t it?

reflexive pronoun 
A word that refers to the 
subject of the clause, when  
the subject and object are  
the same, e.g. myself.

regular 
A word that behaves in the 
same way as most words like  
it, e.g. books is a regular plural 
noun and waited is a regular 
past simple form.  
see also irregular

relative clause 
A clause that gives information 
about the subject or object of 
the main clause.

relative pronoun 
A word that introduces  
a relative clause, e.g. who,  
that, which.

reported question 
A question that is repeated 
after it was actually asked, often 
by another person, e.g. She 
asked if the bus was full.

reported speech 
Statements and questions that 
are repeated after they were 
actually said, often by another 
person, e.g. He said the bus  
was full.

reporting verb 
A verb that introduces reported 
speech, e.g. say, tell.

root 
The part of a word to which  
a suffix or prefix is added,  
e.g. “employ” is the root  
of employable.

second conditional 
A sentence with “if ” that 
describes an imaginary future 
situation, or an impossible 
present situation, e.g. If I were 
you, I’d take an umbrella.

sentence 
A group of one or more clauses.

separable phrasal verb 
A phrasal verb that can be  
used with the particle after a 
noun or pronoun, e.g. bring 
the subject up / bring it up. 
see also inseparable  
phrasal verb

short answer 
An answer to a closed question 
that only uses the subject and 
auxiliary verb, e.g. Yes, I do. 

short question 
A question with just an 
auxiliary verb and subject, 
which is used to show interest 
in a conversation, e.g. Is it? 

simple 
Simple tenses are formed with 
a main verb only; they don’t 
need an auxiliary verb in their 
positive forms.

singular 
The form of a word that is used 
to refer to just one person or 
thing, e.g. book. 
see also plural

stalling 
Using words or short phrases in 
conversation to give yourself 
time to think about what to say, 
e.g. Let’s see…

state verb (stative verb) 
A type of verb that describes 
situations, thoughts, or feelings, 
e.g. seem, think, like.  
see also action verb

statement 
A sentence that offers 
information, i.e. not a question 
or an imperative.

stress 
Saying one syllable in a word, 
or one word in a sentence, 
more strongly than the others.   
see also emphasis

subject 
The person / thing / place, etc. 
that usually comes before the 
verb in a clause.

subject pronoun  
A word that replaces a noun  
as the subject of a clause,  
e.g. I, she, they.

subject question 
A question where the question 
word is the subject, e.g. “Who” 
in Who invited you?  
see also object question

subordinate clause 
A clause which is dependent 
on the main clause, usually 
introduced by a subordinating 
conjunction.

subordinating conjunction 
A word that links two clauses that 
are not of equal importance,  
i.e. a subordinate clause to a 
main clause, e.g. because, if.  
see also coordinating 
conjunction

substitution 
The use of a word to replace 
another, e.g. “He” in He’s in the 
kitchen.

suffix 
Letters at the end of a word 
that change its meaning,  
e.g. “-able” in enjoyable.  
see also prefix

superlative adjective 
An adjective that indicates the 
most extreme of a group of 
things, e.g. best.  
see also comparative adjective

syllable 
Every word is made up of  
a number of syllables, each of 
which contain a vowel sound, 
e.g. teach (one syllable), 
teacher (two syllables).

tense 
The form of a verb that shows 
the time of the action,  
e.g. present simple, past simple.

third conditional 
A sentence with “if ” that 
describes an impossible past 
situation and its impossible 
result, e.g. If I had studied 
harder, I would have passed  
the exam.

time marker 
A word or phrase that indicates 
a time, e.g. now, at the 
moment, tomorrow.

transitive verb 
A verb that takes a direct object.  
see also intransitive verb

uncountable 
A noun that cannot be 
counted, e.g. water, money.  
see also countable

verb 
A word that refers to a situation 
or an action, e.g. stay, write.

vowel 
The English letters a, e, i, o, u.  
see also consonant

word class 
Shows the function of a word 
in a sentence, e.g. noun, verb, 
adjective are all word classes.

word order 
The position that different 
words have in a clause,  
e.g. the subject usually comes 
before the verb, and adjectives 
of opinion come before  
adjectives of fact.

zero article 
When there is no article before 
plural or uncountable nouns.

zero conditional  
A sentence with “if ” or “when” 
that describes a present 
situation or a regular action, 
e.g. If it rains, the roads flood.
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question word 
A word is used to start open 
questions, e.g. What, Which, 
Who, Why, How.

question tag 
A short phrase that makes  
a statement into a question,  
e.g. “isn’t it” in It’s hot today, 
isn’t it?

reflexive pronoun 
A word that refers to the 
subject of the clause, when  
the subject and object are  
the same, e.g. myself.

regular 
A word that behaves in the 
same way as most words like  
it, e.g. books is a regular plural 
noun and waited is a regular 
past simple form.  
see also irregular

relative clause 
A clause that gives information 
about the subject or object of 
the main clause.

relative pronoun 
A word that introduces  
a relative clause, e.g. who,  
that, which.

reported question 
A question that is repeated 
after it was actually asked, often 
by another person, e.g. She 
asked if the bus was full.

reported speech 
Statements and questions that 
are repeated after they were 
actually said, often by another 
person, e.g. He said the bus  
was full.

reporting verb 
A verb that introduces reported 
speech, e.g. say, tell.

root 
The part of a word to which  
a suffix or prefix is added,  
e.g. “employ” is the root  
of employable.

second conditional 
A sentence with “if ” that 
describes an imaginary future 
situation, or an impossible 
present situation, e.g. If I were 
you, I’d take an umbrella.

sentence 
A group of one or more clauses.

separable phrasal verb 
A phrasal verb that can be  
used with the particle after a 
noun or pronoun, e.g. bring 
the subject up / bring it up. 
see also inseparable  
phrasal verb

short answer 
An answer to a closed question 
that only uses the subject and 
auxiliary verb, e.g. Yes, I do. 

short question 
A question with just an 
auxiliary verb and subject, 
which is used to show interest 
in a conversation, e.g. Is it? 

simple 
Simple tenses are formed with 
a main verb only; they don’t 
need an auxiliary verb in their 
positive forms.

singular 
The form of a word that is used 
to refer to just one person or 
thing, e.g. book. 
see also plural

stalling 
Using words or short phrases in 
conversation to give yourself 
time to think about what to say, 
e.g. Let’s see…

state verb (stative verb) 
A type of verb that describes 
situations, thoughts, or feelings, 
e.g. seem, think, like.  
see also action verb

statement 
A sentence that offers 
information, i.e. not a question 
or an imperative.

stress 
Saying one syllable in a word, 
or one word in a sentence, 
more strongly than the others.   
see also emphasis

subject 
The person / thing / place, etc. 
that usually comes before the 
verb in a clause.

subject pronoun  
A word that replaces a noun  
as the subject of a clause,  
e.g. I, she, they.

subject question 
A question where the question 
word is the subject, e.g. “Who” 
in Who invited you?  
see also object question

subordinate clause 
A clause which is dependent 
on the main clause, usually 
introduced by a subordinating 
conjunction.

subordinating conjunction 
A word that links two clauses that 
are not of equal importance,  
i.e. a subordinate clause to a 
main clause, e.g. because, if.  
see also coordinating 
conjunction

substitution 
The use of a word to replace 
another, e.g. “He” in He’s in the 
kitchen.

suffix 
Letters at the end of a word 
that change its meaning,  
e.g. “-able” in enjoyable.  
see also prefix

superlative adjective 
An adjective that indicates the 
most extreme of a group of 
things, e.g. best.  
see also comparative adjective

syllable 
Every word is made up of  
a number of syllables, each of 
which contain a vowel sound, 
e.g. teach (one syllable), 
teacher (two syllables).

tense 
The form of a verb that shows 
the time of the action,  
e.g. present simple, past simple.

third conditional 
A sentence with “if ” that 
describes an impossible past 
situation and its impossible 
result, e.g. If I had studied 
harder, I would have passed  
the exam.

time marker 
A word or phrase that indicates 
a time, e.g. now, at the 
moment, tomorrow.

transitive verb 
A verb that takes a direct object.  
see also intransitive verb

uncountable 
A noun that cannot be 
counted, e.g. water, money.  
see also countable

verb 
A word that refers to a situation 
or an action, e.g. stay, write.

vowel 
The English letters a, e, i, o, u.  
see also consonant

word class 
Shows the function of a word 
in a sentence, e.g. noun, verb, 
adjective are all word classes.

word order 
The position that different 
words have in a clause,  
e.g. the subject usually comes 
before the verb, and adjectives 
of opinion come before  
adjectives of fact.

zero article 
When there is no article before 
plural or uncountable nouns.

zero conditional  
A sentence with “if ” or “when” 
that describes a present 
situation or a regular action, 
e.g. If it rains, the roads flood.
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“and”  68, 89
as coordinating conjunction  110
in spoken numbers  74

answering questions  41, 66, 80
“any”  63, 70
“anyone” and “anybody”  79
“anything”  79
“anyway”  20, 118
apostrophes  80
“appear”  119
approximations  76
“are” and “is”  24, 71, 85

“are not” and “aren’t”  2
see also “be”

articles  63, 64, 69, R1
definite article (“the”)  97

“as... as” comparisons  76, 96
asking questions see questions
“as soon as”  111
“at”  106, 107, 109
“-ate” suffixes  115
“at the moment”  19
auxiliary verbs  1, 49, 88, R13

in questions  34, 37
in indirect questions  38
in open questions  36
in question tags  39
in short answers  40, 41
with present and past participles  51
see also modal verbs

avoiding repetition  89, 90, 91
“awful”  93

B
backchanneling  120
“bad” and “badly”  98, 99
base form (verbs)  51

in questions  34
with modal verbs  56
with “can” and “cannot”  57
with “might”  62
with “did” and “did not”  8, 9
with “going to”  17
with “should”  59
with “used to”  15
see also infinitives (verbs)

“be”
adjectives after  92
contractions of  R13
in future tense  20, 26, 85
in passive voice  24, 26, 27, 28
in past tense  7, 8, 9
in present tense  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11 

in questions  4, 34, 39 
open questions  36 
short questions  40

in short answers  41
with personal pronouns  77
with shortened infinitives  90
with “used to”  116

“beautiful”  94

All locators refer to unit numbers. Numbers in 
bold indicate the main entry for the subject. 
Locators with the prefix R, for example “R1,” refer 
to information in the reference section.

A
“a”  63, 64, 70
abilities  56, 57
“-able” suffixes  115
“about”  101, 108, 109
absolute adjectives  93
“absolutely”  100
abstract nouns  72
action verbs  49, 50

in present tense  4, 5
“actually”  118
adjectives  63, 84, 92, R1

adding emphasis to  103
comparative  94, 95, 96
gradable and non-gradable  93
hedging with  119
same forms as adverbs  98, 99
superlative  97
with “enough” and “too”  104
with prepositions  109, R15
with suffixes  115

adverbials  88, R25
adverbs  R1

comparative and superlative  99
describing verbs  100
in phrasal verbs  55
of degree  93, 100
of frequency  102
of manner  98
of time  101
same forms as adjectives  98, 99
with “enough” and “too”  104
see also gradable adjectives

advice  56, 59
“afford”  90
“afraid”  90, 118
“after”  105, 107, 117
“afternoon” and “morning”  107
age, adjectives for  92
agents, of sentences  24, 25
agreement

noun-verb  68
subject-verb  71

“all”  77, 82
“almost”  76, 96
“a lot”  75, 94
alphabet  R2
“already”  101
“although”  111
“always”  102
“am”  24

see also “be”
“an”  63, 64, 70
“-ance” suffixes  115

“because”  111, 112
“been”

“have been”  12, 27, 28
in future tense  21, 26
in past tense  14
in present tense  11, 12, 25

“before”  107
“being”  24
“best”  97
“better”  99
“between”  106, 109
“between...and...”  107
body language  118
“both”  68
“but”  110, 112

with ellipsis  89
with inversions  88

“by”
as preposition  105, 107, 108, 109
“by far”  97
“by the way”  118
in passive voice  24

C
“can”  56, 57

after “nor”  110
“cannot” and “can’t”  41, 57, 61
for permission and requests  58
in first conditional  30
in short answers  41

capitalization  69
cardinal numbers  74
cause and effect, adjectives for  95
“certainly”  118
“chance”  90
changes in meaning  52, 55, R22

addition of prefixes and suffixes  114, 115
addition of defining relative clauses  81
auxiliary verbs with main verbs  49
degrees, of adverbs and adjectives  100, 104
question words with “-ever”  84
use of prepositions  106, 109

changes to subject  118, 120
classifying adjectives  93
closed questions  38, 41, 42, 47
collective nouns  71
collocations, reflexive  78
colors, adjectives for  92
comma use

in numbers  74
in sentences  29, 31, 82
with coordinating conjunctions  110

common nouns  69
common prefixes  114
common suffixes  115
comparative adjectives  94, 95, 103
comparative adverbs  99
comparisons  94, 95, 96

in arguments  119
with conjunctions  112

complements  90
“completely”  100

Index
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complex prepositions  105
compound nouns  73
conceding a point  118
conclusion markers  117
concrete nouns  72
conditional sentences  29, 30, 31, 59
conjunctions  110, 111, 113, R1

ellipsis after  89
consonants  R2
continuous forms  12, 14, 50

in future tense  20, 21
see also past continuous; present continuous

contractions  6, 77, R13
negative  2, 4
use of apostrophes in  80

contrasting phrases  110, 111, 113
conversational English see spoken English
coordinating conjunctions  110, 113
correcting subjects  118
“could”  44, 56

“could not” and “couldn’t”  61, 62
“could you tell me”  38
for past abilities  57
for permission and requests  58
for suggestions  59
in deductions  61
in second conditional  29, 30
with “wish”  33

countable nouns  70, 75
abstract  72
substitution of  91
with “enough” and “not enough”  104
see also uncountable nouns 

D
dates  74, 75
decade phrases  80
decimals  74
decisions

with “going to”  17
with “will”  18

deductions  56, 61
defining relative clauses  63, 81

see also non-defining relative clauses
definite article (“the”)  63, 64, 97
degrees, of adverbs and adjectives  100, 104
demonstrative determiners  65

“that”  86, 87, R13
“that” as relative pronoun  81
“that” in passive voice  28
“that” with “so” and “such”  103
“these” and “those”  44
“this”  43, 45

dependent prepositions  109
describing words see adjectives
desires (“wish”)  33
determiners  R1

“each” and “every”  67
“no”  41, 47, 66
possessive  80
“whichever” and “whatever” as  84
with “either,” “neither,” and “both”  68

“did”
“did not” and “didn’t”  8, 60
in questions  9, 34, 37
in open questions  36

direct objects  53, 55
pronouns  77

direct speech  44
see also reported speech

disagreeing subjects  118
discourse markers  117
discussions  119
distances, with “it”  86
distancing, from statements  119
“do” and “does”  49, 80

“do you know”  38
for substitution  91
in answers  40, 41
in questions  3, 34, 37 

open questions  36 
question tags  39 
reported questions  47

in requests  6
in short answers  41
see also “do not” and “don’t”

“-dom” suffixes  115
“do not” and “don’t”  2, 79

as imperatives  6
“does not” and “doesn’t”  2, 80
“don’t have to”  60
in reported speech  46
in short answers  41
with “have”  80

double object verbs  53
dummy subject (“it”)  86
duration, prepositions for  107
“during”  107

E
“each”  67, 78
“-ed” suffixes  7, 11, 51

adjectives with  92
“either”  68, 110
elision see contractions
ellipsis  89, 110, R3
emphasis  59, 78

imperatives  6
in formal organizing phrases  117
inversion of words  88
“no” and nouns  66
shifting focus  87
through repetition  95
with conjunctions  112
with “far” and “much”  104
with “little”  75
with “so” and “such”  103
see also stress

empty subject (“it”)  86
“-en” suffixes  115
“-ence” suffixes  115
“enough”  75, 104
“entirely”  100
“-er” suffixes  94, 99, 115
“-es” suffixes  1, 5, 69

“-est” suffixes  97, 99
“even though”  111
“-ever,” with question words  84
“every”  67
“everyone” and “everybody”  79
“everything”  79
evidence, predictions with  17
exclamation marks  6
expressions, comparative adjectives  95
expressions of frequency  102
extreme adjectives  93

F
fact adjectives  92
“fairly”  93, 100
“fast,” “faster,” and “fastest”  97
“feel” and “felt”  43, 50
feelings  52
female and male nouns  80, 92

see also “he,” “him,” and “his;” “she”
“few” and “fewer”  75, 91
“finally”  117
“fine” and “finely”  98
“first”  117
first (real) conditional  29, 30, 31
first person pronouns  77
focus, on parts of sentences  87
“for”  107, 109

“for example”  117
formal English

conjunctions  112
“nor”  110
“ought to”  59
polite requests  6, 58
using inversion  30, 88
“whether”  47
“whom”  35, 81, 82

formal organizing phrases  117
fractions  74
frequencies, questions about  35
frequency, adverbs of  102
“friendly” and “friendlier”  94
“from... to...”  107
“-ful” suffixes  115
future  19, 23, 33, R10

near, with “about to”  101
obligations  60
possibilities  32, 62
with “yet”  101

future continuous  20, 23
future in the past  22, 23
future, passive voice in  26
future perfect  21, 23, R11

passive  26
future simple  23, 26
future with “going to”  17, 23
future with “will”  18, 23

in first conditional  29
in reported speech  44
phrasal verbs in  55
with “there”  85

future with “shall”  18
future with “will be able to”  57
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complex prepositions  105
compound nouns  73
conceding a point  118
conclusion markers  117
concrete nouns  72
conditional sentences  29, 30, 31, 59
conjunctions  110, 111, 113, R1

ellipsis after  89
consonants  R2
continuous forms  12, 14, 50

in future tense  20, 21
see also past continuous; present continuous

contractions  6, 77, R13
negative  2, 4
use of apostrophes in  80

contrasting phrases  110, 111, 113
conversational English see spoken English
coordinating conjunctions  110, 113
correcting subjects  118
“could”  44, 56

“could not” and “couldn’t”  61, 62
“could you tell me”  38
for past abilities  57
for permission and requests  58
for suggestions  59
in deductions  61
in second conditional  29, 30
with “wish”  33

countable nouns  70, 75
abstract  72
substitution of  91
with “enough” and “not enough”  104
see also uncountable nouns 

D
dates  74, 75
decade phrases  80
decimals  74
decisions

with “going to”  17
with “will”  18

deductions  56, 61
defining relative clauses  63, 81

see also non-defining relative clauses
definite article (“the”)  63, 64, 97
degrees, of adverbs and adjectives  100, 104
demonstrative determiners  65

“that”  86, 87, R13
“that” as relative pronoun  81
“that” in passive voice  28
“that” with “so” and “such”  103
“these” and “those”  44
“this”  43, 45

dependent prepositions  109
describing words see adjectives
desires (“wish”)  33
determiners  R1

“each” and “every”  67
“no”  41, 47, 66
possessive  80
“whichever” and “whatever” as  84
with “either,” “neither,” and “both”  68

“did”
“did not” and “didn’t”  8, 60
in questions  9, 34, 37
in open questions  36

direct objects  53, 55
pronouns  77

direct speech  44
see also reported speech

disagreeing subjects  118
discourse markers  117
discussions  119
distances, with “it”  86
distancing, from statements  119
“do” and “does”  49, 80

“do you know”  38
for substitution  91
in answers  40, 41
in questions  3, 34, 37 

open questions  36 
question tags  39 
reported questions  47

in requests  6
in short answers  41
see also “do not” and “don’t”

“-dom” suffixes  115
“do not” and “don’t”  2, 79

as imperatives  6
“does not” and “doesn’t”  2, 80
“don’t have to”  60
in reported speech  46
in short answers  41
with “have”  80

double object verbs  53
dummy subject (“it”)  86
duration, prepositions for  107
“during”  107

E
“each”  67, 78
“-ed” suffixes  7, 11, 51

adjectives with  92
“either”  68, 110
elision see contractions
ellipsis  89, 110, R3
emphasis  59, 78

imperatives  6
in formal organizing phrases  117
inversion of words  88
“no” and nouns  66
shifting focus  87
through repetition  95
with conjunctions  112
with “far” and “much”  104
with “little”  75
with “so” and “such”  103
see also stress

empty subject (“it”)  86
“-en” suffixes  115
“-ence” suffixes  115
“enough”  75, 104
“entirely”  100
“-er” suffixes  94, 99, 115
“-es” suffixes  1, 5, 69

“-est” suffixes  97, 99
“even though”  111
“-ever,” with question words  84
“every”  67
“everyone” and “everybody”  79
“everything”  79
evidence, predictions with  17
exclamation marks  6
expressions, comparative adjectives  95
expressions of frequency  102
extreme adjectives  93

F
fact adjectives  92
“fairly”  93, 100
“fast,” “faster,” and “fastest”  97
“feel” and “felt”  43, 50
feelings  52
female and male nouns  80, 92

see also “he,” “him,” and “his;” “she”
“few” and “fewer”  75, 91
“finally”  117
“fine” and “finely”  98
“first”  117
first (real) conditional  29, 30, 31
first person pronouns  77
focus, on parts of sentences  87
“for”  107, 109

“for example”  117
formal English

conjunctions  112
“nor”  110
“ought to”  59
polite requests  6, 58
using inversion  30, 88
“whether”  47
“whom”  35, 81, 82

formal organizing phrases  117
fractions  74
frequencies, questions about  35
frequency, adverbs of  102
“friendly” and “friendlier”  94
“from... to...”  107
“-ful” suffixes  115
future  19, 23, 33, R10

near, with “about to”  101
obligations  60
possibilities  32, 62
with “yet”  101

future continuous  20, 23
future in the past  22, 23
future, passive voice in  26
future perfect  21, 23, R11

passive  26
future simple  23, 26
future with “going to”  17, 23
future with “will”  18, 23

in first conditional  29
in reported speech  44
phrasal verbs in  55
with “there”  85

future with “shall”  18
future with “will be able to”  57
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I
“I”  77, 80, R13

“I am”  1
“I am not”  2
“I have” and “I’ve”  12

“-ible” suffixes  115
“-ify” suffixes  115
“-ier” suffixes  94
“-iest” suffixes  97
“if ”  47

closed questions  38
“if I were you”  59
“if only”  33
in conditional sentences  29, 30, 31

“-ily” suffixes  98
“im-” prefixes 114
imperatives  6, 29, 78, R5
“in”  106, 107, 109

“in case”  32
“in order to”  111

indefinite articles  63, 64
indefinite pronouns  79
“indicate”  119
indirect object  53

pronouns  77
indirect questions  38
infinitives (verbs)  51, 105, R18

clauses  28, 86, 90
with “enough” and “too”  104
patterns  52, 53
with reporting verbs  45, 46
shortening of  90
see also base form (verbs)

informal English
answers  58
“can”  58
conjunctions  112
ellipsis  89, 111
“get” and “have”  116
question tags  39
see also spoken English

informal organizing words  120
“-ing” suffixes  115

adjectives with  92
gerunds  51, 52, 54, R18
after prepositions  105
patterns  53, 54
with continuous tenses  4, 10, 12
with prepositions  54

inseparable phrasal verbs  55, R21
interjections  R1

“wow”  120
“yes”  41, 47
see also exclamation marks

interviewing techniques  120
intonation  39, 40, 44, 55
intransitive verbs  49
inversion, of words  38, 88
irregular adverbs  98, 99
irregular comparative adjectives  94
irregular past participles  11, 51
irregular plurals  69, R24
irregular superlative adjectives  97

G
gender, nouns  69
general opinions  92
generic “the”  63
gerunds  51, 52, 54, R18

after prepositions  105
patterns  53, 54

“get” and “got”  28
“get / have something done”  116
“get on / up”  55
“get used to”  116

“go”  7, 11, 102
“going to”  17, 20, 22, 23
“going to be”  85

“gone”  11
“good”  93, 98, 99

“good question”  120
gradable adjectives  93
grading adverbs  100

H
“had”  13, 25, R13

“had been”  14
“had better”  59
in conditional sentences  29, 30

“half ”  96
“harder”  95
“has”  1, 11, 49

“has been”  28, 85
“has not” and “hasn’t”  46
“has to”  60
possession  80
subject-verb agreement  71
see also “have”

“hate”  87, 90
“have”  10, 21, 90

contractions of  R13
“have been”  12, 27, 28
“have / get something done”  116
“have got”  80
“have not” and “haven’t”  80
“have to”  56, 60
in third conditional  29, 31
questions with  40, 80
with pronouns  77
see also “has”

hedging  119
“he,” “him,” and “his”  77, 80, R13

“he has” and “he’s”  12
“hence”  112
“her” and “hers”  77, 80

“herself ” and “himself ”  78
“how”  35, 89

“how often”  35, 102
“however”  84
hyphenated words  73
hypothetical situations  29, 31

irregular verbs  1, 7
“is” and “are”  24, 71, 85 see also “be”

“is not” and “isn’t”  2, 4, 46
“-ism” suffixes  115
“-ist” suffixes  115
“it”  77, 80, 86

clauses  86, 87
contractions of  R13
in passive voice  28
“it is” and “it’s”  80, 86, 87
“its”  80
“itself ”  78
“it was”  87

“-ize” suffixes  115

JL
“just”  6, 101

for emphasis  96
“just in case”  32
with statistics  76

“later” and “latest”  99
“least”  97, 99
“less”  75, 99

“less...than...”  94
“-less” suffixes  115
“let’s” and “let’s not”  6, 120
“like”  44, 87, 90

as conjunction  112
likely actions and events  29
linking words  49, 112, R25

conjunctions  89, 110, 111, R1
lists of nouns, conjunctions with  110
“little”  75
long adjectives  94, 95, 97
longer compound nouns  73
“look up to”  55
“lots”  75
“loudly”  98
“love”  87, 90
“-ly” suffixes  98

M
main verbs  49

action (dynamic) verbs  4, 5, 50
state (stative) verbs  4, 5, 50, R19

“majority” and “minority”  76
male and female nouns  80, 92

see also “he,” “him,” “his,” and “she”
“man” and “men”  69
manners, adverbs of  98
“many”  70
materials, adjectives for  92
“may”  56

for permission and requests  58
“may not”  62
with deductions  61
with possibilities  62
see also “might”

“me”  77
meanings, changes in see changes in meaning
“-ment” suffixes  115
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“might”  56
in deductions  61
in suggestions and advice  59
in third conditional  29, 30
“might not”  61, 62
with possibilities  62

minority” and “majority”  76
“mis-” prefixes  114
mixed conditionals  29
modal verbs  49, 56

for abilities  57
for advice and suggestions  18, 59
for deductions  61
for obligations  60
for offers and requests  18, 20, 58
in conditional sentences  29, 30
in questions  39, 40
in reported speech  44
in short answers  41
passive voice with  27
with wishes and regrets  33
see also “could;” “would”

modifiers
adverbs  101
adjectives with  94
gradable adjectives  93
in compound nouns  73
prefixes  114
with comparisons  96
with superlatives  97

“more”  75, 94, 99
“more and more”  95
“more… than…”  94

“morning” and “afternoon”  107
“most”  76, 97, 99
“much”  70, 94
“must”  56, 59

in deductions  61
in obligations  60
“must not” and “mustn’t”  60

“my” and “mine”  80
“myself ”  78

N
names, personal  63
narrative tenses  10, 16
nationalities, adjectives for  92
“nearly”  102
negatives  R12

adverbials  88
answers to questions  58
avoiding repetition in  90, 91
imperatives  6
in “as...as” comparisons  96
in future tense  17, 18
in past tense  8, 33
in present tense  2, 4, 5
in reported speech  46
modal verbs  56, 57
questions  39, 40
use of articles in  63
with “but”  110
with countable and uncountable nouns  70

negatives continued
with ”have”  80
with indefinite pronouns  79
with “neither”  68, 88
with “use to” and “used to”  15
see also “not”

“neither”  68, 88
“-ness” suffixes  115
neutral questions  20
“never”  88, 102
newspaper headlines  73
“next”  117

“next to”  105, 106
“no”  41, 47, 66

“no sooner”  88
“none”  66
non-defining relative clauses  82

see also defining relative clauses
non-gradable adjectives  93
non-grading adverbs  100
non-reflexive verbs  78
“no one”  79
“nor”  68, 110

see also “or”
“not”  2, 8, 17

for substitution  91
in reported speech  46
“not as...as” and “not so...as”  96
“not enough”  75
“not only”  88
“not quite”  96
with modal verbs  61

“nothing”  79
nouns  R1

abstract and concrete  72
adding emphasis to  103
agreement, with verbs  68
and shortened infinitives  90
articles with  63
based on phrasal verbs  55
compound  73
focusing with  87
singular and plural  69
with imperatives  6
with “no”  66
with possessive determiners  80
with prepositions  105, 109, R16
with suffixes  115

“nowhere near”  96
numbers  74, 67
quantities  75, 76

O
object pronouns  77
object questions  37, 42
objects

in defining relative clauses  81
in passive sentences  24
in reported speech  47
use of articles with  63
with prepositions  105
with verbs  49, 53, 54
reporting verbs  45, 46

obligations  56, 60
“occasionally”  102
“of ”  68, 109
offers  18, 56, 58
“often”  102
“OK”  120
omitted words  95

ellipsis  89, 110, R3
“on”  105, 106, 107

“on the one / other hand”  119
“on top of ”  106

“one” and “ones”  91
“one another”  78
“one of ”  97

“only when”  88
open questions  4, 36, 42

indirect  38
reported  47

opening phrases  38
opinions  92
“or”  110

for suggestions  59
in questions  47
with “either”  68
with ellipsis  89

ordinal numbers  74
organizing phrases  117
organizing words, informal  120
“other”  65
“ought to”  33, 56, 59
“our” and “ours”  80

“ourselves”  78
“-ous” suffixes  115
“over-” prefixes  114
ownership  80, 108

P
parallel prepositions  105
participles  10, 51

see also past participles
particles  55
parts of speech  R1

articles  63, 64, 69, 97
conjunctions  89, 110, 111
interjections 41, 47, 120
see also adjectives; adverbs; determiners; 

nouns; prepositions; pronouns; verbs
passive voice  24, 28

“by” in  108
in the future  26
in the past  25
with modals  27

past  16, R6
abilities  57
possibilities  62
recent, with “just” and “already”  101

“past,” use in time phrases  107
past continuous  10, 15, 16, 22

passive  25
in reported speech  44

past, future in  22
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“might”  56
in deductions  61
in suggestions and advice  59
in third conditional  29, 30
“might not”  61, 62
with possibilities  62

minority” and “majority”  76
“mis-” prefixes  114
mixed conditionals  29
modal verbs  49, 56

for abilities  57
for advice and suggestions  18, 59
for deductions  61
for obligations  60
for offers and requests  18, 20, 58
in conditional sentences  29, 30
in questions  39, 40
in reported speech  44
in short answers  41
passive voice with  27
with wishes and regrets  33
see also “could;” “would”

modifiers
adverbs  101
adjectives with  94
gradable adjectives  93
in compound nouns  73
prefixes  114
with comparisons  96
with superlatives  97

“more”  75, 94, 99
“more and more”  95
“more… than…”  94

“morning” and “afternoon”  107
“most”  76, 97, 99
“much”  70, 94
“must”  56, 59

in deductions  61
in obligations  60
“must not” and “mustn’t”  60

“my” and “mine”  80
“myself ”  78

N
names, personal  63
narrative tenses  10, 16
nationalities, adjectives for  92
“nearly”  102
negatives  R12

adverbials  88
answers to questions  58
avoiding repetition in  90, 91
imperatives  6
in “as...as” comparisons  96
in future tense  17, 18
in past tense  8, 33
in present tense  2, 4, 5
in reported speech  46
modal verbs  56, 57
questions  39, 40
use of articles in  63
with “but”  110
with countable and uncountable nouns  70

negatives continued
with ”have”  80
with indefinite pronouns  79
with “neither”  68, 88
with “use to” and “used to”  15
see also “not”

“neither”  68, 88
“-ness” suffixes  115
neutral questions  20
“never”  88, 102
newspaper headlines  73
“next”  117

“next to”  105, 106
“no”  41, 47, 66

“no sooner”  88
“none”  66
non-defining relative clauses  82

see also defining relative clauses
non-gradable adjectives  93
non-grading adverbs  100
non-reflexive verbs  78
“no one”  79
“nor”  68, 110

see also “or”
“not”  2, 8, 17

for substitution  91
in reported speech  46
“not as...as” and “not so...as”  96
“not enough”  75
“not only”  88
“not quite”  96
with modal verbs  61

“nothing”  79
nouns  R1

abstract and concrete  72
adding emphasis to  103
agreement, with verbs  68
and shortened infinitives  90
articles with  63
based on phrasal verbs  55
compound  73
focusing with  87
singular and plural  69
with imperatives  6
with “no”  66
with possessive determiners  80
with prepositions  105, 109, R16
with suffixes  115

“nowhere near”  96
numbers  74, 67
quantities  75, 76

O
object pronouns  77
object questions  37, 42
objects

in defining relative clauses  81
in passive sentences  24
in reported speech  47
use of articles with  63
with prepositions  105
with verbs  49, 53, 54
reporting verbs  45, 46

obligations  56, 60
“occasionally”  102
“of ”  68, 109
offers  18, 56, 58
“often”  102
“OK”  120
omitted words  95

ellipsis  89, 110, R3
“on”  105, 106, 107

“on the one / other hand”  119
“on top of ”  106

“one” and “ones”  91
“one another”  78
“one of ”  97

“only when”  88
open questions  4, 36, 42

indirect  38
reported  47

opening phrases  38
opinions  92
“or”  110

for suggestions  59
in questions  47
with “either”  68
with ellipsis  89

ordinal numbers  74
organizing phrases  117
organizing words, informal  120
“other”  65
“ought to”  33, 56, 59
“our” and “ours”  80

“ourselves”  78
“-ous” suffixes  115
“over-” prefixes  114
ownership  80, 108

P
parallel prepositions  105
participles  10, 51

see also past participles
particles  55
parts of speech  R1

articles  63, 64, 69, 97
conjunctions  89, 110, 111
interjections 41, 47, 120
see also adjectives; adverbs; determiners; 

nouns; prepositions; pronouns; verbs
passive voice  24, 28

“by” in  108
in the future  26
in the past  25
with modals  27

past  16, R6
abilities  57
possibilities  62
recent, with “just” and “already”  101

“past,” use in time phrases  107
past continuous  10, 15, 16, 22

passive  25
in reported speech  44

past, future in  22
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prepositions  105, 108, R1, R14–R17
dependent  109
of place  106
of time  107
with verbs  53, 54

present  5, 34, R4
for future events  19
with future continuous  20
with possibilities  32
with “still”  101

present continuous  4, 5, 23
for future events  19
in reported speech  44
passive  24
phrasal verbs in  55
with future continuous  20
with present participles  51

present participles  10, 51
present particle  4
present passive  27
present perfect  R7

continuous  12, 14, 16
in reported speech  44
passive  25
simple  11, 12, 16
“there has been / have been”  85
with past participles  51
with auxiliary verbs  49

present possibilities  62
present simple  1, 5, 23

for future plans  19
in conditional sentences  29, 31
in direct speech  43
negative  2
passive  28
phrasal verbs in  55
questions in  3, 39, 40

“pretty”  100
“probably”  18
“promise”  90
promises, using “will”  18
pronouns  6, 53, 75, R1

indefinite  79
in reported speech  44
“none”  66
personal  77
possessive  80
reflexive  78
relative  81
“this” and “that”  65
with prepositions  105
with separable phrasal verbs  55

pronunciation  74
intonation  39, 40, 44, 55
see also stress

proper nouns  69
punctuation  R3

apostrophes  80
see also comma use

past participles  13, 51
in passive voice  24, 25, 26, 27, 28
in third (unreal past) conditional  29
regular and irregular  11

past perfect
continuous  14, 16
in reported speech  44
in third conditional  29, 31
passive  25
simple  13, 16
with possibilities  32
with “wish”  33

past simple  7, 11, 14, 16
in direct and reported speech  44
in second conditional  29, 31
negative  8
passive  25, 28
phrasal verbs in  55
questions  9, 34, 39 

short questions  40
with other past tenses  10, 13, 14
with “there”  85
with unlikely possibilities  32
with “wish”  33

percentages  74
perfect passive  27
permissions  56, 58
personal pronouns  68, 77
phrasal verbs  54, 55, R20–R21

see also three-word phrasal verbs
“pick up”  55
places, description of  44, 106
plans  52
“please”  6
plural forms

compound nouns  73
irregular  R24
nouns and pronouns  69, 77, 78
subject-verb agreement  71
substitution of  91
use of apostrophes with  80
use of articles with  63, 64
with “both”  68
with “there”  85
with “these” and “those”  65
see also countable nouns; uncountable nouns

polite English see formal English
positive statements  79

substitution in  91
with “but”  110
with “do”  88
with question tags  39

possession  80, 83, 108
possibilities  62

in questions  35
modal verbs for  56, 59

predictions  17, 18
prefixes  114

Q
quantifiers  76, 82
quantities  70, 76

quantity phrases  75
questions  34, 42, 56

about frequency  102
about quantities  70
indirect  38
in future tense  17, 20
in past simple  9
in present tense  3, 4, 5
in reported speech  47
object and subject  37
open questions  36
short  40
tags  39
use of articles in  63
with “have”  80
with indefinite pronouns  79
with “might”  62

question words  35, 36
ellipsis after  89
in relative structures  83
with “-ever”  84
with modal verbs  58

“quietly”  98
“quite”  75, 100

R
“rarely”  102
“re-” prefixes  114
reactions, to statements  120
“really”  59, 100, 120
reasons, in sentences  111
recommendations  59
reduced infinitives  90
reflexive collocations  78
reflexive pronouns  78
regrets  33
“regularly”  102
regular past participles  11
regular verbs  7
relative clauses  87, 81, 82
relative pronouns  81
relative structures  83
repetition, avoiding  89, 90, 91
reported speech  43

questions  47
tenses in  44
with negatives  46

reporting verbs  28, 45
requests  20, 56, 58
results, in sentences  29, 108, 111
reversing of words (inversion)  38, 88
“right”  120
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S
“-s” suffixes  1, 5, 69

in questions  3
negatives  2
to show regular events  107
with singular agreement  71

“say” and “said”  43, 45
saying English see pronunciation
scene-setting  10
second (present unreal) conditional  29, 31

“if I were you”  59
with modal verbs  30

second person pronouns  77
“seem”  119
“-self ” and “-selves,” suffixes  78
sentences, parts of see parts of speech
separable phrasal verbs  55, R20
sequencing phrases and markers  117
“shall”  18, 56, 58
shapes, adjectives for  92
“she”  77, 80, R13
shifting focus, in parts of sentences  87
short answers  41
shortened words see contractions
short questions  40, 42
“should”  36, 56, 59

“should have”  33
similar-sounding words  74, R22
simple forms  13, 26, 50

in present perfect tense  11, 12
see also past simple; present simple

“since,” with times or dates  107
singular forms, verbs  79
singular forms, nouns  69, 73

subject-verb agreement  71
substitution of  91
use of apostrophes with  80
use of articles with  64
with “either” and “neither”  68
with “there”  85
with “this” and “that”  65
see also countable nouns; uncountable nouns

“-sion” suffixes  115
sizes, adjectives for  92
“slightly”  94
“slower” and “slowest”  99
“so”  18, 88, 103

as conjunction  110
as informal organizing word  120
for substitution  91
in comparisons  96
“so that”  111

“some”  63, 64, 76
for substitution  91
in non-defining relative clauses  82
with countable and uncountable nouns  70

“someone” and “somebody”  79
“something”  79
“sometimes”  102
specific opinions  92
speculations see deductions

speech, parts of see parts of speech
spelling rules  R23

for gerunds  51
for plurals  69
for suffixes  7, 115
in past simple  7
in present particle  4

spoken English  120
“although”  111
ellipsis  89
“have got”  80
intonation in  39, 40, 44, 55
phrasal verbs  55
questions  38, 39, 40

stalling techniques  120
state verbs  49, 50, R19

in present tense  4, 5
statistics  76
“still”  101
“stop”  6
storytelling  10, 16
stress  74, 112

on first syllables  55
on last syllables  4, 7, 51, 115

“stronger”  95
subject pronouns  77
subject questions  37, 42
subjects and verbs  49

agreement  7, 71
inversion of  38, 88

subjects in defining relative clauses  81
subjects in passive voice  24, 25, 28
subjects in questions  34

in future tense  17
in past tense  9
in present tense  3, 4

subjects in reported speech  47
subjects with imperatives  6
subordinate clauses  111, 113
subordinating conjunctions  111, 113
substitution  65, 91
“such”  103, 117
suffixes  7, 115
“suggest”  119
suggestions  18, 56, 59
superlative adjectives  97
superlative adverbs  99
“suppose”  32
syllables  74, 94, 97

see also long adjectives; stress

 T
“tall” and “taller”  94
“tell” and “told”  43, 45
tenses

auxiliary verbs to form  49
in reported speech  43, 44, 47
phrasal verbs in  55
see also future; past; present

“than”  94

“that”  65, 86, 87, R13
as relative pronoun  81
in passive voice  28
with “so” and “such”  103
see also “this”

“the”  63, 64, 97
“the more... the merrier”  95
“the... the better”  95

“their” and “theirs”  80, R13
“them”  68
“themselves”  78
“then”  94, 117
“there”  28, 41, 85
“therefore”  112
“these” and “those”  44, 65
“they”  77, 80, R13
“think”  18
third (past unreal) conditional  29, 30, 31
third person  1, 5, 77
“this”  43, 45, 65

see also “that”
“those” and “these”  44, 65
“though”  112
three-word phrasal verbs  55
time, descriptions of  15, 107, R26

adverbials  88
conjunctions as time phrases  113
specific expressions of  19, 44, 86

“-tion” suffixes  115
“to”

as preposition  105, 109
in reduced infinitives  90
use in time phrases  107
see also infinitives (verbs)

“tomorrow”  19
“too”  75, 104
“totally”  100
transitive verbs  49, 53

U
UK and US English, differences between

collective nouns  71
“further” and “furthest”  94
prepositions  107
“quite”  100
short questions  40
spoken numbers  74
subordinate time clauses  111
tenses  11

“un-” prefixes  114
uncertainties  62
uncountable nouns  64, 70, 75

abstract  72
with “enough”  104
with “there is”  85
with zero article  63
see also countable nouns

“under-” prefixes  114
“underneath”  106
understatements  75
“unique”  93
“unless”  30
unlikely actions and events  29
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use in time phrases  107
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“too”  75, 104
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collective nouns  71
“further” and “furthest”  94
prepositions  107
“quite”  100
short questions  40
spoken numbers  74
subordinate time clauses  111
tenses  11
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uncertainties  62
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abstract  72
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unreal past actions and events  29
“until”  107
“us”  68, 77
“used to” and “use to”  15, 16, 116, R9
US English see UK and US English,  

differences between
usually”  102

V
verbal nouns  51 

see also gerunds
verbs  49, 52, R1, R17–R19

action verbs  4, 5, 50
adjectives after  92
agreement, in sentences  68, 71
described by adverbs  100
hedging verbs  119
in shortened infinitives  90
inversion of subjects and  17, 47, 88
negatives with  2, R12
non-reflexive verbs  78
objects with  53
phrasal verbs  55, R20-R21 

see also three-word phrasal verbs
prepositions with  54, 109
regular and irregular verbs  1, 7
reporting verbs  28, 47
state verbs  4, 5, 50
see also base form (verbs), “-ing” suffixes, 

infinitives (verbs)
verbs in questions  3, 4, 9, 34

question tags  39
open questions  36
short questions  40

“very”  93, 94, 100
vowels  63, R2

W
“want”  53, 87, 90
“was” and “were”  25

questions  9, 34
in past tense  7, 8, 10
future in the past  22
subject-verb agreement  71
“were not” and “weren’t”  8
with “there”  85

“we”  77, 80, R13
weather, described with “it”  86
weighing up arguments  119
“well”  99

for stalling  120
in approximate quantities  76

“went”  7
“were” see “was” and “were”
“what”  35, 87

ellipsis after  89
in relative structures  83
“what if ”  32

“whatever”  84
“when”  35, 87

in conditional sentences  29
in questions about frequency  102
in relative structures  83
in subordinate time clauses  111

“whenever”  84
“where”  35, 87, 106

ellipsis after  89
in relative structures  83

“whereas”  112
“whereby”  83
“wherever”  84
“whether”  38, 47
“which”  35, 87

as relative pronoun  81, 82
“whichever”  84
“while”  111
“who” and “whom”  35, 37, 87, R13

as relative pronoun  81, 82
ellipsis after  89

“whoever”  84
“whom” see “who” and “whom”
“whose”  35, 83
“why”  35
“will”  18, 20, 21, 23, R12-R13

passive voice  26
in first (real) conditional  30, 31
“will be”  85
“will be able to”  57
“will have to” and ”will not have to”  60
“will not” and “won’t”  18

“wish”  33
wishes  52
“with” and “without”  108, 109
“woman” and “women”  69
“won’t be able to”  57
word endings (suffixes)  7, 115
word order

for formal English  30
for questions  34, 38, 40
inversion  17, 47, 88

“work out”  55
“would”  44, 56, 59, R9

contractions of  R13
future in the past with  22
in conditional sentences  29, 30, 31
with “wish”  33
with past habits  15, 16
“would like”  90

“wow”  120

YZ
“-y” suffixes  69, 115
year phrases  80
“yes”  41, 47
“yet”  101, 110, 112
“you”  68, 77, 80, R13

“your” and “yours”  80, R13
“yourself ” and “yourselves”  78

zero article  63, 64
zero conditional  29, 31
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